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THE BLACK CAT

the School Board

Picture of a big black bear orna
ments a souvenir post card which
I received the other day from
Postmaster O. V. Drew of Vinal
haven .who was rusticating In the
Oquossuc region. "No boas up here
but plenty of small game," writes
Vlv

Nominaticn cf candidates for the
City Council and School Beard of
ficially closed at midnight Satur
day. There are four candidates for
the two vacancies on the School
Board, Dr Donald E Haskell, who
presented 110 signatures through
Albert E Averill and Myron Nevel-cn who circulated and certified his
papers. C. Maxwell Ames present
ed 114 signatures certified by City
Council Chairman Osgood A. Gil
bert. P. Willard Pea.ee, Blaine
Merrill and James M Pease pre
sented and certified 139 signatures
n behalf of Blaine P. Merrill's
candidacy. Domenic P Cuceinello
was credited With 124 names, certi
fied by Mrs. Lena Payson, Mr- Se
bastian Luizza and the candidate.
City Council candidates num
bered three for the two vacancies.
First papers to be filed were those

I he City Meeting

Milton V. Rollins
Grand Chief Patriarch

Jewelry Auction Denied By
Board—Young Resigns

To honor Grand Patriarch Mil
ton V Rollins c-f tlie Grand En
campment of Maine, a reception
will be held at IOO.F hall, Rock
land, Saturday, Nov 13, at 8 30
p. in.
Grand officers expected (o be
present Irom other branches of the
order ate:
Huntis Thompson, Grand Ma-ler
of tlie Grand Lodge; Augusta M
Jenktn, president of the Rebekah
Assembly; Ralph Wright, Grand
High Priest ol the Grand En
campment; }1 Burke Chandler,
Grand Senior Warden of the
Grand EncampmentHarry T
Stinscn, Grand Scribe of the Grand
Encampment; Cecii Farrar, presi
dent of LA P M ; Charles ii Yeaton Department Commander of the
Patriarchs Militant
Following the reception there will
be a program arid speaking by pre
siding officers of the several
branches
Music for the occasion was pro
vided by Frank Young and orches
tra.
Refreshments will be served by
a committee from the Rebekah
branch.
Nestor S. Brown. Grand Marshal
of the Grand Encampment, is
general chairman of the reception
being assisted by a committee ol
three from each of the other
branehs of the Order In Rockland
All Odd Fellows, Rebekahs and
members of others branches are
cordially invited to be present

Liquor licenses were granted to
Hotel Rockland. Thorndike Hotel,
Bay View Hotel N-arraganset Ho
tel and the R»>ckl:ifid lodge cf Elks
by the City Crunch Monday night
Rockland jeweler:, Daniels, Sul
ks, Morse and Leighton opposed
an application made by Sherman
C. English of Reifs-1 fo lie,Id a pub.
lie auction it the Manhattan
Jewelers from Dec 1 through Dee.
24
Attorney Alan Bird appeared in
beiiaif of the group and printed
out that inasmuch as those store,
which are to remain in business
already have heavy investments tn
their Christmas stocks they hon'd
be given consideration and the ap
plication denied. The City Coun
cil was unanimous in Ite decision
to deny the application following a
motion pla red bv Councilman Bick
nell.
The polls will be open from 7
a. m. to 7 p. m . cn city election
day. Dec 6. according to a motion
passed by the Council last night
The resignation of Freeman g
Young from the Board of Assess
ment Review Was received but not
acted upon by the Council Young
was only recently appointed to the
board

The Robarts Tree Service started
taking down two elm.; in front bf
the Armory on Spring street this
morning to make way for tlie fwo
sets of double doors which will
eventually serve the Arc depart
ment wh!|n the building Is conven
ed to tlie Central Fire Station

of Carl M Stilphen with a total of
134 signatures certified by Joseph
W. Lamb, Francis D. Otne and Os
good A. Gilbert. James M. Pease
was credited with 143 names certi
fied by Blaine P. Merrill, James M.
Pease and P. Willard Pease. Charles
E. Bicknell. 2d, candidate for re
flection, had his paper: certified by
George B. Wood John Smith Lowe
and Sam Savltt for a total of 123
signatures.
Candidates for offices on either
the City Council or School Board
must have not less than 109 slgnatuies and no more than 160.
Candidates for the Rockland
School Dkstrlct Trustees have until
Nov 22 to file papers To date, I.
Lawton Bray lias presented papers
with 140 signatures certified by
Ardrey C. Orff, John Smith I owe
and George B. Wood.
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Rockland fans who attended the
Maine-Bowdoln game In Brunswick
Saturday had their pride stirred on
two occasions. First when the an
nouncer informed the vast throng
that the new electric clock, which
furnished vital information regard
ing the gift was the gift of Adriel
U, Bird of Rockland and Beston,
who Is an alumnus of Bcwdoin
College and one of the staunchest
football fans the college has ever
produced. The electrically lighted
device was of great assistance to
the crowd In following the progress
of the game.

Q

The other source of pride was
contained In the "Football Dope
Sheet," presented for the benefit of
the press The opening paragraph
stated that Mervyn ap Rice, '89, of
Rockland and George B Sears W
of Salem Mass., both of whom had
played football (American Rugby)
before entering Bowdoin, were the
founders of Bowdoin football They
Interested other students In the
game In the Fall of 1888 Rice was
son of the late A. S Rice, pro
minent member of ihe Knox Coun
ty Bar; and father of the late
Keryn ap Rice whose last years
were spent In Rockland

Thick Fog Was Undoing Of the Ocean-Going
l ug D. T. Sheridan

The ocean going tug D T Sheri tug was running at normal cruising
dan. owned by the Sherldajn Tewing speed with the barges Rockhaven
Company of Philadelphia, was lost • former Rockland & Rockport
on Lobster Point on the soutlieast- Lime Company barge) and Blanche
ern tip of Monhegan Island Friday Sheridan in tow when the crash
night Running In heavy fog with came. He said that Just as, they
a two barge tew, the 110-loot steel were to slow down to pick up a
craft hit at high tide and drove buoy, breakers, were seen ahead
so far onto the iedges that .she is and they were into them before
practically out of water at low tide forward motion could be stopped
Monday. Coast Guard received
The crash came, he said, at al.notification that officials of the I most normal speed, with the 110
firm of Merritt-Chapman & Scott i foot steel tug ripping her bottom
of New York Will survey the wreck i open on the shelf of ledge which
for possible salvage tills week.
I makes out from lobster Point on
Officers of the Merchant Marine the Southeast end of Monhegan.
Inspection Service, a division of The first blow pierced the engine
t he Coat Guard, were in Rockland room on the pert side with the
on a routine investigation Monday surging seas lifting the craft and
and visited the barge Blanche smashing her down on the rocks
Sheridan, which was part of the until she filled with water and
tow and Which is now discharging started settling.
at the docks of the Rockland A
The barges were protected by the
Rokport Lime Company.
Captain who whistled them to an
Captain Thomas E. Hayman, chor as soon as he saw the danger
Chief Engineer William P Hayman ahead. The Rockhaven dropped
and seaman Raymond Pla were , her anchor which held.
The
landed at the Ocast Guard Ba:-e Blanche Sheridan was not as forshortly after 8 p. tn. Saturday by i unate and hit the ledges causing
the rescue tug Snohomish, in com - leaks which made three feet or
mand of Boatswain William Akers. - more cf water In her holds when
George P.ritto and Newall Hodg The mate. 'William Burnham, and she arrived in Rockland late that
kins spent last week in I amclne three crewmen had been landed at night
deer bunting Mr Britto bringing Port Clyde c-arllei in the day by
Within a matter of minutes, Capt
back a nice doe
the Burnt Island lifeboat and had Hayman said, he Saw the tug was
been brought to the Hotel Rock h complete loss and prepared to
land by a Coast Guard truck i leave her. The crew escaped in
Three of the crew remained aboard it he tug’s lifeboat, leaving behind
most of their personal effects, clad
•he barge, Blanche Sheridan
Qapfain Hayman stated tliat the only in what clothing they could

ANNOUNCING THE ANNUAL

JUNIOR PROM

FOR BEAUTY AND ECONOMY

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
SEMI-FORMAL

JOHNS MANSV1LLE

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19

INSULATING CEILING TILE

AT

1C" x 1C"

COMMUNITY BUILDING

16" x 22”

10c square foot
tile longue and Grooved—Easy to Apply.

By The Roving Reporter

LOST ON LOBSTER POINT'

NOW IS THE TIME
TO INSULATE

I!" x 12"

MUSIC BY THE

BOWDOIN POLAR BEARS
DANCING ft TO I

1-2 in. Insulating Board

TICKETS 75c TAX INCL.

JIMMIE and DICK

’ Neal—Economical
For Walls and Ceilings

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18

Thirty years ago today the “Cease Fire” command

ended World War I. And on that day we honored those
who had fallen in the service of our country. Today,
added to that honor roll are those who gave their lives
in the second great world conflict. It is not enough this
Armistice Day to honor the brave dead of two wars by
bowing our heads in prayer. Only by each of us working
assiduously to prevent another war—working to build an
everlasting Peace—can we pay them deserving tribute.
grab before she settled just after
the crash
They boarded the
Blanche Sheridan, from which
they were later taken by Coast
Guardsmen. Fortunately there were
no personal injuries to any of the
crew members.
The master of the tug notified
Coast Guard of the incident and
Chief Boatswain GeCTge Tardlff.
commanding officer of the Whitehead Group, dispatched the motor
lifeboat from Burnt Island and rh<rescue tug Snohomish from Rock
land.
The Snohomish arrived at the
scene about 5.30 a. m , having lelt
Rockland at 1.45 and prepared to
take the barges In tow Heavy
swells made the work difficult in
the fog shrouded area close into
the ledges of Monhegau and in a
completely exposed position
It
was well Into the alternoon before
the tow could be started the

ball and baseball at the Brunswick
College ana was head coach of
k.olOall during the reconstruction
prior to the return of Adam
Rockland High Gridsters Will period
Walsh. Coombs was a stellar half
Be Honored Thursday back for Bowdoin prior to his en
try into the Mbrtne Corps In
Night
World War n. He was three times
When ‘Simmy” telephoned to
Rockland High School’s football wounded in action and was deco
rated.
John yesterday and called for pa
! warriors of 1948 will be honored
Th'..:
unfit :o. i football ban- <T>
al
«. ,»
| per putty John thought it was an
of those striped paint gags,
9uf' f
ii
s - ,i „.m tik two Men Hospitalized other
but the paper putty was forthcom
I football "dad . will do the honors
■
ing
and
put to proper use.
under the capable ciiairmauship ol
Motor Car Accidents At
Charles H. McIntosh.
Bcwdoin’s capable Coach Coombs
Percy Condon's flower gardens
Stickney’s Corner and
will be the speaker. He is an au
are not only notable for their
Maverick Street
thority on all around sports and Is
beauty, but he specializes somewhat
assistant coach of fcotball, baskettn fruit, proof of which was con
An accident near Stickney Cor tained in the bag of pears which he
ner Saturday morning sent Elmer left at this office yesterday.
Sheridan was taken offshore first Leonard, 21, of Camden to Knox
as the Rockhaven had difficulty in Hospital, after a car which he ls
raising the anchor which Coast said to have been driving left the
Guard report.-, had to later be highway and crashed Other occu
slipped to free her for the tow to pants of the car escaped Injury
Items of Interest from
safety
The glare of oncoming headlights the Towns Listed Below
The tow arrived in Rockland in the heavy fog was blamed for
shortly before 7 p. tn. The Blanche the accident.
Appear in This Issue,
Sheridan Was anchored in a loca
A Maverick street crash Sunday
Senior Class Play in Three Acts tion where If the Water in her hold
ORFF’S CORNER
I hospitalized Lavon S. Godfrey, 65
MATINIClIS
increased she would ground out at jof South Thomaston, with facial
TOWN HALL. WARREN
NORTH WARREN
8.00 P. M.
low tide to prevent der possibly injuries. Rockland police report a
MARTINSVILLE
sinking.
crash between a car operated by
FRI EVE. NOV 12
TENANT’S HARBOR
The tug is valued at $100,C09 and Godfrey and another driven by 'An
Adm., 25c and 50e, tax incl.
DUTCH NECK
was built in Brooklyn in 1939 She
(Produced by special arr. with measures 110 feet, in length, ls tonlo Pauliot of Bath. The Paullot
VINALHAVEN
Row, Peterson A Co, Evanston diesel powered, one of the newer car Ls said to have been following
PLEASANT POINT
the Godfrey car and to have
and N. Y.)
NORTH HAVEN
craft cf the fleet of the Sheridan ■kidded into it, knocking it off the
WALDOBORO
Tcwlnr Company of Philadelphia highway and Into a utility pole
The barge- were laden with coal, Police estimate the damages, to the
WARREN
the Sheridan bound from Norfolk Godfrey car at several hundred
PORT CLYDE
fo Rockland and the Rockhaven dollars.
ROCKVILLE
from Norfolk to Bangor.
UNION
The tow had depart,ed from Glou The Public Library, Rockland
CUSHING
cester, Ma . at, 5 a Tn , cn Friday, will be closed Thursday, Armistice
OWL'S HEAD
hound for Penobscot Bay ports.
Day.
CAMDEN
THOMASTON
ROCKPORT

Football Banquet

TOWN NEWS

Community Building, Rockland
Admission; Adults 65c; Children 35c, tax included.

90-92

Blanket Insulation

TURKEY BEANO

7 l-2c square foot
ALL ENCLOSED—JUST
TACK IT UP!

If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness —Charles
Darwin.
OVER THE RIVER

AT ALBERT JAMESON FARM

ARMISTICE
BALL

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Sunday, November 14
12.00 O’CLOCK—NO RIFLES
90-91

Wednesday, Nov. 10
MONDAY

LO-K FLAMEPROOF

COMMUNITY

NOV. 22

Cotton Blanket

BUILDING

Insulation
WALDOBORO

5c square foot

HIGH SCHOOL

Priced Right for Your Budget

453 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 14

>

ARMISTICE BALL
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11

MUSIC BY

JOE AVERY

Over the river they beclcon to me,
Loved ones whofe crossed to the far
ther side.
The gleam of their snowy robea I see.
But their voices are lost in the dash
ing tide.
There's one with ringlets of sunny gold.
And eyes the reflection of heaven’s
own blue;
He crossed In the twilight gray and
cold.
And the pale mist hid him from mor
tal view.
We saw not the angels who met him
there.
The gates of the city we could not
see:
Over the river, over the river.
My brother stands waiting to wel
come me.
--Nancy w Priest.

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

A NEW BEANO

Old and New Dances

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

Benefit

DANCING 8.30 TO 12.00

Minimum Prize $2.50

AUSPICES AREY-HEAL POST, AMERICAN LEGION

SPONSORED BY CHAS. C. LILLEY POST, A. L., NO. 149

CHILDREN’S
RECREATION FUND

PRIZES: TURKEY, CHICKENS, HAMS, ETC.

ADMISSION 75c, Ux Incl.

GAMES START 7.30

BUILDERS’ HEADQUARTERS

flA

'

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

TURKEY SHOOT

Ihe Novelty Boys and All the Gang!

ARMSTRONG
FIBRE-GLASS

This Is National Cat Week, dedi
cated to all breeds of cats, from
the common alley cat to those of
the most aristocratic cat. The
proclamation says nothing about
“The Black Cat,’’ but I’ll warrant
that there are some readers of this
paper who think it might well be
included.

4

COMING EVENT

G l-2c square foot

The past four Winters — first
mild,’’ then ’turbulent,’’ then
wet," and last year, "Old fash
ioned" In most places, followed
the predictions of Mr Weatherwise. This coming Winter he
forecasts as 'white, long and cold"
but cautions, in addition—some
thing he has rarely done—that the
Summer of 1948 may be one of
severe crop failures . recalling
that this coming Summer falls in
year of great sun spot activity
as did the cold Summer of 1816
when great spots could be seen on
the sun and it snowed in July.
Sunspot activity is said to run in
22 year cycles, which makes this
year of 1948 the sixth high activity
year since 1816. We pass along Mr.
Weatherwise's caution to you for
whatever Interest it may hold. As
we have long said, you shall know
the season's nature only when it
ls upon you —Old Farmer’s Alma
nac

“Ask For the Moon”

90*92

W. H. GLOVER CO.

ISSUE

Volume 103............ Number 90.

Scant Water Supply Neces Odd Fellows To Honor Grand
sitates That Action In
Patriarch Milton V. Rol
Three Candidates File For Council, Four For
Town Of Warren
lins Saturday Night
A rapidly dwindling water sup
ply In Warren forced the town
water department officials to go to
the Georges River Saturday to re
plenish the supply in the reservoirs,
according to reliable reports.
A Jeep fire truck pumper was set
up on the bank of the St Georges
River about one-eighth of a mile
above the village and coupled Into
the hydrant swuem through which
the water was backed up to fill the
reservoirs. The job was expected
to be completed, about 3 a. m. to
day. The water was properly chlori
nated at it was taken and stored
for future use.
Rockland, according to Superin
tendent Allan F McAlary, still has
eight feet cl water over the intakes
at Mirror lake, ample to care for
the needs of the city, plus the com
munities of Thomaston and Cam
den

TUESDAY

87&90

90-93
J

O’

First Prize—an ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINE. Hast
Other Valuable Prizes will be Given Away—Gifts ta the
from Camden Merchants.

SPECIAL GAMES
TWO CENTS A CARD
WilUama-Bnzler Port Na. SI

42-T-tf
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Won Lost Tied
8
0
1
0
7
1
0
7
1
7
1
7
1
7
1
2
5
6
3
3
5
6
3
3
Bangor.
4
1
3
4
Portland.
1
3
3
Lewiston,
4
4
Cheverus,
3
3
2
Gardiner.
4
2
3
Waterville,
1
4
2
Brunswick.
2
2
4
Old Town,
5
4
Brewer,
2
6
Cony,
3
1
5
Winslow,
2
5
I
Thornton.
I
5
1
Biddeford.
1
7
1
Westbrook.
0
7
Morse,
Football Highlights
Waterville tiesi unbeaten John
Bapst 7-7.
Westbrook rally ties strong Oardiner club 18-18.
Rockland tops Brewer 13-8 in one
of the best week-end games.
Deering romps over Thornton in
last half 21-7.
Lawrence rips Winslow in final
game 24-6.
Cheverus downs St. Louis 25-6 for
fourth win and an even split for the
Armistice Day Games
Cony at Waterville
Skowhegan at Madison.
Gardiner at Rockland
Bangor at Brewer.
South Portland at Portland
Morse at Brunswick. 10 a m
Lewiston at Edward Little.
Mexico at Rumford
Biddeford at San.' ’ !
M. C. I. at Higgins.
Wilton at Farmington
Saturday Games
St. Louis at Deering.
Kents Hill at Hebron
Maine Maritime at Mass Mari
time.
LOYAL TO DEWEY

The Matinicus vote In the presi
dential election was 32 for Dewey,
3 for Truman, and nix for Wallace,
according to Town Clerk Ralph E.
Philbrook.

Sidewalk flags repaired, new ones
provided, sockets replaced. The
Legion has given up the service so
I am doing it. Herbert E Sim
mons, Rockland Awning Co., Phone
1475-M or write me at Willow St.,
City.
88*93
Order your Christmas cards now
—handsome boxed cards and en
velopes. $2.50 per 25. your name
beautifully printed, cards ready for
mailing. Phone 770, The CourierGazette Well do the rest, and
promptly
88*96

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

WALDO theatre

Making Game Finish Thirty Game Schedule

Meet Mrs. Ames

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

SCHOOLBOY RECORDS

Team
Madison,
Skowhegan,
John Bapst.
South Portland,
Edward Little,
Rumford.
Deering,
Rockland.
St. Louis.
Fairfield,

TWICE-A-WEEK
Camden Has a New State Rockland Tigers Downed
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
Brewer High Under the
Bowling Champion—Will
was established and consolidated with the Oazette in 1882 The Free Press
Floodlights
Defend
Next
Month
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Denied a score in the second
Mrs. Genina Ames of Camden
Subscriptions $4 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents. won the Maine Women's Bowling quarter of the Brewer game Friday
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Championship in Waterville Sun night when they lost the ball on
day, defeating the defending cham the three-yard line. Rockland Tig
pion, Mrs. Ora Mae Vashon of ers ripped out a touchdown in the
[EDITORIAL]
Waterville. 1784-1727.
third and fourth quarters to beat
The keglers couldn't break a tie the up-river lads 13-6.
DUTY OF THE MINORITY
today, each building to 881 totals.
Brewer took the ball away from
But a comfortable margin of 57 pins Rockland in the second quarter and
An Associated Press despatch from Washington quotes
was picked up by Mrs. Ames.
marched 93 yards to pay dirt be
Senator Aiken of Vermont as offering full co-operation with
Mrs. Ames had 19 extras on two fore the half ended and took the
the Democrats on forward looking legislation the coming four
strikes and 34 extras on seven Tigers into the last of the game
years. Which is as it should be. Nobody wants the minority
spares while Mrs. Vashon piled 47 trailing by six points. •
members to be simply yes, yes. men." and no reasonable per
Showing that they were the
extras on nine spares.
son wants to see the Republicans in the role of obstruction
Mrs. Vashon captured the crown scrappy little team they have prov
ists, but they do want to see the party as an organization and
a year ago from Mrs. Olivia Dog- en to be all season with teamwork
not a mere rubber stamp. Tlie minority will have plenty of
gins of Gardiner. The new champ more important than individual
opportunity to exercise its influence, but for heaven's sake
will meet the challenge of Mrs. Al- starss, the Tigers took the kickoff
exercise it in the right direction, and forget the record made
freda Dyer of Dexter In 10-string I from Brewer's Witches and moved
by the last Congress.
matches at Dexter and Camden like a well-oiled piece of machinery
The Dexter battle Is set for early down the field for 11 plays which
carried them over the goal line
December.
Mrs. Ames
after a 67-yard march. Deshon
AND THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH
108 79 87 95 83 79 87 93 88 86—881 crashed over from the four-yard
The Department of Agriculture hands down some very
Camden score—903 line to score after McIntosh and
gratifying information regarding crops. The department
Pocte had toted the pigskin down
said dairymen are feeding their cattle 13 percent more grain
Total—1784 the field. The Brewer line tight
and other feed than last year and in return are getting record
Mrs. Vashan
ened and stopped Foote cold on the
milk-per-cow production. Likewise, hens are putting out
95 84 102 93 83 83 77 102 79 83—881 try for extra point.
about eight percent more per bird than a year ago. The de
Camden score—846 The fourth quarter opened with
partment said field reports indicate that at least as many
the score tied and resulted in a
beef cattle will be grain-fed this Fall and Winter as last, and
Total—1727 tight battle right down to the clos
that the numbers of hogs and chickens are expected to in
ing four minutes of the games
crease in 1949 Supplies of all feed concentrates total about
when Rockland took the ball on
166,000,000 tons, which is a record in relation to the number
downs on their own 20 and set
course lor the goal line 80 yards
of livestock to be fed.
Our Softball Champs Will Be away.
was no fooling around as
Awarded It At a Turkey theThere
Tigers got set for a score. De
ONE CAUSE FOR GRATITUDE
shon whipped a 15-yard pass to
Supper
Bowdoin graduates had a happy time at their Alumni
fleet Charlie Foote who took it
Day luncheon Saturday if they did'nt after the football game.
The Perry Markets Softball Team about on his 35, spun out of reach
Announcement was made of an anonymous gift of $25,000 to
will receive the official trophy as of no less than three Brewer tackthe Sesquicentennial Fund, and Alumni were informed that
Maine State Softball Champions lers and raced to the goal approxi
this brought the Fund's total to nearly $1,300,000 in cash and
from the hands of Softball Commis mately 67 yards away. He crossed
pledges. “We are very much encouraged by the success of the
sioner CyTus K. Briggs of Portland it alone with the opposition and
Fund to date,” Gen. Phiioon stated. “Since we began opera
at a banquet to be held at Hotel his own team mates outdistanced.
tions a year ago, we have averaged better than $100,000 a
Rockland Nov. 18.
McIntosh plunged the then disor
month. Our results, compared to those of colleges which have
A turkey dinner will be served at ganized Brewer line for the extra
been at this business tor two or more years, are outstanding."
6.30 p. m. to team members, guests, point.
In all, the Sesquicentennial Fund seeks three millions by
Brewer came back hard as they
officials of the league and State
1952, to endow faculty salaries and to build needed iacilitics.
Association officials, according to took the kick-off after the touch
Sol Bernstein, manager of the fast down and completed three of four
moving diamond squad which wad passes to move the ball from their
ed through the maze of competiton 32 to Rockland’s 37-yard line in
IT’S AN ENORMOUS BUSINESS
to take the local crown and then mighty fast time. Deshon tripped
A significant tiansportation milestone is being observed
whipped the Pellotta Oilers in a them when he intercepted a pass
this year with production of the one hundred millionth motor
set of tough games to represent on his own 20 and hiked to Brewer’s
vehicle in the United States. Many of the materials needed
Maine in the New England playoffs. 46 as he was forced out of bounds
to build motor vehicles come from Maine. Included are
The season saw the Marketers as the game ended.
chemicals, excelsion, paper, lumber, mohair and talc With
A Bangor writer, giving an un
and the outfit representing Law
284,465 motor vehicles registered in 1947, Maine's highway
rence Portland Cement Company biased account of what must have
transportation business is one of the leading industries in its
battle It out all the way and then been a hard ball game for the
have to playoff to determine which Brewer team to lose, credited Dick
entire economic structure.
According to recent figures, there are 49.570 truck and bus
would represent the city in the Pease and the line in general with
a good part of the victory in open
drivers in the State. Another 9.063 persons are employed in
State playoffs.
sales and servicing work, while 2,894 are engaged in building
The series with the Pellottas w'as ing up holes for the backs to travel
and maintaining highways. Maine also has 609 independent
a battle before the first ball was through in the fast moving second
pitched as the decision as to where half.
automobile repair shops, as well as 2.100 gasoline service sta
The start of the game was de
the series should be played was
tions. Out of the State’s grand total of 20,654 miles of roads,
layed 15 minutes as all hands
fought out.
16,986 are surfaced.
President Nate Witham of the waited for the fog to life enough to
Direct operations now encompass 112 final assembly
Rockland association stuck to his let the floodlights do their work.
plants which are located in 77 cities in 24 States. There are
The lineup:
approximately eight million other peisons who earn their liv
guns and the Pellottas played in
Rockland 113)
Rockland as originally agreed.
ing in such related fields as trucking, vehicle sales and ser
Ends: Holden, Holt. Heino.
vicing, roadbuilding, catering to tourists, repairing and
Visit
Lucien
K.
Green
<fe
Sons,
Tackles: Long, Hoch.
garaging. Altogether. 56 firms are producing motor vehicles
econa noor, 18 School street. Odd
Guards: Pease, Benson, Connel
in this country. Currently, the industry offers 21 makes of
Fellows
Block,
City,
for
Furs,
Fur
lan.
passenger cars, 39 makes of trucks and 20 different makes
Joats and Cloth Coats at moderate
Center: Thurston.
of buses. Their output accounts for five out of every six
orlces
lOtf
Backs: Kaler, Deshon, Foote,
motor vehicles built in the world.

To Receive Trophy

WALDOBORO—TEL. 108

Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 9-10
Dennis O’Keefe
Mary Meade

“T—MEN”
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 11-12
Yvonne De Carlo
Dan Duryea
Rod Cameron
In

“RIVER LADY”
—In Technicolor—
SATURDAY ONLY
NOV. 13
Double Feature:
Alan Curtis — Anne Gwynne
In

“THE ENCHANTED
VALLEY”
In Cineeolor
Also on the Program

DID LABOR DO IT?
The friend who reported that the President explained his
election with the remark, “Labor did it” hardly rendered Mr.
Truman a service. Undoubtedly labor did have a very big
part in the Truman victory. While it concentrated chiefly on
punishing congressmen who voted for the Taft-Hartley Act
it gave direct aid also to the President.
The characterization of the Taft-Hartley Act as the "slavelabor law” is not enlightened; it is, in fact, misleading. We
believe that the unions’ habit of making a candidate's posi
tion on labor the sole criterion of fitness is basically unsocial
and dangerous in a democracy. But we believe also that
those who assumed that the majority of workers would not
vote as their leaders urged were fooling themselves. The
unions cannot "deliver" 100 percent in politics, but there is
such a thing as a worker’s attitude toward political questions.
It had its part in Tuesday’s voting. Even so, it did not alone
extend Harry Truman's lease on the White House. Millions
of voters were aiming at very different goals than a “labor
government."
When Mr Truman's own majorities are closely examined
the farm vote may prove to have been no whit less vital than
the labor vote. He did not carry Wisconsin, Iowa, and Min
nesota merely by opposing the Taft-Hartley Act. Nor Ohio,
Illinois and Michigan. Labor was by no means the only string
to the Truman bow. He bid frankly for the votes of several
special-interests groups, including racial and religious minor
ities. This was dangerous business, but in standing up
against any excessive labor demands the President may find
safety in the numbers of his other “creditors.”—Christian
Science Monitor.

Tuesday-Friday

That’s the Season’s Work Several Teams Take the This Week the High Schools
Are Taking a Hand In
Cut Out For Nelson
Whole Works, With
the Job
Bros.’ Basketeers
Some Nice Totals
A Connellan-caahed basketball
outfit, under the colors of Nelsen
Brothers, will shortly enter into
what is now scheduled as a 30game season.
Drawing on the community at
large, the semi-pros have a wealth
of good material with which to
build a Court team. Slated for the
squad are Mike DiRenzo, George
Whittier. Fred Allep, Mike McConchie, Earl Bartlett, John Duff, Earl
Bartlett. Andy Coffey, Oscar Flint,
Robert Teel, Tut Whittier and Don
ald Spualdlng
Managing the team will be Joh|n
Escorelo with Cobb Peterson assist
ing Connellan. The team has been
in practice for upward of two
mopths tn semi-weekly sessions
and should be in top form when
the season opens.
The full slate of games already
scheduled will shortly be published
with the engagements being made
by Donald Estes and Reggie With
ington._____________________ ___

Macintosh, Robarts, Annis.
Brewer (6)
Ends: Roberts, Huskins, Paullette.
Leathers.
Tackles: Thompson, Snowman,
Ayer.
Guards: Clark, Fletcher, Waddell,
Goodness.
Centers: Gifford. MacDonald.
Backs: Alpert, Nickerson, Hainer,
Derau, Clements.
Score by periods:
Rockland ............... 0 0 6 7—13
Brewer ....... -....... 0 6 0 0— 6
Scoring: Rockland—touchdowns.
Deshcn, Foote; extra point, Macin
tosh. Brewer—touchdown, Clem
ents.
Officials: Referee. Bill Stanton;
umpire. Bob Clukey head linesman,
Lloyd Hatfield.
The .Armistice Day Game

The final game of the season
comes up Armistice Day at 2 p.m.
Running far ahead of a better than
average season after upsetting
Brewer last week the Orange and
Black lads are headed for what is
perhaps their toughest one of the
season. The show at Community
Park offers some really good foot
ball and the last chance to see the
locals in action this year.
Coaches Ken MacDougal and
Mike Todd have whipped a squad,
which wasn't given much chance
to make the headlines at the outset
of the season, into a hard playing,
team with a good sense of sports
manship and which has been out
standing
in
close
teamwork
throughout tthe season.
Six wins, over Morse, Brunswick,
Greenville, Crosby High of Belfast,
Houlton and Brewer, against there
trimmings at the hands of Madison.
Skowhegan and Winslow sets up a
record as good if not better than
any Rockiand team for one long
time. The improvement in the
team as the season progressed has
been so marked that were the three
losses to be played over again
there might be closer, if not entire
ly different scores.
They go into the Gardiner game
with only one man laid up. Jack
Smith, whose injuries kept him out
of the Brewer game.
Gardiner has a good record this
year and has been playing in big
time. The result can be better de
termined about 4 p. m. Thursday;
inasmuch as the prophet market Is
rather low right now, considering
the events of the past week.

Last Tuesday night the match be
tween Spruce Head and the Line
Crew of the Central Maine Power
Company was not bowled as Spruce
Head did not show up, and accord
ing to rules, loses five points to the
Line Crew.
Tuesday night the General Sea
Poods team won four points to
Gulf's one. Lowell had high single
of 105 and high total of 301 for the
Sea Foods. Colby had high single
of 105 with a High total of 294 for
Gulf.
General Sea Foods: S. Willis 260
Lowell 301, Richards 297. Raymond
267. W Willis 286. total 1411. Gulf:
Hopkins 259, Hallowell 261. Colby
294. L. Drinkwater 292, Danielson
277, total 1383.
Wednesday night the Lime Com
pany won four points to the Rock
land Wholesale’s one. Melvin and
Holden had high singles of 109 for
the Lime Company, Holden having
high total of 300. McKinney had
high single of 110 for the Whole
sale. Cook having high total of 294
Lime Company: Melvin294. Orff
275, Snowman 257. Wentworth 284,
Holden 300, total 1390 Rockland
■Wholesale: McKinney 290. Korhonen 273. Sukeforth 272, Lawrv 254, E.
Cook. 294. total 1383.
The Odd Fellows were too much
for the National Guards as they
won four points to the Guards’ one.
Chaples had high single of 108 and
high total of 298 for the Odd Fel
lows. Lunt had high single of 109
with a 272 high total for the Na
tional Guards.
Odd Fellows: Benner 257, A.
Mackinen 235, Chaples 298, Legage
277, B. Mackinen 259. total 1326.
National Guards: Robinson 267,
Bartlett 236. Lunt 272, Guistin 253,
Estes 261, total 1289.
Thursday night the Post Office
team was verv hot, winning all five
points from Van Baalen Rackliff
of the Post Office had high single
of 134, with high total of 342. Sol
Bernstein had high single of 108 for
Van Baalen and Murgita had high
total of 285.
Post Office: MacPherson 271.
Thomas 248. Hary 249, Rackliff 342
R. Perrv 276. total 1386 Van Baal
en: Epstein 261, Bernstein 264. Mur
gita 285. Gray 275, Dummy 243,
total 1328.
The Water Company was no
match for the Maine Central Thurs
day night as the Maine Central
took all five points from the Water
Company.
Anderson had high
single of 110 for the Maine Cen
tral, and Carsiey had high total of
300 Simmons had high single of
103 for the Water Company. Rufus
Kleiner having high total of 284
Maine Central: Anderson 295,
Carsiey 300. Bownc 262. McLain 269.
Brackett 267, total 1393
Water
Company: Doak 248, Curtis 244.
Winslow 259. Kleiner 284, Simmons
273, total 1308.
The Elks won all five points from
the Central Maine Service team
Friday night. Dondis had high
single of 112, and high total of 293
for the Elks. Leach had high single
of 94 for the Service Crew and high
total of 257.
Elks: Dondis 293, Williams 258,
Knowlton 263, Anastasio 271. McPhee 271. total 1356. Central Maine
Service: R. Richardson 241, Whitehill 239. Leach 257. Jameson 243, J.
Spear 253. total 1233.
The match between the Texaco's

Toilortd by The

WE USB
GENUINE FACTORY

DtSOTO, PLYMOUTH
I
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BEN

DOWLING

PHONE 1315-W
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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YOUR HOUSE

ROLL BRICK SIDING, M.75
100 SQ. FT. ROLL

BIRD ASPHALT PAPER
$4.25
PER LARGE ROLL

THE NUMBER ONE

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS

• NORGE gets the clothes sparkling
washing-action set up by the efficient aluminum agitator!
And your wash will not only be clean but it will be done faster and at
less cost! The large tub does your work with fewer loads and less
electricity. Saves time and energy.
Come in and ask about the 8-POSITION DAMP DRIER. Also the
ONE-PIECE, ROLL-RIM, SELF-DRAINING TUB with STEAMSEAL COVER.. .all Norge features.
The washer moves easily on FREERUNNING CASTERS . . . it's
SIMPLE TO OPERATE. A dem
onstration is yours for the asking!

NORGE

As Low As $129.95

BEFORE YOU

•

STOVES
44 1

2 cents each

ST.

P. C C K LAND

Why do so many inen coll Knit-fex America*!
most useful topcoat? Because you can weo'
It 10 months out of 12. Why is this? Its unusual
fabric construction gives it weightless wormth
—protective yet light. It resists wrinkles, sheds
drives and wears most stubbornly. At the
same time, it is o fashionable coat—a coot
you must see and wear to appreciate.

OFF/NS
MINS

• HOUSEWARES

MAIN

2-1 X 3-6
2-1 x4-3
2-4 x3-10
2-4 x4-6
2-4 x4-8
2-7 x4-6
2-7 x4-10
2-7 x 5-6
2-8 x 5-2
2-10 x 5-6
We Can Make

4 LIGHTS
PRICE
GLASS

12 LIGHTS
PRICE
GLASS

7 x9
$5.25
10% X 18
.........
6.15
10% x22’/2
12 x 20
8 x 10
5.60
12 x 24
6.40
12 x 25
6.65
13%x24
6.85
9 x 12
131/z x 26
7.00
9 x 13
13% x30
8.25
14 ~x28
8.00
15 x30
8.45
lOx 15
Storm Sash I n Special Sizes Not Listed.

BUY

■MAIN 5T. HARDWARE
'it
i ( t>

LATHS

LAST CALL FOR STORM SASH

TRIPLE-ACTION WASHER
IS TO GET THE CLOTHES CLEAN!

PAINT

•f*S1 BABBOT

Knox County Agent

BIRD

PARTS

MILLER'S
GARAGE

COMBINATION WINDOWS

BANK

new NORGE

SERVICE

Waste paper drive for paint fund
cf Universalist Church, Saturday,
Nov. 27, City collection.
88-98

To Prepare For It!!

JOB OF THE

1

and Armour’s Friday night was
postponed by Armour’s.
The schedule for this week:
Tonight: Maine Central vs. Texacos.
Wednesday: General Sea Foods
vs. National Guard.
Thursday: Post Office—Odd Fel
lows.
Friday: Armour's—Elks.

* * And Now Is the Time

HOUSE OF WORSTED-TEX

Starring Gene Autry
With Smiley Burnette
Ann Rutherford

A

Maine schools will vote on 13 can
didates for the governorship of the
Third Annual Maine Student Legis
lature this week as well as choose
their own representatives to the
meeting in Augusta, Dec. 4.
Representative cf the activity in
preparation for the legislative meet
ing is that In Rockport High School
this week, where the Student Legis
lature Club is busy.
This group is reviewing parlia
mentary procedure, studying con
servation, taxation, education, pro
posed extension of the governor's
term to four years and interviewing
interested citizens and town offi
cials.
The group includes Russell Sta
ples, Jr., president; Betty Lawton,
vice president Nancy Andrews, sec
retary; Sylvia Drown, chairman
social committee; Kirsteen Streubcr,
and Esther Hall, co-chairmen par
liamentary procedure, Mary Tol
man, Agnes Sullivan, Robert Bet
tencourt. Vernon Hunter, Ralph
Simonton, Forest Brown, Henry
Kcntio, Jr., Ronald Young and
John Cavanaugh, Mrs. Grace Brown
is faculty advisor.
Six of the group will be chosen
to represent the school in Augusta
on Dec. 4 as senator, representatives
and lobbyists. Announcement of
the chosen six will be made Wed
nesday.

TOPCOAT

“PUBLIC COWBOY
NO. 1”

Saturday Afternoon Children's
Show: “The Enchanted Valley”—
Serial—Shorts.
Next Sunday-Monday: "The
Walls of Jericho.”
Coming: “Unconquered" —
“Sorry, Wrong Number"—“A
Date With Judy"—"The Best
Years of Our Lives '—“Luxury
Liner.”

Voting For Governor

Community League

vv£

A N L>

BOYS

CLOTHING

KjPNiSHINGS SHOES AND UNifUHMS

389 MAIN ST

ROCKLAND

OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAYS

ME

W. H. GLOVER CO.
BUILDERS’ HEADQUARTERS

453 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.,

TEL 14

]

$6.00
6.75
7.45
7.75

8.85

A
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Nov. 9—Junior-Senior P.T.A.. High
.
School Auditorium. 7 30
■ Nov. »—Rockland—Fall meeting of Dis
trlot 9, Maine Federation of Women’s

clubs.

Nov. 10—At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church, reception for Mrs. H. V Twee
die. President of Maine Conference
Women’s Society of Christian Service
Nov. 11—Armistice Day
Nov. II—Dedication of the World War
Memorial at Rockland Public Library
Nov. 12—Watren: Senior class play.
"Ask For the Moon."
Nov 14—Men and Missions Sunday to
be observed by Rockland Churches
Nov 16—Banquet at Hotel Rockland,
honoring America’s first graduate
nurse. Miss LlQda Richards
Nov. 18—Annual Church Pair, at Con
gregational Church.
,_Nov 18-"Jimmie and Dick" at ComW munlty Building
■Nov. 18— Educational Meeting at Farns
worth Art Museum, at 7 30 p. m.
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Eve
dance.
Community Building, auspices Congo.
Men s Club
Nov 25—Thanksgiving Day
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving dance at Cam
den Opera House, sponsored by the
Knox-Waldo Hairdressers' Association
Dec. I—Thomaston: Annual Christmas
fair at Baptist Church
Dec. 2—Annual Fair at the Meth
odist Church.

The Knox Community Concert
Association announces that 25 tick
ets have been received for the Jean
Watson concert in Augusta, Nov. 12.
Concert members wishing to attend
this concert may obtain tickets by
applying to Mrs. Beulah Ames,
secretary.
Moody s restaurant, which has
rested on the O'Hara wharf for
several years, has been moved to a
location on Tillson avenue close to
tlie plant of General Seafoods fillet
plant.

The P.T A. Council will give a
reception to the teachers Monday
night, Nov. 15 at 8 o’clock In the
High School. There will be a mu
sical program with dancing and re
freshments. Mrs. Richard Spring
is in charge of the program and
Mrs. Donald Crie and Mrs Harold
Whitchill the refreshments.

The Navy Department lias noti
fied Boatswain George Tardiff cf
the Coast Guard Moorings at Rock
land that the ship assigned here in
observance of Armistice Day will be
the USS Perry, DD844. The craft
is expected to arrive in the harbor
about 5.30 p. m. Wednesday, to
remain through the lllh. Visiting
hours will 'presumably be held dur
ing the afternoon of the 11th. al
though no official word has been
received from the 'Navy as to the
Junior-Senior P.TA. meeting to hours.
night at 7.30, High School AudiRockland Encampment, I.O.OT,
itorium.
Program and speaker.
Wednesday night at 7.30.
Junior-Senior High School Teach meets
Refreshments
will be served after
ers extended a special invitation
the meeting with Kenneth LeGage
The managers of the Home for in charge. All Encampment mem
Aged Women meet Wednesday, Nov. bers invited.
10, at 2.30 p. m., at the home of
Mrs. Edward Glover. 2 Claremont The trawler, Fleetwing, will leave
Morse Boatbuilding Co. of Thomas
street.
ton today for New Bedford and the
Mrs. H Pearl Studley is substi fishing grounds for her owner,
tuting in the office bf V. F Stud- Capt. John G. Murley of Fairha
ley, Inc., for a week during the ven. The craft was originally built
absence of Mist. Mildred Waldron by Morse as the “John G. Murley’’
and was in Naval service as a
Mission Circle of the First Bap minesweeper for several years. She
tist Church will meet Wednesday at was bought back by her original
J! o'clock in the vestry. Gift boxes owner this year and returned to
will be opened.
Morse to overhaul and outfit for
Dr Luther Bickmore optometrist, fishing.
will be 'absent from his office Nov.
Frank Hama be, Rockport artist,
11 to Nov. 20. Office open for ap
pointments Nov. 15 to Nov. 20. 90* lt will demonstrate the silk screen
printing processes before the Maine
Order your Christmas cards now Coast Craftsmen at Farnsworth
Miss Laura
—handsome boxed cards and en Museum tonight.
velopes, $2.50 per 25. your name Pomeroy of the museum staff will
beautifully printed, cards ready for speak on the reference library of
mailing. Phone 770, The Courier- the museum which now has a wide
Gazette. We’ll do the rest, and range of material on art and crafts.
promptly
88*96
Word has been received from
Col Sumner Banks that he was
leaving Camp Stojneman, Calif., last
Thursday on his way to Guam
with a stop off at Honolulu. Col.
Banks is liaison officer between
Army and Navy.

55-tf

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer
Rockland Tel. 810

558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

——■

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

Mrs Alice Soule, chairman of the
Country 'Store to be held Dec. 16,
in the Undercroft of the Episcopal
Church by the Women’s Auxiliary,
called a committee meeting at her
home, 80 Broad street, Sunday
night
These chairmen were ap
pointed: Mrs. Amory Allen, cooked
food table; Mrs. Arthur Marsh, tea
room, and Mrs. Ada Watts, grabs.
Visit Clara W. Johnson’s hat
shop for exclusive hats. 375 Main
St., over the Paramount Restau
rant.
90-91

Deafened Aroused by
Tiny Hearing Device
Chicago, Ill.-Wide interest is being
shown by thousands of deafened
people in an amazing new hearing
device which now enables them to
fully enjoy music, sermons and
friendly companionship—and not
be bothered by bulky, heavy sepa
rate battery pack and wires. It
is so tiny it fits in the palm of
the hand. Users of this device re
port easily understanding even
faint voices.
Accepted by the
American Medical Association’s
Council on Physical Medicine. The
makers of Beltone, Dept. 29, 1450
W. 19th St., Chicago 8, III, are
so proud of their achievement
they will gladly send you a free
; descriptive booklet on how to
overcome deafness and explain
how you may test this tiny de
vice in the privacy of your home
without risking a penny. Write
Beltone today.

Dean’s Sauer Kraut
By the Pound. Gallon Jars,
2-Gallon Wooden Pails. 31,, 4, 6,
and 14-Gallon Kegs.
Sauer Kraut Juice by the Quart
and Gallon
Dean's Horse Radish
Dean’s Vegetable Salad
TEL. 645-W or 963-R
HAROLD A. DEAN
ROCKLAND, ME.
88-T-tf

TYPEWRITER
REPAIR SERVICE

STATE NEWS COMPANY
ME

In Superior Court

The Rotary Club

State Poultry Show

RHONE

563 - R

The Knox 'Bar Association held a
The meeting Friday was well at
National Grange Master Albert
An "extremely precarious finan of the French Revolution, ’’A Tale
banquet Friday night at the tended President Burrows presid S. Goss of Columbus, Ohio, will cial situation,” the New England of Two Cities,” has been selected
Thorndike Hotel in honor of Jus ing. Jane Mullen erf the High open the Maine State Poultry end
as the seventh radio drama to be
tice Frank A Tirrell. Jr., who is
Trade Exposition at South Portland Telephone and Telegraph Company
presiding over the November term School played the piano for the Armcry Nov. 18 19 and 20. accord said has made immediate rate in broadcast in ‘Great Scenes from
in Maine imperative.
singing.
of Superior Court
Great Plays’’ over the Mutual
ing to Earle R. Conant of Oakland, creases
Vice President and Treasurer System by Protestant ' Episcopal
Rex Garrett, in charge of the 1 general manager cf the show.
A humorous angle of the dinner
was the auctiquin? off of a "Dewey’’ program, introduced the speaker
Conant, chairman of the newly Clyde J. Heath of Boston told the
in Rockland.
Brian
necktie by Judge Elisha Pike. The Lucius L. Barrows chief engineer organized Trade Exhibitors' Coun Maine Public Utilities Commission families
for many years a star on
story goes that the judge had re for the Maine Highway Depart cil of Portland, which is co-operat in a public hearing that “by inade j Aheme,
Broadway and in Hollywood, plays
ceived the gift of a tie which bore ment.
ing with the Maine State Poultry quate earnings the company’s credit the role of Sidney Carton, the bril
Mr. Barrows paid nigh tribute to Association in the operation of its has been impaired." The company liant
Dewey’s likeness, in the mail, the
London lawyer who sacrifices
donor doubtless being well aware the late David Talbot, one of the 4flth Annual Exposition, said he has requested permanent rate his life
French gallows to
of Pike's political leanings and in men he first sought out when had contacted representatives of boosts totaling about $2,700,000 a save theonlifea of
Charles Damay,
tending to rib him a little on what there was work to be done in this the Grange Master, who will be in year in Maine.
friend, and husband of the girl
seemed a sure 'election of the Re section. It was due to Mr. Tai- Portland for the 82d convention of quest that some rate relief be ; his
he loves.
publican nominee a little over a bot's vision optimism, and good the National Grange beginning
Thursday’s hearing was on a re
This story of self-sacrifice—of in
sense in practial affairs that helped this week, and had arranged for granted while the Commission pon nocent
week ago.
victims caught up by forces
The bidding was hot a,nd Alan speed up the legislation for good him to officially open the thnee- ders the full petition.
much greater than themselves—of
A series of special evangelistic Grossman was high bidder at $2, reads. Robert (Bob) Keene was dav exhibition.
The last increase allowed the one man who redemmed himself
meetings is to open at the First and promptly presented the tie to praised for his intelligent and co
This year the Poultry and Trade company here was one of $1,350,000
others by a great act of salfBaptist Church Nov 28 and con Alan Bird whose ^political leanings, operative work on the city streets. Exposition will include in addition in May. 1947. A request for $1,770.- and
love is undoubtedly one of the
The speaker said that while he to many classes of competition in 000 more was denied after hearings less
tinue through Dec. 5. The leader in the opposite direction, are as
greatest
dramas of all time. It is
wanted to talk on betterments, he cluding poultry, bantams, guinea last May and June. Since the May, also a story
of this series will be Rev. Donald well known as Pike's.
of great strength and
• • • •
did not always get the idea across fowls, ducks, geese and turkeys, an 1947, increase. Heath said, wage in great
Graham of Westfield. N. J., who
emotional appeal.
L. True Spear of Rockport, Explaining carefully for 15 minutes egg show judging competition by creases totalin" $800,000 a year have
was known in his Army days as
One of the principles1 of the
the ' Singing Chaplain ” One of charged with drunken driving by to an audience the State plan for 1 Future Farmer teams, and com been granted ihe company’s Maine Christian
religion is the power of
the special features of these meet State Trooper Upton of the Thom betterments, he was startled when petitive demonstrations by 4-H employes. The latest general in self-denial and self-sacrifice It is
ings will be tlie Musical Sermons, aston Barracks, was tried by jury a man asked. ‘“Just what do you club teams
crease occurred Sept. 12. Costs of also one of the principles most
which will be given on several Monday on an appeal from Munici mean by betterments?”
The Maine Poultry Improvement equipment and supplies have in easily overlooked or forgotten,
At the conclusion of another Association, of which Waldo Chick creased. he added.
evenings. Also included in the pal court and found innocent.
which is why “A Tale of Two
•
•
•
•
talk a man told him. "I don’t sup , of Wells, is president, is also cospecial features will be a Men's
Heath testified that the com : Cities” was chosen to give added
Meeting on Sunday afternoon of
Finley C. Beaton of Portland, who pose anything interesting can be ; operating with the Maine State pany’s net investment in Maine for j emphasis to this point Only by
Nov. 28 Full details of the meet escaped from the Maine State said about roads ”
Poultry Association, headed by Her both intra and interstate operations i sacrifice of selfish interest can a
ings will be given later.
Prison Farm in South Warren The problems of financing our bert M Tucker of Augusta in the had increased 27 percent to $37.- ' satisfactory family life be built.
highway
department
are
many
and
Exposition.
L. E. Clark of Port 600.000 since the end of May, 1947. Only by mutual sacrifice an sound
some time ago, was before the court
In spite of the storm and the on an indictment Issued in secret varied A balance Is often mislead land is Hall Superintendent
Although there was a 10 percent i relations be established between
measles, the First Baptist Church by the Grand Jury. He pleaded ing for people are led to believe
Judges in poultry competition, increase to 205.076 in the number peoples of different racial origin
School, which is in a national con guilty and was sentenced to one to that the department has millions which is held under the ryles of of
telephones in service, the invest and religion and only by mutual
test for inc,eased attendance over two years in State Prison. In ad just waiting to be thrown around, the American Poultry Association, ment
each telephone rose in the sacrifice can the nations of the
a similar period last year, went dition, he will have to complete the but has a disposition to keep it not are Harold Tompkins of Concord. same for
from $241 to $259 world built a permanent and endur
over last year’s attendance on the sentence which he was serving at set it to work.
Mass.; Justin A. Southwick of Heath period
ing peace.
said.
The Department is trying honest Blackstone. Mass.: B W Ringrose
same date by 12. Last year, there the time of his escape and of which
Construction
costs
have
had
to
be
ly
to
give
the
people
what
they
of Yarmouth: and Henry T Covell
were 226: this Sunday. 238 A there was but 18 days left to serve.
Hogs need warm, draft-free
year ago next Sunday there was an The first sentence was for the want But today the highway dol of Monmouth. Mass Speaking pro financed on an expensive temporary quarters during Winter months.
attendance of 241.
That is the crime of breaking, entering and lar will go no farther than the grams, to which the public is in basis, he said, because the com
BORN
beef steak dollar. It takes $1 80 to vited, will be held on Thursday and pany’s credit has been lowered by
number to be surpassed next Sun
unfavorable earnings.
do the work of the $1 of the pre Friday afternoons.
day, and with weather and health larceny.
Robinson—At Knox Hospital. Nov 6,
• • • •
Heath
presented
an
exhibit
show

to Mr. and Mrs Crawford L. Robinson,
vious years.
conditions right, and with the high
Francis Wentworth cf Camden
ing estimated net earnings of 2.25 a daughter—Brenda Ann
Another trend is that you cannot
interest being manifest in the con
Majors—At Knox Hospital. Nov 7. to
pleaded
guilty
to
drunken
driving
percent
of
net
investment
for
six
In The Service
get from a crew of men what you
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Best Christmas Toys and Gifts
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in Lifetime Stainless Steel—at bargain prices
We’re Paying OH
are at Bitler Car and Home Supply, plained by the plaintiff to have compulsory subject in
public
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a
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hand upon his arm. The assault
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was said to have aggravated a ner
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medical treatment.
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im
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mediately. the American Cancer
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Society warns.
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bet give a Mallory
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ity, style and long wearing
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----- ---! qualities for years.
Now—with all-steel cabinets made by
the Tracy master craftsmen to Tracy
You'll be proud to give
quality standards.
j it and the one who gets it
Durable, baked-on enamel... plenty
of storage space . . . recessed center
will he proud to wear it.
panels with comfortable knee and toe
space ... insulated doors and drawers
t
.. . sliding shelves ... concealed ven
Brown, Tan, Willow, Grey
tilation keeps interiors fresh . . .
Lined or Unlined
streamlined faucet with handy spray
If You Want To Be SURE Of Furnace and Range Oil—All You Need—For
... new basket strainers .,. plus many
$8.50, $10.00
other features.
the Coming Winter—
Start your Tracy Customized
Kitchen this easy way—then select
EMERSON HATS
additional cabinets, from the com
plete Tracy line.
$6.50, $7.50

NOW IS THE TIME

THURSTON ORCHARDS

Baked Bean Supper

NOTICE!

O’SULLIVAN'S

ROCKLAND—TELEPHONE 1371

TAXI SERVICE
Honor the dead, so yon honor
the living. Inscribe your lasting
respect for departed loved ones on
a nMin mm nt to endure through
future generations of your fam-

tfiiy.
Names and dates Imposed with
classic dignity on any size or type
stone specified. Many varieties
in clock.

Rockland
Marble & Granite Works

TEL. 1482-W

All Passengers Insured

38-tf

,

.

TEL. CM

O-tf

----------- —-------------------------------

We Have a Bargeload—Barge Ellen Bushey, 2d—Already Transferred To Our
Storage Tanks at Woolwich

This Week—New Top
coats, New Overcoats, at
Prices Sure to Please.
OPEN ALL DAY

For Those Waiting To Install An Oil Burner—No Need To Wait Longer!

DR. R. N. ABBOTT

We Can

Now Supply Both the Oil and a Winkler Low Pressure Oil Burner, Which Gives

Amazing Economy and Trouble-Free Efficiency!

VETERINARIAN

MARITIME OIL CO.

Tel. 1047-22

B.

George
Peory A Son, Props.
M UNO8CT 8T„ ROCKLAND

Episcopal Hour

Where Numerous Criminal Members Hear an Expert Earle R. Conant Formerly The Telephone Company Ad Tale Of Two Cities Will Be
Matters Are Being Dis
Of Rockland Is General
Discuss the Highway
vances Reasons Why It
This Week’s Feature
posed Of
Manager
Situation
Should Be Granted
Charles Dickens’ masterful story

CALL US NOW! To Be Sure Of Your Supply!

In Loving Memory

Wants Higher Rate

FURNACE and RANGE OIL APLENTY!

EXPERT

ROCKLAND,

The Sea Scouts
A meeting was held Wednesday
night with blind knot tieing and
buoy work highlighting. Special
guests were Girl Scout Commis
sioner Crie. Girl Marriner Leader
Whitney and Marriner Commit
teeman Sawyer. Other visitors in
cluded Donald Merchant and May
nard Bray of Troop 204.
• • • •
A combination cf a hayride and
party will be held Friday night,
starting at 7 from the Sea Scout
building. Following the hayride. a
dancing party willl be held at tlie
Yacht Club, in the light cf the new
fireplace. All boys, 15 to 18. are
invited to attend if they will in
vite a girl to accompany them.
Girls are requested to bring box
lunches and boys will divide cost
of trip. The Yacht Club use is
donated through the kindness of
Commissioner Horatio Cowan.

Pam Thr«<

ASH POINT, ME.
W»104

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 1371

THIS

WEDNESDAY

< A / A Of)

Kitchen Centers
in 6 peeler sizes ’"/qU

,

Dorhte

wsdels eteilebb

Complete with fittings and matching wall cabinets

KALER, at Washington
Open week-days, evenings and

Sundays
Maine’s Leading Low price
Appliance Store.

Route 220 From Waldoboro
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WARREN

MRS. ISABEL LABS
Oarresponden*

« « ««
ALENA L. STAF-R57IT
Canespondeni
XX 55
•Tel. 49

Telephone 7a

pointive office in Mt. Horeb En
campment of Union.
The first two years of their Wed
ded life were spent in Portland,
where he was employed, but they
since have been residents here.
Mrs. Starrett is a practical nurse.
Mr Starrett is at present employed
with the State road patrolman, Lamont Thayer
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Stanhope of Portland, and cpie soil,
Parker Starrett of Woolwich, and
one grandson.
They received many gifts, among
which was a purse of money. Re
freshments served included an an
niversary cake.
Present at the party were Mr.
apd Mrs. Parker Starrett. and Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Allen of Woolwich,
Mrs. Katherine Stanhope of Port
land. Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett,
Misses Christine and Virginia
Starrett, Miss Addle Lermcnd, apd
Joseph Hahn, of this town.

UNION
MRS. CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent
Telephone 2-21

Evelyn ne’e Eaton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Simmons
Mrs. Millie Jones was given a
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Eaton, will be announce the engagement of their
surprise birthday party on her
one oi the singers on the Talent daughter, Dorothy Isabel Simmons,
78th birthday anniversary, Thurs
Clitb program, WOAN. Saturday at to T. MacKenzie Williams, son of
day. She received many gifts in
y.;io a- in.
cluding a corsage of chrysanthe
Jasper J btaltl of the School Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Williams of
mums from her family. At the
Board, addressed the Parent-Teach- Appleton Miss Simmons gradu
party were Mr ana Mrs. Allan
et Association Thursday at the ated from Warren High School,
Young. Mr. and Mrs. James DorHigh School. Hostesses were Mrs class of 1941. and during the war,
nan, Mrs. Beulah Hilt, Mr. and
Anne Peacorlt, Mrs. Doris Dearborn was employed in Waliingford. and
Mrs. William Gleason, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Aou Elwell The public Meriden, Ccnn., by a precision in
Walter Rich, Mr. and Mrs. George
strument
Icompany.
Since
her
re

has been invited to visit the schools
Bosser and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
turn
to
tins
town,
she
was
clerk
during National Education Week, for a time at the George Walker
Morton. A birthday cake, made by
Nov. 8-12.
her granddaughter, Mrs. Rich, was
and Son Red and White Store, la
served with sandwiches and coffee.
Miss Anne Wood is employed by ter ran the restaurant in tills
ROCKVILLE
the pubblic relations department ol town, and now ia employed at Holi
Mrs. Loretta Rich received a call
Northeast Airlines in Boston.
Mrs. Inez C. Bronkie went last Friday from her son Ensign Har
day House, South Warrep. Mr
Eugene Winchenbach is employed Williams, employed at his father’s Tuesday to Portland and Wellesley, old Rich in Hawaii. Harold was
poultry farm in Appleton, saw a J thence to Brooklyn, N. Y., where she leaving with his whole squadron as
as a guide at Nicatous Laae.
as there was sullable weather
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hemingway> tour of duty with the Army Air will spend a few weeks before going soon
to fly into Germany on the air-lift
have closed their Summer home. Forces, his overseas service in the [ to Granville, N. Y.
They
Sally Crockett and Donna Leon- into the American sector.
Olenhurst, and returned to Syra European area No date has been
set for the wedding.
1 ard gave a Halloween party Satur- were to go by the way of New
cuse, N. Y., for the Winter.
! day at the home of Sally Crockett. foundland and Would pass near or
Ruby Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gross have
It was a costume party with a prize [over this town. The squadron will
moved to the apartment over the
remain in Germany fcr the Winter.
Mr. and Mi's Fred A. Starrett
Lend-a-Hand Launderette.
Mr. were feted Sunday afternoon at a to Marsha Munsen for the prettiest Mrs. Harold Rich and child will
Gross has been on vacation from family party at their home, in and Lauri Mondeen for the most stay with her parents in Hutchin
horrible. They played games, visit
the Central Maine Power Co.
honor of their 40th wedding anni ed the homes in the neighborhood son. Kansas.
versary
arrangements
made
for
the
Miss Anita Philbrook of Damari
Mrs. Walter Rich gave a family
' for “trick or treat’’ and later were
scotta is guest of her niece Mrs affair bv their daughter. Mrs. served refreshments of sandwiches, dinner party at her home Saturday
Katherine
Stanhope
of
Portland.
Kelsey Lash.
and cider. The guests were: night in honor of her father, Law
Mis. Starrett, tlie oldest daughter j cookies
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston en
Marsha and Peter Munsen and Jan rence Morton, whose birthday was
of
Charles
and
Vesta
Siegars
ot
tertained Sunday at a dinner par
ice Jones of Rockland; Lauri Mon- observed.
Mrs
Edward Peekham and
honoring the 59th wedding anni Ore-den, and Fred A Starrett, son ! den, Freddie Loffman, Craig Leon
versary of Mr. and Mrs. Saraiie! of Joshua and Mary Feyler Starrett. ard, Jeanna Loffman, Nancy Loff daughters. Susie and Sally, with
'v«re
married
at
the
South
Dresden
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everet Guldemond of
Weston. Attending were Mr. ano
Church, Oct. 21 1908, by man, Marjorie Hunter, Ninon In- Newport. R. I., are spending this
Mrs. K. . Weston and son, Mr. and Methodist
!
gersoll,
Jean
Frye,
Florence
Frye,
Irving Flint.
week with Mr. and Mrs. William
Mrs. Philip Weston and daughter Rev
Their attendants at thdt time i and Betsy Crockett.
Gleason.
and Miss Eugenia Keene.
The
Meet
Again
Club
will
meet
were Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Starrett,
The Auxiliary is making plans
Mrs. Elizabeth E. Morse died Mrs. Mary Wall of Warren, Mr. ! Thursday night with Mrs. Glenice
for its first fair to be held Nov. 42
Oct. 29 in Warner, N. H Mrs. and Mrs. Glenwood Siegars of 1 Farmer.
at
the Star dining hall. A supper
Morse was a granddaughter of Woolwich Ray Kalloch of Thom
The School will observe National
William Storer, a native of this aston, Arthur Siegars of West i Education Week Nov. 7-13. School will be followed by an auction.
Mr. and Mrs. Holman Robbins,
tewn and the daughter of Mrs. Dresden, and Mrs. Jennie Cameron | work will be in progress Wednes
Faye and Mrs. Lloyd
Annie Storer Emily. Interment of Bath
day and a hobby show and exhibit daughter
Martin,
went Friday fo Gardiner,
was in the German Lutheran Ceme
Mr. and Mrs. Starrett are both of modern and old fashioned hand
Mass.,
Mrs.
Martin’s home. Mrs.
tery.
members of the Warren Grange, work, dishes, etc., will be presented
Mrs. Marjorie Day is a surgical Knox Pomona and State Gra(nges. Friday afternoon and night. Those Blanche Robbins spent the week
end with Mrs. Gecrge Patt in
patient at Miles Memorial Hospital. They also are members of the wishing to enter articles may take Portland.
Congregational Church and Parish, , them to the school house Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess and
The young of the condcr are un end Mrs. Starrett is affiliated with ; morning and Friday afternoon. A daughter.
Ruth. Mrs. Ephriam Cal
able to fly until they are a year , the ladies’ Circle. She has been ’ box will be placed in the room for derwood,
all of Waldoboro. Arthur
through the chairs of Ivy Chapter. 1 a collection toward the playground
old.
Burgess and daughter, Barbara of
O.E.S., and also of Mystic Rebekah | fund.
Warren, were guests Sunday of Mr.
Order your Christmas cards now lodae. and the E A. Starrett Aux
and Mrs. Walter Burgess.
—handsome boxed cards and en iliary. SUV. She has served in
A newly organized town basket
PORT CLYDE
velopes $250 per 25, your name several of the offices of Warren
ball
team, called ’’Union Mer
beautifully printed, cards ready for Granges of which Mr. Starrett is a
Mrs. Augustus Anderson enter
chants
’’ reported to Coach Wini
mailing. Phone 770. The Courier- past master. Mr Starrett has been tained Saturday at a dinner party,
Gazette. We’ll do the rest, and through the chairs of Warren the occasion being the birthday of fred Kenoyer Wednesday at the
promptly.
88*96 Lodge, 7.0 OF., and holds an ap her sister, Mrs. Grace Lumsden of High School gym for first practice.
Rockland. Others present were The players are: Edmund Gibson,
Floyd Conant, Bertha Stone, Mr. Robert Dean. Wiliam Clark. Wal
and Mrs. Walter E. Teel, Kathy ter Rich. John Moody. George
Walter Calderwood, Rob
Walter, Kenneth and Augustus An Thomas,
Heath and Wendell Butler.
derson and Gwen Teel. Mrs. Lums ertMr.
and Mrs. Charles Tyler and
den received many useful gifts and daughter
Barbara were guests Sun
three birthday cakes.
day of Supt. and Mrs Frederick
Mrs. Clarene Davis of Bath is vis Mossier.
iting her mother-in-law, Mrs. Rod
Ralph Starrett attended the Bowney Davis.
doin-Maine game Saturday.
Mrs. Walter E Teel and Mrs.
A committee from the Mary Wal
Ber’ha Stone have returned home lace Circle will meet Nov. 19 to
after spending ten days at the Do make Thanksgiving baskets for the
ral Farm in East Friendship. While ’’shut-ins ’’ AU donations should be
there they entertained Kathy An handed to the committee. Mrs. Ag
derson, Grace Lumsden, Joan Ris- nes Creighton, Mrs. William Rob
taino and Edward Witham of Rock
land. Stella Anderson and Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Harmon.
Gwen Teel who has been harvest
ing potatoes in Mars Hill has re
AT A BARGAIN!
turned home.
We have six of these Fireplaces
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson of
Arlington, Va., are visiting his par which we do not wish to carry
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Ander over into next year. Delivered
son.
and set up at a great saving.
Give us a ring, or better still,
Gifts of ruby are appropriate for come and see them.
the 40th wedding anniversary.

Outdoor Fireplaces

.. with any other fuel oil heater!
Coc-oore it for ECONOMY!

V ot get tuel savings of up to 1 full gallon of oil
out of every 4 with Duo-Therm’s exclusive PowerAir Blower. You get more beat from every drop of oil
because the Duo-Therm Hepplewhiteis built around
an amazing fuel-miser burner. The Hepplewhite
has a special built-in Waste-Stopper, too, that gets
more heat into your home . . . keeps heat from
flying up the flue!

STATE PARK COMMISSION
Sealed bds will be received for the
rental cf the CCC hu'-ldlng and facili
ties. with reseratlons. at the headqua-ters of Camden Hills State Park
at the offie of the S'ate Park Commis
sion 11 Chapel Street Augusta. Maine,
until 10 00 a m Wednesday morning.
December 1. 1948
The term of this lease shall not ex
ceed one year The State reserves the
right to reject any cr all bids.
Dated a‘ Augusta. Nov 4. 1948.
STATE PARK COMMISSION
91-P-95

NOTICE!

JOHN MEEHAN & SON

Alfred C. Hocking, Supt.
Telephones: Rockland 21-W2, or
Tenant’s Harbor 56-13
83-tf

bins and MYs. Edgar Barker.
Tlie Methodist Brotherhood will
meet Nov. 17.
School Notes
American Education Weeit is be
ing observed Nov 7-12. Grade pu
pils have extended written invita
tions to their parents, to visit
schools at any time, and especially
to visit the regular sessions this
week.
The High School is introducing
a plan this year to afford a better
'visiting opportunity. Students will
be excused this noon, and twb [
regular classes will be held during
the evening, starting at 7 o'clock.
Parents and friends are invited to [
attend this evening session.
A new publication "The Eagle
Gazette’’ made its appearance Fri»
day at the High School. Publishers
are the Freshmen and Sophomore
English classes, the staff: Editorin-chief, Ronellow Moore business
manager, Elaine Robbins; sports
manager, Esten Peabody; art edi
tor, Duane Rowell; assistant editor,
Donald Cramer; advertising mana
ger. Henry Waters; reporters. An
nie Mocre, Bertha Merrifield Bliss
Fuller, Dicky Day, Donald Cramer,
Dyane Rowell, Dwight Howard.
Esten Peabody. Fave Austin, Ger
ald Torrey, Henry Waters Kenneth
Bartlett. Marshall Payson, Sylvia
Farris, Walter Lind and Ronellow
Moore.
The four pages of the Gazette
proved interesting.
Student Council has elected as
officers: Robert Day, president;
Robert Leonard, vice president; and
Paul Leonard, secretary-treasurer.
Allan Martin was high salesman
of the magazine drive and received
a portable radio.

FOR SALE

USE

OUR

TWO-INCH Shafting. 38 in long,
with seven Inch coupling, on one end,
lost from truck between Red Mitchell’s
place and Ingraham HUI Saturday.
ED WOTTON. Ingraham Hill.
Tel
1388 M.____________________________ W it
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 25714 and
the owner of said book a.'-ks for dupli
cate In accordance with the provision
of the State Law.
Rockiand Savings Bank,
By Sidnev H Pierce, Treas.
Rockland. Me . Nov. 2. 1948
88*7-92

OWL’S HEAD

You get fine period furniture styling. The Hepple
white beautifies your home as it heats it! Come in,
see the Duo-lhcrm Hepplewhite Heater today at—

Notre Dame’s fabulous Knute
Rockne was ‘43 years old when he
crashed to his death March 31, 1931.

TODAY
FREE
:
i
j

WILLIS M. MOODY,
Tax Collector, Warren.
90*91

KALER, at Washington
Open week-days, evenings and
Sundays
Maine’s Leading Low price
Appliance Store.
Route 220 From Waldoboro

FOR SALE
MOORING CHAIN, 3-4 in.; AN
CHORS, USED PIPE, STERI
LIZED WIPING CLOTHS
FELT BASE RUGS
Gold Seal, Congoleum, Bird's
Armstrong’s

MORRIS GORDON & SON

Fuel is scarce and its price is high.5 A fuel-savings survey of your
home now will save you many heating dollars this winter . . . and
every winter!
This survey is made by trained engineers. It will reveal where the
heat escapes; and, through use of the scientific yet easy-to-understand
Thriftolator, show you how much of your scarce, costly fuel an
Eagle-Picher Certified Insulation Job can save. In many cases thia
thorough insulation job reduces fuel consumption as much as 40%!

REUABLE man with ca” wanted to
call on farmers In Knox County Won
derful opportunity; $15 to $20 in a
day No experience or capital required
Permanent,
Write today
McNESS
COMPANY, Dept C . Candler Bide
Baltimore 2, Md.
90*T*92
STANDING Timber :nd Logs , roadQ
LOVER
COM
side wanted.
W H
90 92
PANY Tel 14
WOMAN wants work baoy-slttln?
nights; 17 KNOXST city
90*lt
~HOUSEKEEPING-position wanted bv
middle aged woman, for man alone, go
anywhere, including- farm Write L. Y.
care The Courier Gaze: te
89*90
500 or more laying pullets wanted to
buy reasonable
TEL Waldoboro 213
89-90
HOUSEWORK wanted by woman
with child 5 years old go anywhere
MRS GEORGE PINKHARD, Box 188
Waldoboro.
89*90
MAN for work wanted on poultry
farm C B TOLMAN. Tel Warren 44-5
89 90
fWO young men want work, paint
ing, laboring, factory work or any Job
MERVIN HARVEY. 39 Park St Tel 644
,
89*90
PRACTICAL nurse with hospital ex
perience available. TEL. 23-W
90-lt
POSTCARD collections wanted Call
1584 M. or write MARIE SAUNDERS,
54 Union St., Rockland
87*90
ELDERLY woman may share living
quarters In an all modern home I am
an elderly lady and in excellent health.
I live In the home alone and desire
companionship. May develop Into per
manent home for right party. Refer
ences required. TEJL 439 WII.
90 91
KNOX Hl SINBSS* ( OI,i.i «.i
106 Ma.ii Streel
Rockland, Me
Shorthand, Typewriting and Account
ing Day and Night School
Tel. 192 W or 45 M
88-96-tf
SEND me your favorite Snap shot of
Landscape or Sea-cape and 1 will send
you a ‘'Thumb Nail” sketch of lt in
oils, together with price list of larger
-:zes
G RUSSELL MANN Wtache*
te- Studio, 17 Fernwick Rd.. Winches
ter. Mass.
89*92
PIANOS and House Organs tuned.
$4 06 Pipe Organs tuned. *50 JOHN
HUBBS 69 Park St Tel 199 MK 90*95
ANTIQUES, Glass, China, Furniture,
old Paiftttngs, etc . wanted. CARL E.
FREEMAN, Glen Cove. Tel. Rockland
103.
69 100

MISCELLANEOUS

Egg production per bird in the
United States increased from about
83 in ‘1909 to 127 in 1947.

pose of receiving taxes.

Compare it for BEAUTY!

GET your plowing done now. We
have cne and two-bottom tracior plov;s
Spread your lime this fall with a John
Deere Lime Sower
We have them
W. S. PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville.
__________
90 91
After this date I will he responsible
only for those bills which I con ract.
Percy A. Colson
Nov. 5. 1948.
89*91
LYONS SCHOOL OI PIANO Musi
cal Instruction of all kinds, featuring
special courses in modern piano
J.
F. LYONS, instructor. S udio at MAINE
MUSIC COMPANY
Tel
Rockland
7C8 or 402 _______
90-96
BICYCLES and Tricycles re pa Led and
naln ed like new
RAYES CRAFT
SHOP, 14 Prescott St
90*T-96
' PHOTO” GREETING CARDS
made
from your own snapshot!
This year
send Holiday Greeting Cards with a
MODERN PERSONAL touch that your
f iends will admire and long remember
—the Photo Greeting kind. Attractive
new designs, priced so reasonable that
even the youngsters can plan their own
photo greetings.
Envelopes included
with all cards. Send today for sample
card
EASTERN ILLUSTRATING &
PUBLISHING CO. Belfast Maine Box
33, CG.
88-93
CUSTOM Plowing wanted for trac
tor. Large acreage o- small garden.
Work promptly done at moderate price.
NEIL RUSSELL
Tel. 408, Rockland.
_____ ___________________________83*90
KENNEBEC Roofing and Siding Co.
All work guaranteed, up to three years
to pay
TEL ROCKLAND 1368 W or
write P
BOX 542. Rockland
88 tf

Arthritis Pain

For quick, delightfully comforting help for
aches and pains of Rheumatism, Arthritis.
Neuritis, Lumbago, Sciatica, or Neuralgia try
Romind. Works through the blood. First dose
usually starts alleviating pain so you can
work, enjoy life and sleep more comfortably.
Get Romind at druggist today Quick, com
plete satisfaction or money back guaranteed.

This fuel-savings survey is* absolutely
FREE, and does not obligate you
in any way. Call us right now
for this free survey.

SCRAP IRON AND METAL
ROCKLAND. ME. TEL. 388-W
64-tf

EAGLE ROCK WOOL INSULATION CO.
193 MIDDLE STREET,

NOTICE!

PORTLAND, ME.

HAROLD BRISTOL

EXPERT RADIATOR SERVICE

ASH POINT, ROCKLAND,

PHONE 1047-11

We Have Recently Installed Complete Equipment for
Repairing, Recoring, and Cleaning Radiators tor all Makes
ot Cars.
All Work Guaranteed

ALBERT E. MacPHAlL

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

PLUMBING AND HEATING

515 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TEL. 720
86-87

COMPLETE
TffcE SERVICE
AND GUARANTEED
TIRE REPAIRS

DODGE—PLYMOUTH—JOB RATED TRUCKS

445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W
19- tf

! KITCHENETTE’ Apartment with bath i
i to let
TEL 906 M._______________ 90 91
I

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
26-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

APT. to let, furnished, heated, five
rooms; adults only. TEL. 1315 W. 90*lt

THREE-room furnished apartment i
j with closed-in sunporch to let. Pri
vate bath and basement, new living
! room furniture Nice and handy for
j two school teachers. Apply 3 GROVE
J STREET
90*91
{

WANTED

The sewing circle met Friday at
the home of Mrs. Alice Woodman
and sewing was done for the mis
sion boxes. Present were Mrs.
Helen Buckminster, Mrs. Helen
Kaler, Mrs. Alma Walker, Mrs.
Myra Scammon, Mrs. Eugene Cal
derwood and Mrs. Catherine Hallet.
The meeting will be held this week
at the home of Mrs. Calderwood.
The Farm, Bureau meets Thurs
day, Nov. 8, at the library, the
subject, “Refinishing Furniture,’’ to
be directed by Mirs. Evelyn Ross.
The ‘‘Square Meal for Health’’ will
be served at jncon by Mrs. Mae
Holt and Mrs. Myra Scammon.
Miss Helen 'Ross accompanied by
Miss Beryl Borgerson went by mo
tor Monday to New York City for
a week's visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ross, Allan
Borgerson and George Ross left
Monday on a hunting trip in the
northern woods.
Oscar Foster and Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Dyer, accompanied by Mrs.
Annie Farrell went Tuesday to Bos
ton. Mrs. Farrell will visit her
mother, Mrs. Katherine Hickey in
Franklin.

to Nov, 20 inc. for the pur

i
I

GRAY Kitten with white markings | TO Let for Winter. 4 room furnished
j Apt , adults only. Call MRS C. F. SIMfound, about 6 ruos. old
TEL. 47
90-lt MONS, 21 Talbot Ave.. Tel. 76 M. 90 91

Arthur Woodbury is in Wal
worth, N. Y„ on business.
Fred Killeran who recently suf
fered an ill turn, is much improved.
Oliver Collamore and bride of Al-k
bany, N Y.. and Mrs. Grace Colla
more of Thomaston called last
Tuesday on Miss Mina Woodcock.
Merle Saari and family are
spending the Winter in New York. [
Lights have been installed in the
Broad Cove Union Church.
A Halloween party was held
last Tuesday by the teacher. Mrs.
Payson and pupils of the Broad
Cove school. The mothers were in
vited. Games were played and re
freshments served.

I will he at the Report

TWO Winter Coats. One fur trimmed.
! Dresses and suits, sizes 11 to 13. Reai sonable. Call at 12 Clarendon St. or
TEL 1401-JK.___________________ 90-91

TO LET

LOST AND FOUND

CUSHING

Center beginning Nov. 17

sale, full ieagth, size 42, practically
new.
Price reasonable
TEL CAM
DEN 706
90* It

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 50 cents, two limes for 75 cenU. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; ?0 cent* for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads’’ so called i. e. advertisement*
which require the answers to he sent to The Charter-Gazette
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional

Compare It for COMFORT!

You get gentle waves of warm air circulating evenly
from floor to ceiling ... no cold corners ... no
Cold floors. Finger-tip Control Dial makes it easy
as tuning a radio to get just the heat you wantl

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

|
i
!

FOR YOUR

CLASSIFIED

KITCHEN Range, Florence oil burn
er. CALL 802-M.
89-91
LADT'G dark green Winter Coot for

!
,

NEWLY furnished Apartment to let
Inquire at 19 WILLOW ST________ 90*91^
^FURNISHED Apt to let WEBBERS
INN Thomaston, Tel 304 R3
89*90
TWO stalls to let, H\e or dead
storage, central location
TEL 535-J.
89-91
G.ARAGE to let, at 47 PLEASANT
street
____________ 89-92
ROOMS to let with bath and kitchen
privileges 32 OLIVER ST Tel 767-J j
___
_________839)
APT to let, 4 rooms, plus new bath
loom, hot water, partly heated, pri
vate entrance Write P O BOX 505.
Rockland__________________________ 88-90
WEBBER’S INN- Board and Room by
day or week Under new management
Call THOMASTON 340 3
88 96-tf

,

FOR SALE

I

HIGH T Tan Camel’s-halr Coat. for
salp, si ze 14, price reasonable, also
seve. al pairs of Pumps, sizes 6V2 and
7 AAA
Call at 62 LLMEROf'K ST .
90 9i
Roctt&nd
24-FT frailer for sale
PERRY 8
COAL YARD Cali after 4 30
90*91
AN extra nice Heme with pretty w&
ter views, may be used as single or
duplex.
Present arrangement has 6
rooms and bath In 1st apartment and
5 rooms and flush In 2nd apartment.
Hot water neat (oil); good basement.
l.a.ge workshop and garage.
A very
attractive property in first-class repair.
Prlc» $10,006
F H
WOOD. Court
m

,

n

‘FOR SALE”
North End location, has 7 nice
rooms with bath, furnace heat, extra
large lot land with this pioperty.
Property of this type not often listed.
Price $7500
North E id location, 8 room House,
priced at $3500
Central location, duplex House, 5
rooms each, large lot land, $5000.
South End location. 2 Houses for the
price of one To be sold as a unit.
Price $5500.
8 room House, nice condition, with
garage and workshop above, $8000.
We do have good homes, also some
that may be called In fair condition,
and a couple quite poor houses. Take
vour pick, and don’t growl. Thanks
for reading.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
Rockland. Me
Tel 730
90 lt
“I OK SALE”
We bought before the war, a Laundryette Electric Washing Machine,
that now is. and always has been in
perfect condition.
The only reas n it is being offered
• ■ - than we need.
Thl: machine t da5 would cost, new,
more than $200 undoubtedly.
So If you can use a large washing
machine ‘hat spins the clothes neerly
d y. here lt is.
Come and see it In operation, satisfy
yourself of its condition, then, if In
terested, we will talk price. We bought
■r n v. and have seen to lt that It
has never been abused.
FREEMAN S YOUNG.
163 Main St
Rockland, Maine
90 It
MOSLER Safe, for sale, medium size,
good as new. cost $400. my price $135.
Dark oak chest of six drawers. Charmnig antique mirror, empire period, $25.
Klneo parlor stove, $10 Walnut ward
robe $15. Good as new. Call after
noons at 340 Main’ St. E. W. PIKE.
Rockland Tel. 339.
90-lt
BUY a Papec Food Chopper to cut In
your hay with potatoes. They make a
I good dairy feed and save you money
,n your feed bill. W S P1LIBBURY
, <Y. SON. Waterville.
90 91
COLLIE and Shepherd Pups for sale.
l*RANK CALDERWOOD. Union,
Tel
6-14
90* *91
PARLOR Stove, large size, good con
dition
Burns wood or coal. MRf?
MADELINE JONES. South Hope. 90*lt
RACCOON Fur Coat, for sale, size
12. good condition. $25
TEL 1243 R
90 91
WATER Bowls, stanchions, ventllal to*s. DeLaval milkers, several kinds of
good used milkers. See us for ali farm
, equipment w. S. PILLSBURY & SON.
Waterville.
90 91
CHEVROLET truck for sale. $150.
TfcL. 217-M
89-lt
500 Gallon Step) Tank, for sale, $75.
•U-L 217-lt
89 It
FOtR sale in ’Keag village, one of the
I few “reasonably priced’’ properties left.
I Six rooms and entirely new bath;
i storm sashes, rock wool Insulated and
1 double plastered; two-car small barn or
j garage attached
On main highway,
i the Frank Maloney p operty. ls priced
at $1000 for quick sale
FRANK A
WHEELER, Real Estate Brokerage.
General Insurance. 21 North Main St .
Rockland, Tel 830
89 It
PHIIjGO
Superheterodyne
(1940)
standard model Radio, good condition,
phonograph attachment. $45. MRS A
CROCKETT, 17 Broadway, Thomaston,
Tel 245 4.
90*91
RADIO for sale, General Electric,
five tube brand new.
MRS. HENRY
I D TURNER. 67B Park St., city.
90*91
I FI.ORENCE Parlor “oil Heater”Tor sal?
good condition. Cash $35
Inquire
, 11 CENTER ST.
90*91
THREE old kitchen tables and leather rocker for sale TEL. Camden 8617
89*90
COAL Brooder and Pipe. White Sink,
J small Lawn Mower, two 5 gal Poun| tains. Double Bed, spring and matI tre.-s: 4 cover Coal and Wood Heater
and pipe, cellar window and frame,
also other articles (cash or trade).
Call at the house any day. MAURICE
JONES. Clark Island.
90 91
JUST
listed .even-room
Modern
House, select No/thend location, prioe
under $6000 L. A. THURSTON Real
tor. 38 Beech St
Tel. 1159
90-91
F’ALMOUTH Coal Furnace with air
circulator tan, electric motor and case
and some duct pipe
TEL evenlntts
CAMDEN 2363
90»91
FURNITURE for sale, Dtnlng-rocm
Set, Oak Table and Chairs, Bed. etc
MRS FRED EATON, Thomaston. Tel.
169 2.
90*lt

DELCO Light Plant, 850 w 32 volt
DC complete with heavy duty glass
cell baterles for sale. Price Reason
able.
Write L. E
FARRINGTON,
Thomaston. R.F.D. 1, home address
East Union.
90*91
NEW Hathaway Winch
Galluses.
Doors and Wire suitable for 50 ft. boat.
TEI. 62 15, Tenant’s Harbor
90*91
PORTABLE two burner oil heater for
sale; Gilbert 8 day clock; also pictures
and frames.
9Q TIIJsSON AVE. 89-90
DESOTO Sedan (1939, for sale; radio
and heater; good condition. TEL. 1590.
89*90
LARGE Estate Heatrola equipped with
double oil burner, for sale
O. T
KEENE. Appleton, Me.___________ 89*91
BHGHT-Piece dining room set for
sale; also wooden rockers, and other
artlrles MRS MILTON DEAN, 7 Achom
Street.
90-91
CREAM Separator, table model, $20.
124 PLEASANT ST , City_________ 89*90
LADY’S gray perslan lamb paw fur
coat, for sale, full length, size 40; first
class condition; reasonable price. TEL.
Warren 4 3________________________ 89*92
KING Klneo range for sale .good con
dition
FRANK MILLER, East Friendship Route 97______________ 89*90
SAWED dry slab wood for sale, $8
a load approximately one cord. TEL
WARREN 32-22
_____________ 89*90
LADY’S Winter Brown Coat, fur
trimmed, for sale, size 16. price. $10
TEL 598 R, or call at 359 Broadway.
89-90
TABLECLOTH, for sale, hand cro
che ed pansy design. 72x82, $65
204
MAIN ST , Rockland_____________ 89*90
BOAT for sale, 26 ft, rebuilt, Model
A engine and hauler. Or will sell en
gine or hauler separately. LEIiAND
SIMMONS, Friendship.____________ 89*90
DRY fitted hardwood for sale, de
livered in cord iots. A E. BURNS.
Union
89*90
LADY’S blue suit for sale, Fall or
Winter weight; size 36 TEI. 1336-W
89 90
REMINGTON rifle, 22. bicycle. Mi
son Hamlin organ, hat rack and other
household articles for sale. MRS. A R.
STUART. Tenant s Harbor.
89*90
HOUSE to be moved away. Will sell
reasonable
OaU at 100 union st.
______________ 88*91
QUEEN ATLANTIC
kitchen
range
with oil and ali attachments for sale.
$25 TEL 607 M
88 90
rWO-famlly, 10-room house with 3car ga-age, large lot, 36 Glen Street,
for sale RALPH P CONANT, 202 Cam
den St . Tel. 67-M.
88 90
ELECTRIC range, two cook stoves,
one equipped with oil burner, first
class condition.
Sell cheap
TEL.
CAMDEN 544, 14 Sea St.. Camden 87 90
EASY washing machine for sale.
Perfect running order. Price reason
able TEL 229 M_________________ 87 89
LON ERG AN pot type oil heater for
'-ale. used only 3 mdnths, perfect con
dition. Very reasonable. TED SIILI.
Oyster River Road, Warren,______ 87*90
ONE Fordson Tractor wl’h iron wheels
and Sears Roebuck Hydraulic Loader
for sale. Loader has never been used.
Price complete. $800 RICE BROTHERS
CORP., East Booth ba y.___
87 97
CONCRETE Products for sale—Buri
al vaults, septic tanks, building posts,
outside concrete work, air compressor
work
ROBERT C BURNS. Tel 1439
________________________________ 88 96 tf
DODGE Pick-up (1947) for sale, ex
cellent condition ROWLING’S OA
RAGE. 778 Main St., City.
84 94

Where To Buy It?

INSIDE OR OUT
PAINTERS’ TRADE SOLICITED

United Home Supply
Co.
WHERE WILLOW and RANKIN
STREETS MEET
579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MK.
47-tf
SAWED Dry Slabs, delivered, lagre
truck load, approx. 2 cords, $17; small
load, approx 1 cord, $9.
LELAND
TURNER. Tel 406-J after 5 p. m
_____ ft/. *88 M
DRY Hardwood, mostly Beech, lor
sale, 4-foot or sawed stove length. ED.
WOTTON. Ingrahams HUI. City. Tel.
Ui83_M_________________________ 88 96 t f
GREEN Mountain or Katahdln Po
tatoes. Grade A-l quality. Best ever.
Free delivery on mainland, on dock
for Islands, $1.85 per bushel. “B’*
size $3 .19 per bu Write or phone HILL’
CREBT, Route 1, Warren. Tel. 35-41,
Warren
80 96
DRY, Slabwood, sawed stove length,
$10 for over a cord load. Fast, free
dAlvery
HIlJuCRHST Warren. Tel.
35-41
_ _______ _______________ 88 96-tf
APPLE and Cider Time—Apples are
ready; nice red apples for Johnnie and
Mary to take to school. Cider—fresh
from the press. Macs. Wealthlea, Wolf
Rivers
THURSTON ORCHARDS. R.
E Thurston. Just off Route 17, Union,
Me.
88-96-tf

BODY and FENDER
Work
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDINO

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MB.
TEL. 202-W
tt-tf

VENETIAN BUNDS
Custom built for your windows,
slats, colon whits, scsshwll,
cr ivory Tape colon: mingle, duck,
lory, brown mulberry, apple greed,
radio blue or black. Oall UNITBU BOMB
SUPPI.V CO 579-&K0 Main At Rock
land. Tel. 939
88-96-tf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Oranlte walks (an7 width), fireplaces,
posts (any size) boat mooring*, steps,
flagging chips, and dust for driveways
1 no more mud) rip rap for all kinds
of fills and dock work, pier stone, walla,
foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
ashlar and monumental stone posta tot
property marken and building eut>
ports. We will deliver anywhere. Aak
'is about granite fill loaded on yoof
'ruck. Estimates gladly submitted, RS
obligation
New York's subways and vehicu
JOHN MEEHAN & SON
lar tunnels contain enough ceramic Clark Island. Me. Tel Rockland 21-W3
A. C. HOCKINQ
tile to pave a street more than 40
Tel. Tenant * Harbor, id-13
miles long.
aluminum

Tiffisday-FrlSaV

flar*
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Tlioiiviuiton; Mrs. Dorothy Emerson,
glcne, and set forth the theory that
North Haven; Charles W. Leonard,
disease is preventable.
Bangor.
Moses has been called the great- 1
_The Commander? had dinner at An Art Which Traces Back
est physician of all time It is cer
The Islander Friday. In the group
were; Ambrose Peterson Charles
io the Days Of the Low tain that he was a masterly rani- ;
Bowman Curtis Webster. George
tarian, and the practical apprecia
est Savages
Lawrey. Vivian Drew Albert. Car
tion of his code wiil be appreciated
ver, Roy Ames, Prank White, and
It is important that women who when. one realizes that he was in
Charles Leonard.
undertake nursing, a work as old charge of a camp of more than a
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Johnson
million people. All the principles
entertained Thursday at supper as the world itself, should know of modern sanitation are anticipat
and cards, Mr. and Mrs. Max Con something about its history.
ed in the Jewish law, and its meth
way, Mr and Mrs. Leo Lar.e, Mr
The lowest savages have a certain ods are in accord with modern bac
and Mrs. J. P. Headley, Mr. and amount of nursing knowledge and teriology.
Mrs. A. E. Libby, Mr. and Mrs, A. skill. Much of this knowledge is in
The Greeks did not feel it worth ■
A. Peterson. Pirst honors at cards stinct, similar to that of animals. while to care for any cases of ill
were won by Mrs. Conway and Mr In ancient Egypt the sick went to ness but those considered curable
I ilrbv, second by Mrs Headley and the Temples of the Gods. In both They took the philosophy that it
Mr. Lane. Refreshments included Egypt and Babylon it was the cus was kinder to let them die as soon
a birthday cake on a musical tray tom to lay the sick in the streets as possible.
playing "Happy Birthday," honor and it was a law that passers-by
The care of sick slaves was one
ing Mrs. Conway.
' should give them what advice they of the duties of the mistress of tlie
J. E. Brown of Bangor, H. E. 1 could out. of their own experience. mansion. Soldiers were nursed on
Moore of Portland and' Harry I The Vedas, the sacred books of the battlefield at public expense. In
Swanson of Newport were guests India, treat of medicine, of major the timp of Xenophon, 400 B. C.
the past week at "The Millers." ! and minor surgery, bandaging, there was an organized medical
The quarterly meeting of Union poisons and their antidotes, and corps in the army.
Church was held Friday at (he drugs. They also discuss nervous
In Roman ruins found in Switz
vestry. District Supt. Rev. Mr. discuses and insanity, etc. They erland there were discovered many
Wentworth of Augusta gave a help ■ contain much instruction in hy- nursing utensils—enamel bulbs, tub
ful talk also showed picture, re I -•--■■■...... ■■■■
ing. rectal tips, ointment jars, etc.
—.....
lating to church work.
behalf of the chapter. The In Pompeii, destroyed in the year
Mr. and Mrs. Walden Hilding are !■ ill
,
79, many fine surgical instruments
guests of Mi. and Mrs Samuel “Pence of Love’’, a beautiful cere- t similar to our own have been found.
i
mony,
was
then
presented
by
offiMcon in North Penobscot
' In America the ancient Aztecs had
Mr. and Mrs Ivan Calderwood | cers and members in an impressive well-organized hospitals.
.
manner
Eacli
part
was
taken
ex

entertained Friday at their Sum
The Hotel Dieu of Lyons and
mer cottage "Wagon Wheel- the ceptionally well. A bountiful lunch Paris, and other hospitals founded
eon
was
served
by
candlelight
with
teachers and their wives and hus
as far back as the fith and 7th cen
bands at a Halloween party The Halloween decorations. The worthy turies still exist. Religious pilgrim
rooms were gay with decorations matron was m charge, assisted by ages, and especially the Crusades,
Refreslunents were served with fa officers. Birthday greetings, sung created a necessity for many large
vors anproprlate to the season and by the entire chapter, were extend hospitals. Nobles held office in
ed to Mrs Georgia Roberts This
Hallcween games were enjoyed
thpm, but much of the nursing was
Marguerite Chapter. G.E.fi, ob was one of the best meetings of the done by low-class servants.
jyear
served Monday, past ma,run's and
The Arabs had fine, well-man
Robert I,. Ames
past patrons’ night with 19 past ma
aged hospitals in Northern Africa,
trons and three past patrons pres
Alter an illness of several Western Asia and Spain.
ent. Each received a gift from the mt,n,li.s, Robert L. Arnes died Oct
The Dark Period of Nursing ex
worthy matron Mrs. Marion Little 3 at iiis home here, aged 75. Mr, tended from about 1675 up to the
field, after which they were eated Ames was born at Green's Island, middle of the 19t'n century As a
in the East
Tlie only charter ; son of James and Edna Wentworth protest against the existing condi
member Mrs Lillian I.ibbv rp Arne-, and had resided here nearly tions Charles Dickens depicted the
reived a corsage of American Bean .all lu, life, a respected citizen.
character of Sary Gamp
ty roses presented by the matron
He is -urvived by Ills wife, l izzie
Training schools for nurses were
I-: two sons Leonard of Rockport established in Germany by doctors
and Kenirct.li of this town; three as early as 1830. and are part of the
, -i tei Mr Carrie Gould of Rock- foundation of modern training
1 laird, Mr; Nellie Thayer arid Mrs schools.
1 lenn.e Calderwood of this place;
Florence Nightingale may be con
I two brothers, Almon Ames of
North Haven and Ernest, Ames of sidered the founder of modern
nursing. She wa born in 1829 in
' Auburn, Mass.
1 Services were held at the Headley Florence, Italy of English parents;
, Funeral Home with many beautiful she was unusually well educated,
ifl-iral offerings. Rev Iola White well bred, well-to-do, had an excel
officiated
Interment
was in lent social position, and was at
; Browns Head cemetery. The bear- tractive She was deeply religious
•■
Pearl Dyer Aurelius Cal- | and had a passion for helpfulness.
j Jcrwcod. ti ward McFarland and She became superintendent of a
private hospital in Iondon in 1853
i Roy Dyer
The failure of the government to
Those from out-of-town who attri’ded tlie luneral were Mr and provide proper medical service in
the
Crimea beeajne a call for a perI M,
I conard Ames Miss Iecna
i Ames Mr. and Mrs- Roy Gardinpr, |son of unusual ability and charac
t Rockport; Mr. and Mrs. Almon ter to handle the situation FlorAmps, Walker Ames, Sherman ! ence Nightingale offered herself
Baird and Percy Crockett. North and wen* to the Crimea in October
11854, with 38 nurses, Catholic and
Haven

History Of Nursing

VINALHAVEN
1C1S. OSCAR LANS
Corraspondent

•TEL 85
Miss Dorethy John on who visit
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Vaughn Johnson at Dawn Easter
Inn. has returned to Kents Hill
Junior College.
Mr and Mrs. H. E. Boman who
were guests of Mr. ano Mrs. Ha ry
Reid in Lisbon Palls, returned
Thursday to their home here.
Harold Haskell is pa sin ■ his va
cation with fiiem in Boston
Mrs
Ragnar
Peterson
and
daughter Jean visited in Rockland
the past week.
Mrs. Mladeline Smith entertained
the EOT. Club fliin dav at desSPrt-Li id. e
Ii
by Mrs Eleanor Ccnwa.i and con
solation went to Mr; Evle llennigar.
Mr. and Mr. Norman Johnson
were guests het. Tuc day o' MrDorothy Laite of Camden on a mo
tor trip to Kents Hill.
Mr and Mrs Cl.', de Bickford and
son “Blcky" are i; ting Mr and
Mrs Clifton I ook in Addison
Mrs. Prank Thoma< went Friday
to Boston where she wiil visit
friends
The Public I isr -ry will be cloned
Thursday. Arm! .tier Day
Kenneth Smalley who substituted
for Mrs. Beanos Gregory al the
A. & P. store returned Saturday to
Rockland
Mrs. Marte Burn of Gloucester,
Mass, Is guest of Mr
Carrie
Burns
Guest 1, . si la-t week at
Tlie Islpndt-i v re
A Manila,
Winthrop ‘>f
J M Rosengrad
Brooklinp M
?.i; a nd Mrs Wil liam
-Richard
Thompsonville,
Conn ; W 1 PPppfi'r Vinalhaven;
Arthur I. f', tr, n P
nd fi .1
Hannebur AE P. Dorman,

sum
Delicious “ Always

TEA
I

6*
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They Bounced Back

For Older Boys

Conference in Bangor Nov. Beuiah’s Best Lobster Chow
1*1-21—Dr. McClurkin
der May Have “Dunnii"
Speaker
t-or the Skippers

Soil Conservation
By Roy Gross. Soli Conserva
tion Service Waldoboro

NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Boyd.
Jr., announce the birth. Nov. 3, of
a son. Joseph A. Boyd, 3d.
Word has been received of the
death cf Miss Bertha Alexander in
Hallowell She was born in this
town 69 years ago, daughter Of
James and Melvina Packard Alex
ander. She is survived by two
brothers, Frank and George Alex
ander of Camden, and two sisters,
Mrs. Gertrude Gratrix and Mrs.
Dora Smith of Hallowell, and sev
eral nieces and nephews.
The students of the High and
Grammar Schools and other invited
guests enjoyed a Sadie Hawkins
dance at Aidrews Hall Saturday
night, sponsored by Mrs. Forrest
Adams.
Mr and Mrs. Leonard Ames and
family returned to Rockport Satur
day after attending the funeral of
Mr. Ames’ uncle, Bert Ames of
Vinalhaven.
Frank Sampson, Neal Burgess,
Clyde Ames, Edward Beverage,
Forrest Adamss and Raymond
Thayer left Saturday for a hunting
trip in Surry.
Mrs. Lillian Hopkins and Miss
Fostena Duncan are in Sarasota,
Fla., for the Winter.
Kenneth Gillis, Golden MacDon
ald and John Stuart are on a hunt
ing trip in Millinocket.
Miss Alma Ames has returned to
Kenduskeag aftpr a visit with her
sister, Mrs. V. L. Beverage.
Mr. .and Mrs. Bernard Mills re
turned Saturday from a va atiori
which included a trip to New York,
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Franz
Mills in Shapleigh, and a call on
Rei Henry F Huse in Springvale
on their 19th wedding anniversary.
Mr Huse officiated at their wed
ding while a pastor here .
Prin and Mrs. H. J. Fleming
passed the school vacation at their
home in South Portland.
Mrs. Alton Calderwood and
daughter Patricia have returned
from a visit with lipr parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Gilchrist 111 Tar
rytown, N Y.
Phillips Brown and I Aster Sherer
have returned from a hunting trip
near Sargentville.
Mrs. John I-ennond and daugh
ter Janet camp home Friday after
a visit with Mrs A J. Nichols In
Ro, kland.
Miss Isa Beverage Is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Alice Thomas, In Meirose, Mas;.
Mr and Mrs. Owen Grant and
son Stanley returned Saturday from
a vacation trip.

ii is always time to carry on
erosion control work, says tlie Soil
No one knows whettirr it was tlie Conservationist lor the Knoxlobster chowder that did it or Lincoln Soil Conservation District,
whether the Skippers just decided
now that bird hunting is in
to pin back the ears of Captain and
season, the more erosion control
Grimes’ Ganders and then did a work done by farmers, the more
very good job at it, but whatever birds there will toe to hunt.
the reason the regular Monday
County farmers may wonder
, night set-to resulted in a stinging
i 50-pin defeat for The Goose, The what connection there is between
erosion and bird hunting. A sur
i Grimes and The Ganders.
The night before Skipper Drew vey made by biologists of the Soil
had played host to both teams at Conservation Service shows some
Camp Drewdrop, and Beulah’s specific results. Biologists know
i Best Lobster Chowder being on the that the grazing of woodlands is
menu and being wliat it is, it is injurious to the trees and soil and
only natural that some of the that woodlands don’t make very
bowlers might have over-indulged good pasture. The object of tlie
and let their appetites run away survey was to determine whether
the grazing of woodlands had any
with their bowling scores.
While the scores were some bet effect on wildlife populations.
Acording to the soil saving bio
ter than the previous week thpy
are still below what the boys ex logists. it was found that, the
pect to do when they get really grazed woodlands had ill pairs of
Umbered up. But oft-times what birds per 100 acres. In woods
they expect to do and what they which were protected from live
j really produce are two very differ- stock, there were 225 pair of birds
! ent things, as for instance the per per 100 acres, or more than twice
Dr. Paul MrClurkin
formance of Herb' Loveless, who, as many as the grazed woodland.
Protecting woods from livestock,
Older Boys* Conference
subbing on the Ganders, solemnly
Informed Captain Grimes tliat he states Mr. Gross, is a standard soil
Dr Paul McClurkin. Congrega hadn’t bowled below 90 for three conservation practice. It is de
tional minister and consulting psy weeks and got one high string of signed to produce better woodlands
to conserve soil and moisture
chologist oi Hadley, Mass., will be 115 just the day before. He then and
and at the same tune benefit Wild
the principal speaker at the annual turned in a 236 score to the ac life.
Woods protected from liveOlder Boys' Conference to be held companiment of all kinds of razzes tock contain
more kinds of shrubs
and Bronx cheers.
III Bangor, Nov. 19-21
than
do
grazed woodlands and
Tl> discards for tlie week were these shrubs
Dr McClurkin, who will give four
a variety of
addresses at the three-day confer MacDonald and Loveless for the food for birdsproduce
and other forms of
ence, has spent several years in re Ganders and Young and Andermn wildlife.
Birds are of value to the
search designed to bring together for the Skippers, the latter having woods for they wage constant war
the outstanding discoveries about, one of those nights when he could fare on insect pests which attack
successful living The result of his hit them only where they weren't. tile tree. , and shrub', and the crops
Poole was back In the line-up In adjoining cultivated fields As
work will be a handbook on liv
ing setting forth information ob for the Skipmen and while a. bit sistance is available tn farmers
rusty
at first Was getting better from the Roil Conservation District
tained fioru the records of busine s medicine, psychology, history all the time and will ne there with In
planning protection for farm
j bells on and all ringing from now woodlands
and religion.
The Older Boys’ Conference, held 1 on
There will be an exodus of Gan
each ywr under the sponsorship of
WEST ROCKPORT
the State YMCA, Is open to bovs ders out of town by next week, most,
throughout Maine who are in the of them hunting the elusive deer,
Funeral services for Daniel Mc
upper three High School classes but Shields will be back from lus Kenzie Kellar, 88, will be held at 2
and are members of .some organized Job as Moderator at the "'Cracker p. rn. tomorrow in the West Rockgroup such as those sponsored by Barrel Forum" at Shield's Store and licrt. Baptist Church. Interment
YMCA. Bov Scouts schools and is expected to lend some strength wil) be in West Rockport cemetery
churches
to tlie Gander line-up.
If there Obituary for Mi Kellar, long a
isn’t some strength displayed oy the popular and Influential citizen, will
Prolf taut She found thousands Ganders before long you can ex appear next issue
of ink and wounded soldiers suf pect Captain Grimes to start feed
fering from lack of nursing care ing his boys Llmburger cheese, Davis. He was accompanied by Mr.
and supplies, with dirt and chans fresh onions, and red pepper.
and Mrs. Lewvilie Pottle arid son
rampant
of Warren Mr. Torry i- a cousin
men
shed
tears
:
Willi remarkable iiutative and
of Mrs Davis whom she had not
skippers
Insight she was able to reduce Hip
87
82 -242 seen for several years
deatli rate from 42 percent to 2 Young
71 8) 79- 222
p< rcent. Ill 1855 she contracted Anderson
Peterson,
91 92 105-288
Crimean fever and barely escaped Guilford
87 86 109-273
with her life. She returned to Poole,
84 85 103—272
England in July, 1856, and found
Total
415 422 469-1297
herself a popular heroine. The
Nightingale School was established MacDonald, Ganders
68 75 78—221
in 1860. Her work for the better Bickford
89 86 85—251
ment of health conditions and sani Sanborn,
79 £4 87—260
tation in India which was done Loveless,
83 81 72—236
through a period cf 40 years, was Goose,
81 101 97—279
probably her greatest work, but is
Total
391 427 419 1247
least known. She worked actively
up to 1900, and after that failed in
PLEASANT POINT
mind and body. She died in 1910
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Carle spent
at the age of 90.
The Pennsylvania Hospital of several days recently in Machias
Philadelphia, founded in 1751, claims and Lubec.
Work has begun on wiring the
to be the first hospital in the strict
sense of tlie word Most of the Methodist, Church for electric lights.
Those who have shot deer are
nursing was done by the lowest
classes, paupers, prisoners, etc. Clyde Maloney and Mr. and Mrs.
There was practically no night Alvah Carl.
Pleasant Point road is under con
nursing. Tlie death rate was high,
the sanitary conditions shocking. struction.
Capt. Horton is ill at his home in
These facts ac-oiint for the popu
Rockland.
lar prejudice against hospitals.
Mr. and Mrs. Saari are in New
Mental Hospitals were badly man
aged until Dorothea Dix began her York to spend the Winter. Their
work of publicity and reform. The daughter Muriel is a student nurse
McLean Asylum of Massachusetts, there.
Fred Killeran is recovering from
appears to have been the only ex
illness.
ception
Mrs. Nora Ulmer of Rockport is
Roman Catholic sisterhoods had
hospitals in the U. S. from about at her homc here for several
months.
1800, and did the best work there
Nathanuial Torry of Alaska called
was
Protestant sisterhoods also
did nursing. Deaconessses Hospi Friday on Mr. and Mrs. Everett
tals began in 1849 at Pittsubrgh.
Doctors were few. so intelligent
mothers prescribed for as well as
nursed their families.
The Red. Cross Society is an in
ternational lay organization, or
ganized for the care of wounded
iu war and for the distressed in
time of peace. The Convention was
signed in 1864 The United States
WHEN WAS THE
did not enter the Red Cross until
1832 when a committee was organ
ized. under the leadership of Clara
LAST TIME YOU
Barton, The service of the Red
Cross lias always been remarkable
CLEANED YOUR
tar its perfect organization, its
quickness to move, it, all-round ef
"
COOLING SYSTEM
ficiency. The Red Cross Nursing
Service organized In the United
States in 1999 is now a power in
the country and in the world.
The nurses In the Civil War were
Roman Catholic Sisters, lay women
who had received a short training.
There are several claimants to
the honor of having first trained
nurses in America. Doubtless thp
first, attempt to train nurses was
made by the Ursuline Sisters of
Quebec, who aiout 1640 taught the
savage women to care for their sick.
The first permanent training
school in New England, is the N.
PRESSURE PURGE
E. Hospital for Women, in Boston,
tvhere the organization was com
posed entirely of women physicians.
The work began probably after Dr.
Marie Zakrzewski, of Germany, took
the Chair of Obstetrics ili 1859.
She trained six nurses during her
Clean radiators and clean cooling systems save
first two years, tout they were not
given certificates
By 1863 , 30
gas, repair bills and motor overhaul expenses.
nurses had gone through training
in obstetrics, not certificated and
were not called graduates.
Purging it not a drain and water refill job.
---------------1
The British postoffice departsaving good brown paper and
We PRESSURE PURGE your radiator or
1
ment is urging Britons to start
;trong twine for Christmas pack
cooling systems three ways:
ages.

MINCE MEAT

ut-iiU fil&uttf,

meat

makes

pies
you'll

prize

1
SAM DOUGLAS, Industrial Salesman

JOHNNY MORAN, Automobile Mechanic

OVERHEATING WEARS OUT MOTORS

MABEL MURRAY, Stenographer

HENRY SURETTE, Carpenter, 1st Class

They’re mighty good folks to have around...
These four good people have worked for
this company a total of 73 years. The aver
age for all 28,000 Esso Standard Oil
workers today is almost 14 years with the
company!
In a time like this, workers like these are
mighty good ones to have on the job—
good not just for the company, hut also
for you.

•

fobs they have at Esso Standard.

Over 30 years ago, the company set up
an unusual “good jobs policy.” It was
based on the belief that better jobs would
mean better workers, and that would
mean a better company.
Since then, with our workers, we have
developed plans which give every Esso
Standard worker such job advantages as

Their extra measure of skill, experi
ence ami job loyalty is setting amazing
records in production to help meet an
all-time record high demand for gaso
line and healing oil and other products.

N

STANDARD

sults. Not a strike or major work disturbance in over 30 years. Steady, skillful

product. Yes.,,they’re mighty good folks

C> Z I

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

business. It has given good business re

when the country needs record supply of

are here today is simply the extra-good

J $ S 0

All this was done as a matter of good

workers on the job. Records in production

One reason these extra-good workers

4

these: uniformly good wage scales...
vacations with pay...special benefits in
case of sickness or accidents.. .chance
to advance in the company...cash sav
ings in a Thrift Plan...fair treatment
at ail job levels...and planned retire
ment with steady income assured for life.

AND SAVE MOTOR OVERHAUL

HEAT

2. MECHANICAL AGITATION

GET ONE OF OUR

Granite Moorings
and cease worrying
Let us quote prices on Granite
Moorings, complete with chain,
delivered.

to have around, from your point of view

John Meehan & Son

and from ours!

Alfred C. Hocking, Supt
Telephones: Rockland 21-W2 or
Tenants Harbor, 56-13

COMPANY

1. BY

81-tf

3. BY CHEMICAL ACTION

MILLER’S GARAGE
DeSOTO - PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

ft
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News end Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Among the books recently added
at the Public Library are: Toward
the Morning by Hervev Allen;
Shannon's Way. by A J. Crcnin;
Gay Pursuit, by Elizabeth Cadell;
Tomorrow Will Be Better, bv Betty
Smith; The Heart of the Matter,
by Graham Greene; Woman With
a Sword, by Halliston Noble: The
Sky and the Forest, by C. S. Fo
rester; Time Will Darken It. by
William Maxwell; The Washbournes of Otterley, by Humphrey
Pakington; The Cleft Rock, by
Alice Tisdale Hobart: Fair Wind
To Java, by Garland Roark: The
Burnished Blade, by Lawrence
Schoonover; The Precipice, by
Hugh MacLennan; Hearth Stones,
by Bernice Kelly Harris; Life
Story, by Phyllis Bentley.
Miss Elizabeth McCoy of Wauke
gan, Ill.. Is guest of her mother,
Mrs. John McCoy.
Capt. Woodrow Wilson arrived
home Friday for an indefinite staydue to the West Coast maritime
strike. He has just made a threemonths’ trip, including Honolulu.
Korea and return to San Francisco
He visited Capt. and Mrs. Ross L
Wilson at their home in Menlo
Park.
Miss Sally Morse of Skowhegan
was week-end guest of Miss Kath
leen Libby.
Mrs. Sadie Bubier has returned
to New York after a few days’ visit
with her niece. Miss Dorothy Dag
gett.
The annual meeting of the Half
Hour Reading Club will be held
Nov. 19 Jasper Stahl of Waldoboro
will speak on "Life in Old Broad
Bay Settlement in the lTHO’s."
Miss Lena Shorey was home for
the week-end.
Bill Daggett, Arthur Ifemey, Clyde
Butler. Orrin Benner. Fred Maxey,
Albert Cassidy and Clarence Harraden have returned from a week's
hunting trip in Ellsworth, bringing
back a deer.
Pythian Circle will meet Wed
nesday at 6 p. m. for a pot luck
supper at Mrs. Richard Woodcock’s.
Members will take own dishes and
silver.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Morse and
son Carl of Skowhegan were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Hastings.
Carleton Sawyer who is attend
ing rSowdcin college, passed the
week-end with has grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer.
Mrs. Edward Dornan is a patient
at Knox Hospital.
Those who attended the funeral
of William Cullen held Saturday

in Lewiston, were Mr. and Mrs.
James Derby, Mrs. Fred Derby, Mr
and Mrs. Winston Brannan of
Rockland. Mrs. Walter Henry. Miss
Anna Donohue and Miss Rebecca
Robertson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford,
Mrs. Ellis Young and Mrs. N. F
Andrews and Mrs. Gertrude Monrcc
of Camden were visitors Saturday
in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Duffy are
occupying the home of Mrs. Nellie
Ifemey for the Winter.
Beta Alpha Club met Monday at
the home of Mrs. Gertrude Liniken.
A committee for the sick was
chosen, consisting of Mrs. Hazel
Young. Mrs. Olive Strout and Mrs.
Dora Kallocih. The next meeting
will be Monday with Mrs. Robert
Walsh.
Mrs. Nellie Ifemey was honor
guest Thursday at a going-away
party given by her daughter. Mrs
Dorothy Daggett
Those invited
were: Mrs. Mildred Butler, Mrs.
Ruth Haskell, Mrs. Shirley Williams,
Mrs. Vinnie Benner, Mrs. Jean
Butler, Mrs. Harriet Buzynski. Mrs.
Beverly Ifemey and children. Doris,
Jane and Arthur. Mrs. Edith St.
Clair, Mrs. Maxine Wocd, Mrs.
Matie Spaulding. Mrs. Hilga Swanholm, Miss Helen Carr. Mrs. Belle
Brown. Mrs. Thelma Jones and
Mrs. Betty Duffy, all of this town;
Mrs. Mildred Heal, Mrs. Erminie
Trenholm. Mrs. Flora Carroll, Miss
Patricia Wellman and Mrs. Lillian
Johnson of Rockland; Mrs. Marga
ret Young, Mrs. Ada Dow of Rock
port. Beano was played and a re
past was served. Mrs. Ifemey re
ceived a gift of money and other
remembrances. She leaves Wed
nesday for Miami Beach to spend
the Winter with her niece, Mrs.
Max Newman.
Special meeting of the W.C.TU.
will be held Wednesday night at 7
o'clock at the residence of Mrs. Ora
Woodcock.
Orient Lodge will hold an as
sembly, Thursday night.

Baked Bean Supper at Masonic
Temple, Nov. 13 at 5.30 sponsored
by Sophomore Class.—adv.
•

HARDWARE CO.

The Williams-Braizer Post 37,
American Legicn of Thomaston,
and its Auxiliary are having an
Armistice Day Supper and Dance
at the South Warren Grange Hall,
Thursday. Nov 11. at 6.30 p. m. The
price will be $1.50 each with Tur
key as the main item "Yorkie'’
of Camden will be on hand to add
to the entertainment, and a good
time is expected for all. All Post
members are asked to step at the
Thomaston Legion Hall to give
those without transportation a ride
about 5 30 or 6 p m.' All Legion
and Auxiliary members in Knox
County and vicinity are cordially
invited.*

THOMASTON, ME.

Read The Courier-Gazette

STUDLEY

Telephone 20

Crushed Granite

OFFERS

ELECTRIC
BLANKETS
’•UNIVERSAL” BRAND
75% WOOL

$39.95
With 50% Wool

$29.95

degree Oct. 27 were toy fuor depu
ties of Knox and Limerock .Valley
Pomona Granges, Mr. and Mrs. Da
CAMDEN
vid Carroll of Union and Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Raekliff of Owl s Head.
bwn aft W the Pa
MLSS HFJI.E3N M RICH
Irving Sawyer cf Thomaston,
tron* ef B
master of Knox Pomona Grange,
Correspondent
arranged the rock garden, assembled
for the beautiful rose garden used
Tel 2214
At a special meeting of Victor in the rose drill of the State Grange
Grange of Searsmont held Oct. 28, degree. All decorations received
nine candidates were given the
Assisting was Willis
Arey-Hcal Post, American Le- i third and fourth degrees, the work much praise.
Sr., of Warren.
■cn, is sponsoring sn Armistice i being done in an able manner by Moody.
A
vocal
duet
was sung by Mrs.
Ball to be held Thursday night, the officers of Tranquillity Grange
Armistice Day at the Opera House. Lincolnville There were also pres- Ruby Allen of Rockland, and Irv
Old and new dances will be fea i ent other members from Tran ing Sawyer of Thomaston, the ac
tured
The door prize Will be an quillity. and visiting members from companist Mrs. Alden Stanley of
electric washing machine and majny Grand View. Megunticook. South Thomaston.
• • • •
other valuable prizes have been Montville. and Georges Valley
Acorn Grange of Cushing voted
contributed by the merchants.
Granges. A short program was en
Wednesday to accept the invita
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Cornells went joyed. Supper was served.
tion of Rev. Kathleen Weed to at
•• • •
yesterday to New York City where
tend church in a body. Nov. 21.
they will spend the Winter.
Candidates to the number of 324
• • • •
were
in
the
class
to
take
the
State
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. C. Martin of
A special meeting of Goodwill
Winnipeg, Canada were guests of Grange degree given Oct. 27, at Grange. South Warrejn will be held
Mrs. E. C. Bromley the past week. ' Watts Hall, Thomaston. This class Friday, the meeting omitted Thurs
Enroute to Florida. Mr. and Mrs. ' was from the jurisdiction of Knox day night due to the holiday.
• • ft •
Lincoln
Valley
Pomona
Martin will visit Mrs. Bromley’s i and
Irving Sawyer of Thomaston was
daughter. Mrs. Martin Pina in I Granges, and nearly everyone will
take the National or seventh de installed master 'of Kncx Pomona
Hartford, Conn.
Grange Saturday, and will start his
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge gree Nov. 16 in Portland.
Decorations for the State Grange third term in that capacity. Other
meets tomorrow night; picnic sup
officers installed at the ’ annual
per at 6.30.
Mrs. Irene Dresser, a supervisor with headdress to match and her meeting held with Pioneer Grange,
in the elementary department of : basket was filled with mixed flow- East Upion. were; Carl Gray cf
Rocklnad, overseer; Mrs. Ruth
public schools of Maine discussed ; ers.
Curriculum Bulletins with teachers
The best man was Edmund Wiley cf Ncrth Warren, lecturer;
Guy
Stockbridge of Appleton, ste
v:-rerday alternoon. The bulletins French of Brighton Mass. The
which were the background of her ushers were Homer Kimball of ward; Allen Young of East Union,
talk are: “School Days” and "For | Banger and Hollis Knowlton of assistant steward: Mrs. Amelia
ward Steps,” dealing with modern Camden. Mrs. John Wilson, organ Dornan of East Union, chaplain;
daily programs in
elementary ist of the First Congregational James Dornan of East Union,
treasurer; Mrs Flcrqnce Calder
schools. Following the discussion, Church, furnished the music.
The bridegroom's gift to the bride wood of Union, secretary; Llewellyn
tea was served in tlie room of Mrs
Jocelyn Christie at the Knowlton was a gold cross and chain which Rogers of Warren, gate-keeper;
I she Wire. The bride gave her ma- Miss Barbara Calderwood of Union
Street School.
Mrs Maude Gray of
Mrs. Roy Hurd of Lincolnville won | tron of honor a billfold and her Pomona:
Ceres: Mrs Hilda Stockfirst prize at the Grange card party flower girl a gold locket and chain. Rockland,
of Appleton. Flora; Mrs.
last Saturday night Mrs. Mabel : The groom's attendant received bridge
Bernice Young cf East Union, lady
Whyte received the second; and j 'igaret lighters froiji him.
assistant
steward; Willis Mocd.v
A reception was held at Wads
Mrs. Lillian Pomroy, the consola
worth Inn. where Barbara Bryant Sr . of North Waren, member of
tion.
the executive committee for three
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Ladbury have had charge of the guest bcok. Mrs. 1 years.
been spending a few days at Green i Faulkingham's traveling gown was
The new officers were inducted to
Gables, called to Maine toy the grey with black accessories. On re. their chairs by Harold Hardwick of
l turn from a wedding trip to Massa
opening of the hunting season.
Mr and Mrs. Faulking Boothbay Harbor, deputy, a,nd toas
Mrs. Julia Roper of Portland is chusetts,
ham will live at Hampden High- ter of 1 incoln Pomona Grange He
visiting her sen H. G. Roper.
was assisted by Mrs. Hardwick, as
’ Lands.
Miss Helen Bartlett Is visiting in
Mrs. Faulkingham is a graduate marshal; Mrs. Florence Peck and
Cherryfield.
of Camden High School and the Mrs. Ralph Keene, all of Boothbay
Frank Evans of Wilmington. Del. Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary, Harbor, as emblem and regalia
recently visited his son. Lewis D i Portland. She has been employed in bearers; Mrs. Jennie Payson of
who is spending a few weeks here the Eastern Maine General Hos East Union, as chaplain; and Mrs.
before taking post-graduate work pital, Bangor Mr. Faulkingham Is ; Estelle Stanley of Rcckland. as
at the University of Maine. Lewis a graduate of Bangor High, a vet piapist.
Evans was graduated from Bowdoin eran of three years' Navy service
Mrs. Peck holds the office of lec
last June. He is residing at the during the last war and is now em turer in Lincoln Pomona Grange,
home of Mrs. Emily Jagels, Elm ployed by the O'Connell Construc and Mrs Keene and Mrs Hardwick
also are officers of that Pcmcna
street.
tion Company in Bangor.
Tlovd Fsancy cf East Union re
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller have
Out-of-town guests attending the
degree.
retuned home after being ln Bos wedding were: Miss Shirley Jordan ceived the fifth
• • • •
ton for several weeks.
Miss Evelyn Floyd, Miss Dorothy
New officers will be elected in
Mrs. Isaac Mann, who has been Charles. Mr and Mrs. Stewart
a patient at Knox Hospital, has re Faulkingham, Hampden Highlands; Warren Grange tonight.
turned to her temporary home with i Miss Anne McGowan, Miss Grace
Mrs. Emily Jagels.
Gilman. Vivienna Page. Bangor;
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Clark of Mrs. Ella Baker and Bonnie Lee
Waterville spent the week-end with Baker, Fishville R I.; Charles
Monday. Roger Mank of Waldo
Simmons. William. Shroud, Port- boro
his mother. Mrs. Martha Clark.
was fined $10 on charges of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Tedford ’ land; Mr. and Mrs. James Ball. speeding at the rate of 40 miles an
were called Saturday to Parkches- I Waterville; Mr. and Mrs. James hour on New County road.
ter. N. Y., by the sudden death of Wentworth. Orono Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
’heir son-in-law, Capt Ian B. Mac- Leroy Bickford. Rockport: Mrs.
Philip Plants of Machias had trial
and Edmund French of Brighton.
Kenzie.
Carol French and daughter, Linda. on a speeding charge continued,
Mabel A. Philbrook
through counsel He was charged
Mass.
with driving at 50 miles per hour
Mrs. Mabel Alvia Phllbrook. 27.
Bertha
Alexander
on Camden street.
wife of Gardner E. Phllbrook of
•• • •
Miss
Bertha
Alexander,
69.
of
Union died Sunday in Fairfield.
Friday Harold Parritt was fined
Hallowell,
died
Tuesday
at
her
She was born in this town, daugh
ter of Albert and Hattie Law Fish. home following a long illness. She $100 and costs on charges of drunk
Survivors are her husband, par was bom Jan. 9. 1879 in North en driving. The case had been con
ents. and two sisters, Mrs. Kath Haven, daughter of the late James tinued one week to determine re
sults of a blood test taken at the
erine Davis of Belfast and Mrs. and Marina Packard Alexander.
Surviving are one sister, Mrs time of arrest. He appealed and
Frances Fcgg of Warren.
The funeral will be Wednesday Dora A. Smith of Hallowell: two supplied bail for appearance in the
at 2 o’clock from the Gilbert C. Laite brothers, Frank P. and George W February term of-G Superior Court,
Funeral Home, with Rev. Melvin Alexander of this town.
Thomas J. Hudak and Dominic
Services will be Friday at 10.30
Dorr officiating. Inteerment will be
Mancinas, Navy seamen, and Wil
in Pine Grove Cemetery. Appleton. in Hallowell and committal and in liam Fernstrom and Boyce McKee.
terment at 2.30 in Mountain View
Faulkingham-Marshall
Coast Guardsmen, were charged
Cemetery.
Miss Myrtle Louise Marshall,
costs of court and the costs of a
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Edward
window in the Rokes taxi offices on
Leslie Marshall. John street, be
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
affray charges brought by Rockland
came the bride of Leo Stewart
police. The Coast Guardsmen alleged
Faulkingham. sen of Mr. and Mrs
attack by the Navy men in an ar
Jf Puiamount present'
Stewart Faulkingham, Hampden
gument arising from the age-old
\J
P»V
AM
Highlands. Sunday afternoon, at
disagreement between the two sea
the Congregational Church. The
going services.
marriage ceremony, double ring
MILLED TODD J
service, was performed by Rev. L.
GERAUHNE
.
W Witham. former pastor of the
church, and the bride was given in
FITZGERALD
h
marriage by her father.
The bride was gewned in white
H\1 IVAilK. ...
satin, trimmed with lace and her
veil fell from a tiara of pearls. She
carried a oouquet of chrysanthe
mums. Mrs. Maxine Knowlton, a
cousin of the bride, was the ma
tron of honor. She was dressed in
aqua nylon over taffeta, with a
headdress to match and carried a
colonial bouquet of mixed flowers
The flower girl, Bonnie Lee Baker,
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
wore a Colonial styled dress of rose
THURSDAY CONTINUOUS
2.15 TO 10.30
Shows: 2.00—4.30—6.30—8.30
COMING NOV. 18!

Rockport Revival

GRANGE CORNER

THOMASTON

AU Sizes For

ROADS, DRIVEWAYS,
CONCRETE
Also Granite Grit—No. 1 for
Baby Chicks; No. 2 for Broilers;
No. 3 for Fowl.
LONG COVE 0UARRIES
EAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE
Tel.: Boothbay Harbor, 291-M2
(Works at St. George, Me.)
58-T-tf

In Municipal Court

So Evil

DID YOU KNOW THAT ...
You Are NOT Carrying Proper Life Insurance When
You Are Driving On Worn Treads?
DON'T WAIT—RETREAD TODAY—NOW
H your good tiros in limply
worn smooth ... lot ns replace
tho non-skid surfaet with a naw

It Starts Tomorrow and Con
tinues Through Friday

Hazen MacDonald

Hazen MacDonald, well-known
layman evangelist, will conduct
special services at the Rockport
Baptist Church, starting Wednesday
at 7.30 p. m. and continuing through
the rest of the week, with the ex
ception of Saturday night.
Mr. MacDonald has been a suc
cessful business man. operating in
the New England area for many
years. At present he is field rep
resentative of the public relations
department of Gordon College. Mr.
MacDonald is an interesting and
dynamic Bible expositor. Bible lec
tures will be given every night on
topics vital to present day Chris
tian living.
You are cordially Invited to come
and enjoy these services. Special
music will be rendered at 'all the
services. Help start a revival in
Rockport.

Starred At Maine
Members Of Camden Hills
Theatre Won Laurels In
“Arms and the Man”
Three members of the Camden
Hills Theatre were starred recently
at the University of Maipe in Prof.
Herschel Bricker’s presentation of
Arms and the Man,” a three-act
comedy toy George Bernard Shaw, it
has been announced,
Alfred Dumais, Marnel Abrams,
and John Ballou played major
parts in the play, the first of the
year for the Maine Masque Thea
tre. the University theatre group.
Dumais will toe remembered as
the Professor in Tep Nights in a
Bar-Rcom:" Yank 'in ‘ The Hasty
Heart " and as the author of the
popular musical. “Again It’s Yes
terday" Abrams during the ’Sum
mer appeared in "The Hasty
Heart." “The Bishop Misbehaves.”
and "As Yon Like 'It."
Ballou, who acted as public rela
tions director for the Camden Hills
Theatre during the Summer, ap
peared in only two productions last
season. "The Hasty Heart" and
Again It's Yesterday " Two seasops ago .however, he was in five
of the six productions presented,
and was an immediate favorite
with those who attended the fine
productions df the Camden Hills
Theatre
Several Rockland and vicinity
people were in the opeping night
audience of “Arms and the Man,”
including Mr and Mrs. Almon
Cooper. Rockville; Mr and Mrs.
James Moore. Glen Cove James
Brown, curator cf the Farnsworth
Memorial Museum. Rockland; and
Francis Hamabe, Rockport artist
Prof Brickers second production

RECAP
Every SEIBERLING THERMO WELD re
capped tire beats the cured-in-signature
of “SEIBERLING
THERMOWELD’’ in
the sharp, clean-cup non-skid tread and
is covered by a written double Guaran
tee. This guarantee is backed by us—
the SEIBERLING THERMO WELD Certi
fied Dealer—and also by the SEIBER
LING RUBBER COMPANY—and the
recap must make good or we will!

In attendance Sunday at the
Men's Conclave at Hallowell for
Congregational laymen from the
Knox, Lincoln and Kennebec valley
churches were Donald C. Cummings
and Charles E. Merritt, co-chair
men of the section on "Church Fi
nances;” David Beach, Jesse Bradstreet and W. W Graves, deacons;
and the pastor. The meeting was
very interesting and the men who
went Were enthusiastic abcut fu
ture sessions of the men of the
churches meeting for fellowship
and Information.
• • • •
Thirty-four couples met Friday
night at the church for the month
ly session of Kupples Klub. The
supper was excellent and the mem
bers were enthusiastic about Father
Kenyon's intei esting pictures and
"chatter." The secretaries of the
group are reporting the meeting in
full elsewhere, but it was a happy
event.
• • • •
"Perfect" attendance for the
Church School for October will not
be announced until next Sunday,
pending the completion of checking
bena fide absences.
The current
measles epidemic Is keeping many
away. Tlie only excuses acceptable
for absence is sickness, certified by
parent or guardian, and attendance
at another Church School if out of
town in which case certification is
by pastor, sujterir.tendent or teach
er where the person attended.
There will be a long list of those
who qualify Miss Pomeroy's class
contipues to have 100 percent at
tendance
• • • '•
Two groups meet at tlie church
this week in anticipation of the
annual fair on the IRt.h. The Odds
i and Ends meet tonight (Tuesday)
J at 7 30. and the Rounds Mothers
meet tomorrow night at 7 30.
• • • •
! The Men’s Association meets for
its November session on Friday for
supper at 6.30. followed by business,
the chief topic of which will be
its Thanksgiving Dance, and a
program to be announced.
•* • •
Next Sunday, the men of the
church will join in the annual
Men and Missions Sunday. Deacon
John M. Pomeroy will speak on the
theme chosen this year fcr use all
nc-css the nation "Millicns Are
j Waiting—While Christ Waits For
; Us." Five other men and the pasItor will participate in the service,
, in addition to those who usher.

»•••

Next Sunday, the Comrades of
the Way will include in their pro
gram the showing of the first in
I a series of filmstrips "Bov Meets
Girl.”
• • • •
Last Sunday the filmstrip with
recorded script "The Land of the
Morning Star” was shewn at bofh
sessions of the Church School.
The story back of the pictures was
that of the service rendered by
Morning Star VT. a motor and sail
yacht used in the Marshall, Caro
line and Gilbert Islands tor trans
porting personnel and materials to
the many islands served by the
mission board
This area was
’ served for many years, became self1 sufficient and then World War II
; has made them dependent for a
1 while on America’s help again.

ROCKPORT
E A OHAMPNEY
Correspondent
»**«
Tel. 2229
Mrs. Herbert Crockett enter,
tained Thimble Club Friday at a
chicken dinner in honor of the
birthday of Mrs. Elmer Keller.
The club will meet Wednesday
with Mrs. Myra Giles, Russel
avenue.
Maynard Graffam and Roland
Richards attended Maine-Bcwdoin
game Saturday in Brunswick.
Mrs. Orra Burns was called to
' Prospect Thursday on account of
the death of her uncle, Oscar H.
Clark
Miss Lois Burns, R.N. is at home
from Bath on account of the ill
ness of her sister, Mrs. Caroline
Barrows, who is a surgical patient
at Camden Community Hospital.
“Jimmie.” son of Mr. and Mrs. E.
M. Graffam fcelebrated his sixth
birthday Saturday afternoon at his
home on Mechanic street. Fifteen
of his friends were present and a
jolly time was reported
The Wesleyan Guild will meet
Wednesday with Miss Marion Up
ham, Russell avenue.
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard of Port
land is visiting Mr. and Mrs E. M
Graffam for a tew days.
There will be no meeting of the
Baptist Sewing Circle Wednesday.
Capt. George W. Lane
With the death Monday of Capt.
George W. Lane. 88. this town has
lost another of its old sailing ship
masters.
Capt. Lane was born at Mar
shall’s Island, son of Oliver and
Katurah Stinson Lane, and had
been a resident here for over 60
years. He was the husband of Alice
M. Reed of Scarborough 'who died
in 1946.
In his seafaring days, Capt. Lane
sailed for Carleton. Norwood Com
pany, of this place, Washburn
Brothers of Thomaston and J. S
Winslow Company of Portland
After his retirement, he spent
many Summers at his camp on
Marshall's Island.
He was a member of St. Paul’s
Lodge of Masons and Harbor
Light Chapter O.ES., of Rockport
and the Marine Society of New
York Oity.
Surviving him are three daugh
ters, Miss Hazel Lane, Allston,
Mass.; Elsie M. Lane of Fryeburg
Academy and Mrs. Beulah Baker.
Auburn; and cne son. Lynton O.
Lane Lewiston.
Funera Iservices were held Thurs
day at the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home. Camden, with Rev. C. W.
Small, pastor of the Rockport Bap
tist Church officiating. Burial was
in Amesbury Hill cemetery, Rock
port.
Those from out of town who at
tended the funeral were: Miss El
sie Lane of Fryeburg. Miss Hazel
Lane of Allston. Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs Lynton lane and son Gilbert
of Lewiston Mrs. Beulah Baker.
Alice Baker and Albert Baker of
Auburn- Mr and Mrs. Horace But
ler of Gorham, and Mr. and Mks.
Raymond Butler of Intervale.

<

of the school seasqn will toe Dec. 8
'9. 10 and 11 when he presents the
Order your Christmas cards now
recent Broadway hit “The Winslow —handsomp boxed cards and en
Boy."
velopes $2.50 per 25. your name
beautifully printed, cards ready for
! An X-ray generator whose rays mailing. Phone 770, The Courier.
can 'penetrate 16 Inches of steel has Gazette. Well do the rest, and
been made.
promptly
88*96

GILBERT C. LAITE FUNERAL HOME

ft

9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN
DOROTHY 8. LAITE
ROBERT E. LAITE
TELEPHONE 8225
81-tf

NO CHANGE IN OUR
CREDIT POLICY

Pay Only 10$ Down

JIMMIE and DICK

*

COMMUNITY BUILDING

36 MONTHS ON THE BALANCE

Auspices
St. Peter's Woman's Auxiliary

Install Proper Heating Equip NOT ENOUGH HOT WATER’
Selection of any one of our
ment Now, before cold weather Automatic Gas, Oil or Electric Bathroom Groups will provide
sets in.
Installed at once.
maximum eomfort, convenience
and satisfaction without a com
Doan Payments As Low As
promise in quality. A complete
set can be purchased for as little
$12.00
as—

Adm.. Adults 65c; Children 35c
Tax Included
89-91

SEIBERLING
ihermo Weld

Congregational Notes

$22.40 Down

I

ROCKLAND ■*
TODAY-WED.-THURS.
DOUBLE FEATURE

4

Let us help plan and modern
ize your kitchen. ELGIN and
TRACY SINKS and CABINET
SINKS—

wttnttlAH HKlltMMMKi

$119.95 up

'li/luf, *1aho Ghosicol
On. Smooth

$159.95 up

FREE ESTIMATES, COMPLETE PLANNING, INSTALLATION AND FINANCING

RETREAD WITH

Seiberling 2 in 1 Snow Treads

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.

Shows At: 2.00—6.30—7.45
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

numuaNMni

24 HOUR SERVICE

STRAND

TELEPHONE 1555

700 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

ALSO: “FOOTBALL MAGIC”

TSLEPHONZ 892

COMPTON’S
17 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 1135-W

*

Titesday-Frrdav
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A Guest Program

Fruits of iTheirs Season’s Work
■■

Please phone IM4 or 1593, Mrs. Mil
dred Richardson, for parties, weddings,
guests and social events of all types
The earlier a« Item Is phoned or
Junalled In, the more readily It appears
On print

MacDonald Class ol the First
Baptist Church meets Friday, with
Mrs Florence Young as hostess.
ThLs will be both a missionary and
white cross meeting.

Mr. and Mrs. George Duntcn and
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Perkins of
Northeast Harbor called on rela
tives and friends in this city Sun
day, enroute home from New
Hampshire, where they motored, ac
companied by Mrs. Nellie McEachern to meet her daughter and sonin-law, Mr. and Mrs. William Nead
of Albany, N. Y„ with whom she
will spend the Winter.

Mr and Mrs. Lewis Howes John
son of Pleasant Eeach and long
Valley N. J., are spending several
weeks with their daughter, Mrs.
Thomas Scott Sexton in Springfield. Mass.

THIS WEEK-SPECIALS

$3.75 up

79c

100 s
5 GR. ASPIRIN

50’s
BOOK MATCHES

15c

MICKEY MOUSE
WATCHES

$6.95
13c 85c NOXZEMA,

LARGE HERSHEY OR
NESTLE BARS,
19C

MARLIN BLADES
Double Edge,
72 $1.00

59C

50c WILLIAMS SHAVE
CREAM
50c WILLIAMS AOUA
VELVA

Both for 69c

1.00 Value
PERSONNA BLADES
ITALIAN BALM
$1.00
10 BLADES,
50c With Dispenser,

VITA REX PERLES
PINE OR APPLE
VIT ABCDG LIVER and
BLOSSOM SOAP
IRON CAPS. Ree. 2.69 Boxed,
6 for 59c

$1.49

CAMERAS NO. 120
Regular 6.95—
$4.50

8 DAY ALARM CLOCKS

$4.25

$1.00 APPLE BLOSSOM
SCHICK "66” RAZOR
DEODORANT,
50c
and 6 BLADES IN CLIP

66c

INITIALED COMPACTS
Any
2 Initials,
$1.00
NEW GILLETTE RAZOR
IDEAL XMAS GIFT
With 10 Blades, $1.00

MEN S NYLON
HAIRBRUSH,
$1.00
PROPHYLACTIC
NYLON HAIR BRUSH
Blue, Rose, White, $1.00

MAGNIFYING
SHAVE MIRRORS,

49C

CIGARETTES

$1.95 Carton
HEADQUARTERS FOR
KAYWOODDS PIPES

Up To $12.50

PINT
THERMOS BOTTLE

While they last,

$1.39

DOROTHY GRAY
LIPSTICKS IN CASE

3 for $1.00
HELENA RUBINSTEIN
WATER LILY CREAM
1.50 value,
$1.00
TUSSY RICH CREAM
Regular 1.75,—
$1.00

POCKET WATCHES

DOROTHY GRAY
HAND LOTION
Regular 2.00,—
$1.00

ALARM CLOCKS

CANDY CUPBOARD
MAILED ANYWHERE

And RONSON LIGHTERS

$1.95 up

$1.95 up

$1.00 and $1.95

All Cosmetics Ttsxrd 20%.

IJ.UI lltiwpi

II

Schumann Club Of Bangor
Delights Rubinstein Club
With It
The Schumann Club of Bangor
prt sented a reciprocity program Fri
day night in the Universalist ves
try. as guest cf the Rubinstein
Club. The program follows:

SSgt Harland K Rollins, who
has been stationed in England
since July, has arrived at Wravti
Airforce Base at Weaver, S. D In
the near future Sgt. and Mis. Rol
The Registered Nurses' Club and
Browne Club meets Friday night lins and daughter Kathryn will
bjkith Miss Lena Miller.
visit his parents. Mr and Mrs. Mil- members of Knox Hospital Alum
nae Association will meet Nov.'16
ton V. Rollins, James street.
Miss Rose Evansky has returned
at Hotel Rockland, for dinner at
to her duties at the Carroll Cut
Daughters of St. Bernard are 7.30. This is a part of a nation
Rate store after a two weeks’ vaca putting on a food sale Saturday aft wide celebration honoring Linda
tion spent in New York.
ernoon. Nov. 13. in Burpee Furni Richards, America’s First Graduate
ture Company w Jidcw with Mrs Nurse, who completed the course
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Smith have Stella
Ellingwood. chairman
The and received a certificate in 1873.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley proceeds
will be used to buy new from the New England Hospital for
Smith, Gurdy street. They are on red cassocks
Women in Roxbury, Mass. Any
their way to Florida, where they altar boys. and surplices for the one who is eligible and wishing a
will spend the Winter.
banquet reservation please contact
William H. Weed. Sr., Miss Elea
Mrs. Thomas Watkinson was nor Weed and Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Roland Ware, telephone 1301.
honor guest at a miscellaneous Charles D. Weed were in Milton.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Whitehill
^tork shower last night given by Mass.. Saturday to attend the wed
tMrs. Edwin Witham at her lovely ding of William H. Weed, Jr. to ->f Hill street had as dinner guests
new home on Masonic street. Mrs. Miss Eleanor Casey of Miltcn, Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
Whitehill and Capt. and Mrs.
Watkinson received many dainty I Mass.
Woodrow Wilson of Thomastcn.
gifts. Mrs. Elmer Witham assisted
in serving. Invited guests were: j Mr. and Mrs. Milton V Rollins Capt. Wilson has recently returned
Mrs. Clayton Witham, Mrs Toivo ’ and Miss Doris Hyler cf Miriam from a trip to Korea.
Suomela, Mrs. Richard Perry. Mrs. i Rebekah Lodge and Mrs. Inez
Mrs. Louis B. Cook entertained
Hugh
Benner, Mrs. Raymond ■ Crcsby cf Maiden Cliff Lodge.
Fogarty, Mrs. Arthur Rackliff. Mrs. Camden, attended a reception Sat- T H E. Club last night at her home
Alfred Fredette. Mrs. Arnold Mc- j urday night in the Municipal Audi- on Beech street. Prizes in auction
Conohie, Mrs. Irving McConchie, ' torium at Brewer, honor ng Mrs. were won by Mrs. David L. McCarty,
Mrs. Dardy Rackliff, Mrs. James Augusta Jenkins, president of the Mrs. Albert R. Havener and Mrs
Sherman Rokes 'with Mrs McCarty
J Rebekah 'Assembly of Maine
Pease and Mrs. Leroy Benner.
also winning the traveling prize
Miss Nancy Howard, R N. who Late lunch was served.
Tonian Circle of the Universalist
Church will meet Wednesday night is on the staff cf the New York
'Hospital has returned to her duties
The Kupples Klub of the Congre
(bith Miss Katherine Veazie.
| following a month's Vacation spent gational Church met in the veatrj
j
with
her
mother.
Mrs.
Esther
How

The Rockland Junior Women’s
Friday night for a supper and pro
Club will meet at 7.30 Wednesday ard, Rankin street. Enroute to gram of which Rev. E. O. Kenyon was
1
New
YcTk
she
spent
the
week-end
(tomorrow) night in the lecture
the guest speaker. He showed col
room at the Farnsworth Memorial. ! with her brother Perry Howard, ored pictures of England in 1948
Mrs Esther Mayo will be the who ls a student, at Harvard Ccl- and gave a cultural talk in connec
' lege.
speaker.
tion with the pictures. These com
Mrs Ralph Bangs was guest la.-t mittees were appointed for Decem
Methebesec Club meets Friday at
ber: Program, Mr. and Mrs. Dana
2.30 at Farnsworth Building Mrs. week of Dr and Mrs. Frederick A Jordan and Mr and Mrs Len,
Farnum
in
Milton,
Mass.
Irene Moran and Miss Ruth Regers
don C. Jackson, Jr., supper, Mr. and
will furnish the program.
Mrs Oliver Bewlev returned to Mrs. Clayton Bitler, Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Leo and Gerald Grant I her heme in Rve. N H . Sunday Kent Glover. Mr. and Mrs. Donald
1 fallowing a week's visit with Mr Crudell and Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
were in Portland Thursday.
M A surprise party
~ — was given re i and Mrs. Archie Bowley, Traverse Emery. The January program will
street.
be in oharge of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
cently to Miss Sylvia Davis by Miss
Pepicello and Mr and Mrs. Chaun
Mrs. Floyd O. Reams returned cey Lowell. Present were: Mr. and
Charlotte Dean on Trinity street.
Games were played and refresh yesterday from a visit with Lt. and Mrs. Austin Billings, Mr and Mrs.
ments were -erved by Mrs Ruth Mrs. Garland in New York City Elmer Bird, 2d, Mr. and Mrs. FredDavis and Mrs. Minerva Gray. Mrs. She left Rockland Thursday joining 1 eric Bird, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Davis and Mrs. Harold Stanley her husband. Warrant Offieer Floyd Bitler. Mr and Mrs. June Champ
having made cakes. Pictures were O. Reams, who is stationed in Bos lin. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cru
taken by Harold Stanley. Others ton and they continued on to New dell, Mr and Mrs. Leland Drink
present were Ruth an'd Amanda York.
water, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Em
Tootill. Mrs. Ted Davis, Dot Wotton.
Mr. and Mrs Len Eurenius,
Miss Jeannette Gordon and Miss ery,
Evelyn Norton, Faith Melvin. Isabel
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gay, Mr. and
Firth. Christine Roberts, Jeannine Rita Chimes of Johannesburg, Mrs. Kent Glover, Mr and Mrs.
Leach. Gloria Baum, Beverly Man South Africa, have returned from Frfd Harden. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs John
a week's visit in Boston.
ning, Alice Crie and Ann Ludwig.
Karl, Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Ladd.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Leach, Mr
. and Mrs. Harcld Leach, Mr and
Mrs Robert Lindquist, Mr and Mrs.
Chauncey Lowell, Mr. and Mrs Ed.
ward Mayo. Rev. and Mrs. Charles
Monteith. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Newcomb. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pi|>ecello, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Post. Mr
CUT RATE COSfnCTICS
and Mrs. William Robinson. Mr. and
Mrs.. Arthur Schofied, Mr. and Mrs.
H. GERRISH, Manager
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr.. Dr and Mrs.
Wesley Wasgatt. Mr. and Mrss.
James Weeks, Mr. and Mrs Rob
ert Hybels, Mr. and Mrs. George
Whitin, Mr. and Mrs. George
Sleeper, Mr. and Mrs. James Pease,
WRIST WACHES
LARGE FATHER JOHN'S
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Carroll.

CARROLL

'~J .

Trios: Moment Musical.
Schubert
Dark Eyes.
Perry
Violin Mrs Frances Hogan
'Cello—M s Edith Tewksbury
Plano—Mr- Esther Toole
Violin Solos- Meditation. Thais,
Massenet
Adoration.
Borowskl
Mrs Hogan
accompanied by Mrs. Toole
Soprano Solo-: Aria Irom Jean D'Arc.

Tchaikovsky

When I Have Sung My Songs. Charles
Fulfillment.
Warren
Mr.- Wtnnifred Benton
accompanied by M s Toole
'Cello Solos Adoration.
Telma
Carry Me Back To Old Virginia,
Bland
Mrs. Tewksbsury
accompanied by Mrs Toole
Trios: Love's Greetings.
Elgar
in a Rose Garden, Intermezzo.
M Err ing

Mr and Mrs James Emery left
Saturday morning for the Pacific
Coast, where they will spend the
Winter. After a week’s stay in
New York with relatives, they will
fly to California.
Mr and Mrs Donald Witherspocn
of North Haven were week-end
visitors in the city.

Mrs. Donald Cunningham is a
surgical patient at Knox Hcspital. I

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
meet Thursday night for business,
Mrs. Eliza Plummer presiding. Sup
per will be served at 6 by Mrs Myra
Watts, chairman. Members not so
rumw m.v vn.ic.
li ited ttake covered dishes, salads
Prizewinners at the Holmes Packing Co. party: Seated. .Mrs. Dcrothy Dupliea and Mrs. Hattie Sl.oles,
or sweets.
middle row, left to right, Michael Laurila, Mrs. Florence Maddock, Willis Favreau. Back row, Ray Fogg,
The Past Presidents' Association. Italph Gray. Mrs. Mary Connolly and Alley Rackliff who drew the tickets for the door prize drawings.
Mrs Velma Marsh, president, will
Hoimcs Packing Company ten i Gifts and prizes consisted o! I presents
hold its annual meeting in GA.R. dered its 399 employes a dance and table lamps, electric toasters, a
Willis Favereau received the
Hall Wednesday night. Guests are buffet lunch at the Community waffle iron coffeemaker and elec- I prize as the employe longest in the
invited and
entertainment is Building Friday night in apprecia i trie clocks.
company service.
planned. This meeting will follow tion of tlie season’s work new near
Mrs. Mary Ccnnollv was present
Mr1 Florence Maddock cf Burthe “dinner party” in Hotel Rock ing its end. Gifts were made tc ed e gift as the company s fastest kettville received the prize offered
land at 6.30 The association has the oldest employes, longest in packer Mrs. Dorothy Dupllsa re , lor tlie employe who traveled the
23 members who have held cffice as company service and the fastest ceiving the second award as a ■ greatest distance to attend the
Corps President since 1909
party
packers, as well as two dcor prizes. packer
A committee composed of Mana
Mrs. Hattie Sholes, at 72, wa
Door prizes werp awarded Ralph
The WO.T.U. met Friday after ger Kermit St. Peter .plant super hailed as the oldest woman em ' Gray
and Rav Fogg.
noon with Misses Ada and Alena intendent; Percy Dinsmore. Mrs. ploye of the plant while Amby
Albert T Grant assistant nianaYoung. It was a farewell meeting Hazel Day and Mrs. Hazel Rollins Willy, at 73, led the men. Both . ger oi the Maine State Employfor Mrs. Clara Emery who tendered arrnaged th" affair while the buf were presented with gifts.
■ ment Office, acted as master of
her resignation as president fol fet lunch was under thp direction
Beverly Davis and Michael Lau j ceremonies while Calvin Gordius
lowing 12 consecutive years in the cf Earl Davis and Mrs Evelyn Da rila were cited as the plant's most called the dances throughout the
office. The resignation was ac vis
conscientious workers and received I evening.
cepted with regrets. Mrs Emery
was presented with a W.C.T.U
emblem pin set with pearls to mani Girl Scouts Newslites
Opportunity Class
fest their esteem cf her and ap
preciation of her service, Mrs. Susie
The Girl Mhriners met in the
Lamb presenting the gift. Reports Community Building last night Fleets Mrs. Nellie Maqune
were given of the W.C.T.U. conven with leaders Mrs Mary Whitney
Teacher—A Susy Meet
tion held in Bath. Oct. 21-22 by- and Miss Marion Ginn and Mrs
four delegates who attended. Mrs. Adah Robert- organizers. There
ing
Ethel Colburn. Mrs. Susie Lamb, were 24 girls present. The Trcop
Opportunity Class of the First
Mrs. Kate Brawn and Mrs. Millie was divided :|nto six groups of six
Johnson, all unanimous in speak girls each with a boatswain and Baptist Church mrt Thursday night
ing of it as an inspirational con eexswain for each group. The with Mrs. Margaret Robbin-. with
vention Mrs. Lamb was chosen a? boatswains are D"a Perry Lucille 12 members present. The members
Prof. Jr seph Hall. Maine Chair
second vice president. A social Tyler. Eunice Pettis Joan Champtime was enjoyed. Refreshments 'in. Mary Libby and Jean Merrill reported 22 calls made during tne man fcr the Film Council of
Reports were America, will inert Saturday after
were served by the hostesses. The Th" Coxswain* are Christine Rob previous month
table was beautifully appointed erts Ruth Tootill Brttv T 'bbv given by the genera] treasurer, the noon at 35 Beech street to confer
with a centerpiece of yellow chrys Jeannine Teach Diane Merrill and missionary treasurer and the wel- with officers ol the local Film
are committee chairman
Mrs. Council. O' ers interested are in
Gloria Bohn
anthemums.
A letter from James A. Mcorc Marian Lindsey and Mrs Pauline vited. Prof Hall will be remem
Ralph Ulmer Caimp and Auxiliary was read suggesting a contest fcr Saunders, recently home frem the bered Irom his course last Spring
aids
will meet with the auxiliary presi the naming of the ship through bo-pital, were reported improving at RHS on audit-visual
• • • •
dent, Mrs. Myra Watts. Rocky Hill submitting histories cf ships fa ind fruit baskets had been sent to
Men'- Cl'b . and others would
Tlie them
avenue. Wednesday night. Supper mous on the Main" coast.
The nominating committee pre- be interested in a list distributed
at 6 o'clock Members take prizes. Troop committee will judge and
free,
on request, by lire Maine
cntprl
fhe
name
of
Mrs.
Nellie
chose the name
Mrs A D Morey entertained the
Sylvia Davis was atonointed yeo Magune for teacher to succeed Mrs. Council of Churches. 97A Exchange
Mite Club Monday afternoon at her man and Amanda Tootill super Hara Emery, and Mrs Margaret street. Portland Listed are sources
home cn School street. High scores cargo Plans were made for a food dobbins and Mrs. Louise Ingraham from which films may be had free
in contract were won by Mrs. Sam sale early in December
Pesters ‘a be assistant teachers. They were or for low cost for church u e. both
educational and entertainment, and
uel Gamache and Mrs. Fred Line- are to be made and turned in at lected.
Mrs. Ethel Colburn was appoint most of these are witlrn Maine
kin Mrs Gamache and Mrs San the next meet;,ng, Mrs. Whitnc
ford Delano were special guests. and Miss Ginn reviewed knot tie- ’d to fake charge cf the Thanks- A*k for “Movies for your Men's
Mrs. Seabrook Gregory will enter ing. Miss G nn also demonstrated iiving baskets to be prepared and Club.”
• e • «
the basket knet which enables a listri'outed by th" class. Mrs. Mil
tain the club on Nov. 22.
“Science Spins A Yarn." in
person to be lifted frem below dred Havener, appointed White
Cress chairman. It was voted to technicolcr. wa: so well received
Miss Carolyn Harriman returned easily
postpone th- annual banquet to when it was previewed at the last
home Sunday evening after spend
Brownie Troop No 6 met Satur January or February, to be decided regular meeting of the RFC that
ing the week-end in Brewer and
it was becked for a miring meeting
Bangor She attended the Brewer- day in the Farnsworth Memorial later
They rehearsed
The program chairman Alice I of tlie Methebesec Club by its rep
Rockland football game and was with 19 present
their Scout laws and promises, McIntosh, arranged the readings resentative on the local council.
Visit Clara W. Johnsons hat guest of Miss Dorothy Arbo, a for traced and colored elm oak and and
quiz games
shop for exclusive hats, 37S Main mer classmate in Bangor she was maple
Mr Marie Studley
fhose present were Mrs Hattie
The RFC is anxious to have a
1 St. over the Paramount Restau the guest of Miss Mary Jane Crom leader, leaves.
read them stories on fall Richards, president. Mrs Elvie complete listing of all films avail
rant.
90-91 well, a Camp Tanglewood cabin ing leaveand
told
them
about
Girl
Wooster, Mrs. Lena Rokes Mr able for the use of local groups
mate.
Scout Week and Juliette low
Elizabeth Williamson Mrs Fran winch are distributed through local
Order your Christmas cards now
ces
B Sherer. Mrs Rose Shaw. oncern- “So You Want A Tiiri’l,"
Mrs. Rose Cuthbertson returned
j -handsome boxed cards and enTroop No. 9 Girl Scouts held Mrs Alice McIntosh, Mr- Mildred from Nelson Brothers, was pre
’ velopes $2 50 per 25. your name home Sunday afker spending a their Halloween party at the Un Havener,
Mrs Mary Hoffses. Mrs viewed for members at the October
beautifully printed, cards ready for week with her sister, Mrs. Victor dercroft cf the Episcopal Church, Corris Randall, Mrs. Ethel Colburn, meeting.
mailing. Phene 770. The Courier- Bolduc, in Augusta.
• • • •
Thursday night The girls present and Mrs. TMaigaret Robbins.
Gazette. Well do the rest, and
ed a mixed picture cf attraction as
Hostesses
for
the
December
meet

The
Knox
Hospital
Nurses
Alum

Tire
Rockland
Film Council dees,
promptly
88*96 nae will mept tonight at Mrs. Lu they danced tire Virginia Reel, ing will be Mrs Lena Young. Mrs
not exist for itself—-its one value
some
dressed
in
very
pretty
attire
Adams.
Mrs. Susie and reason for existence is to serve
All wool skirts for short girls, cinda Huntley's residence. Old while others were disguised as Margaret
Pendleton, Mrs Harriet Benner.
the needs of the existing groups
sold for $8 to $12, now. while they County road,
tramps.
negro
mammies
and
Mrs.
Elvie
Wooster
and Mrs and organizations in the city by
last. $2 per garment. The Betteclowns.
Mrs
Mary
Hudson
played
Mrs.
Florence
Leo
entertained
at
Elizabeth
Williamson.
hostesses,
furnishing information and assistfan Shop, 385 Main street, Rock
land.
89-90 cards Friday night at her Jefferson an appropriate piano selection fcr served sandwiches, cookies and ling with the becking of audio
street home Miss Matilda Leo of this folk dance. There was much punch.
visual aids, and in training its
members in how best to employ
Rummage sale at Masonic Hall, Newton Center, Mass, was special merriment during the playing of
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazct'e these aids.
i Saturday, Nov. 13, at 9 a. m. Spon guest Buffet lunch was served. several games.
Prizes were awarded Donna Ken
sored by Golden Rod Chapter, Other guests invited were Miss Vita
O.EjS.
89-90 Lombardo, Miss Virginia lombar- ney, Judith Hudson and Sylvia Do
do. Mrs Dorothy Hillgrove Mrs. herty for the clothes pin game The
Shirley Iombardo. Mrs. Lena Pay- moderjn dance >tep contest was won
son ajnd Miss Lois Winchenbach.
by Nancy Packard and Donna
Kenney as partners. The waltz VACUUM CLEANER WITH
Miss Reta Chimes of Johannes contest by Delores Reames and
burg. South Africa, is the guest of Donna Kenney as partner'- with SENSATIONAL FEATURES!
Mr and Mrs. Isador Gordon, Lime- Patty Pease and Judith Hudson
rock street.
chosen' as secqnd best waltzing
partners.
'
The
second
regular
meeting
of
the
Prizes for costumes were award
To ease dis- South End PTA. was held at the
tress of baby's cold while he sleeps,
ed Nancy Packard prettiest colo
Crescent Street School last night. nial costume; Carol Grant, most at
rub throat, chest * * a
Thelma Parsons was appointed tractive ocstume: funniest, Celia
and back at bed- ww g
time with warming ▼ VAPOR ua chairman of the rummage sale Crie: and weirdet, Senya Dobbins
committee, to be assisted by Doro Sandwiches, ccakies brownies and
thy Borgeson, Ruth Staples. Mar punch were served from an attrac
garet Buttomer. Erma Smith and tively appointed Halloween table,
HOME AND OFFICE
Theodore Sylvester
Plans were the work of the mothers servipg cn
started for the children's Christmas the Troop committee which include
program The following Council
I am prepared to clean, paint Delegates were named: Theodore Mrs Mary Hudson, chairman. Mrs
and renovate homes, offices or Sylvester. Thelma Parsons. Paul Mary DeCastro, Mrs. Florence Post
business establishments, large or Merriam. Blaine Merrill, Dorothy and Mrs Pat Dobbins Mrs. Lil
lian Sylvester is leader of the Beautifully Built,
small, at a moderate expense.
Borgerson. Nina MacKinney. Doris
Expert, careful, considerate Delano. Marie Tillock, Ruth Staples, Trcop 'with Mrs Louise Cole and
Carolyn McIntosh assistant
workmanship, modern equip- and Thelma Russell Workers on Mrs
Beautifully Styled
m? nt.
Linoleums and floors the Milk Fund program are Vir leaders.
washed and waxed electrically.
Daughters of St Bernard he’d A NO MESSY BAG to empty — dispos
ginia Kunesh. Mrs Austin Kinney,
able paper filter is poured out with
Mrs. Clinton Robinson. Blaine Mer their first meeting in fhe Parish
the dirt.
rill and George Robishaw. Miss hall Sunday Plaps for social eve
RED-GOLD CROSS
TEL. 1423,
ROCKLAND Eliza Steele spoke about the correc nings with readings and a question A SO QUIET, you can chat, phone or
listen to the radio.
88-T-96tf tion of throat and teeth defects in bex were discussed at this meeting
$8.95 to $11.95
The meetings will be held the first it CYCLONIC SUCTION that gets the im
our children.
bedded dirt and grit.
Tuesday each month. Father Ben
NATURAL BRIDGE
nett and Father Goudreau spoke it NO SMELLY, LEAKING DUST gets back
briefly wishing the ladies well in
into the room—exc/uNOW OPEN
$7.95 to $8.95
this work and hoped the society
sive Triple Filter does
would grow. Elected to office were:
the trick.
A. SANDLER
Mrs Phyllis Grispl. nresident: Mrs
Francis Bellmore, vice president;
Musical Instruction of all Kinds.
SPORTSTERS
Mrs Dcrinda Coughlin, secretary:
Featuring Special Courses in Modern Piano.
Mrs Marie Joseph, treasurer: Mrs$5.25 to $8.95
Leola Hyland hospitality chair
J. F. LYONS, Instructor
man: Mrs. Tillie Anastasio. pro
AAAA to EEE
STUDIO AT
gram chairman, and Mrs. Marie
4 TO 10
Erewer publicity, chairman
X-RAY FITTING
Marguerite Johnson of The Cou
397 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
rier-Gazette's linotype staff, has
TEL. 980
returned from a two wi?ks' vaca .152 MAIN ST- kOCKLANU, ME., r^W77//ZT3
TELEPHONE 708 OR 402
tion
which
she
spent
in
New
York
90-91
n st. - Rockland
[with her son, Ernest.

AMAZING

Young
Mother

BLACK SUEDE

Fcllcwing the program a social
hour was enjoyed and refreshments
were served. Mrs. Grace Strout and
Mrs. Dora Bird poured. The com
mittee in charge consisted of Mrs
Esther Goldberg, chairman; Mrs.
Adah Roberts, Mrss. Beulah Ames,
Mrs. Nettie Frost. Mrs. Barbara
Griffith, Mrs. Kathleen Newman,
Mrs. Mary LaWTy and Miss Marion
Ginn.
The next meeting of the Rubin
stein Club will be held Nov. 19 at
8 p. m. in the Universalist vestry.
Mrs. Harriet Frost will have a pa
per on Irving Berlin, and the chair
man of the evening will be Mrs.
Jane Foley.

Hospital Notes
Admissions: David H. Smith,
Islesboro. medical; Elmer Leonard,
Camden, surgical Miss Beatrice
Grover, Camden, surgical; Master
Wayne Cunningham, Union, medi
cal; Miss Jacqueline Wilson, Hope,
surgical; Mrs. Edward T Dornan
Thomaston, surgical Master Peter
Royer, Jr., Warren, surgical; Mrs
Charlotte Melquist, Thomaston,
surgical; Mrs. Charles Williams,
Friendship, medical; Frank Russell,
Rockland, medical: Lavon Godfrey.
South Thomaston, surgical Mrs.
Jane Bassick, South Thomaston,
medical; Mrs. Geneva Lawry, Rock
land. medical; Perley Jones. Wash
ington. surgical; Kendrick F Wight,
Warren, medical and Mrs. Letha
Libby, Waldoboro, medical.
- KCGH ■

Discharges: Riley Maxwell, Lin
colnville and Perley Jones, Wash
ington.
Mi's Ruth Bowley and Miss Ra“iiel Rogers of Old Town, class
mate.- at the Maine General Hos
pital in Portland, were week-end
guests of Miss Bowley’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs Archie Bowley, Tra
verse street.

There will be a circle supper in
i 'he Universalist vestry Wednesday
night at 6 o'clock. Tlie committee
'ncludes Mr and Mrs. Louis Walker
and Mir and Mrs. Gecrge L. St.
Clair, cc-chairmen, assisted by Mr.
. and Mrs. E. F Glover, Mrs. E. W
Ferry. Miss Ellen Cochran. Mrs.
; Gladys Heistad, Mr. and Mrs. Ern"s* Campbell. Mrs. Elizabeth Flanier . Miss Malel Pillsbury Ml', and
Mrs. O B Lovejoy. Mr. apd Mrs
Elmer Davis. Miss Ida Hughes.
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Sweeney.
Mr and Mrs. George B Wood,
Mrs. E. C. Payson. Mr. and Mrs.
T ester Post Mrs. Monira Pillsbury,
Mr and Mrs J. Fred Knight, Mrs,
E. B Sleeper. Mr. and Mrs Alvis
Epps, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
OaU.

CONGREGATIONAL

CHURCH FAIR
THURSDAY, NOV. 18
COOKED FOOD, TEA ROOM.
(GENTRY STORE. APRONS,
HOME MADE CANDY,
WHITE ELEPHANTS.
MISCELLANEOUS, and GRABS
89-91 92-Page 1

STYLE
Goes To Your Head

Jp

Cleaning Service

LOUIS BOSSE

LYONS SCHOOL OF PIANO

$79.95

MAINE MUSIC COMPANY

Stonington
Furniture Co.

PERMANENTS
All Prices

$5.00, $6.50, $7.50 up
COLD WAVES
$7.50. $10., $15.
FINGERWAVE
with Shampoo
$1.00
SCALP TREATMENTS
$2.50
MANICURES
75c

GILBERT'S
BEAUTY SALON
Helen Oidis Knight, Prop.
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND,

ME.

PHONE 142

Tt-T-tf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November

Girl Scout Plans

Tbe Hearing Society
Entertained By Mrs- Blanche
Etheiyn Thompson and Jane
Witham—Interesting
Harvey are assisting Mr. Clunie ln
Reports Heard
I the office this week. The office
The Rocklanci Hearing Scclety messengers are: Ruth Tootill, Ann
was entertained Thursday by Mrs. Phillip Rowling. Louise Allen. Alice
Blanche Witham at her home on Ludwig, Carroll Cole, John Dodge,
Lunt, Patricia Bisbee.
Suffolk street.
• • • 0
Mrs. Gladys Thomas presided at
The High School Hlghlighgts were
the business session and a report typed this week by Agnes Brown.
was given of the reception Oct. 5,
• •• •
the American Hearing Society held ■ Miss Thompson, Mrs. Smith and
at Washington honoring Miss Betty J Mr. Whitin are on noon duty this
Wright, its executive director, J week.
•• • •
who has just completed a quarter
century of service to the Society.
The examination schedules were
Miss Wright is nationally known j typed by Jacqueline Grispi: and ex
and has spoken several times in aminations for Junior High were
Maine.
j mimeogrgaphed by Ruth Mahoney,
Attention was called to the ar Alice Kinney and Dea Perry
• •• •
ticle, "Let’s Help Them Hear” by
Alice Kinney and Jeanne Merrill
Lawrence Galton in the current is
sue of "Better Homes and Gar are putting out Ihe morning atdens," ln which many good points ipndunce sheet this week: Eliza
for the hard of hearing child are beth Blied prepares the afternoon
brought out. The value of lip read sheet.
• • • •
ing instruction in the program of
Good Citizenship Pilgrimage
the estimated 3.000,000 children in
of D. A. R.
the country with hearing defects is
In place of a trip to Washington,
stressed, and there are only 250
cities and towns providing that D. C.. this year a government, bond
training. In Maine, Portland leads of $100 will be awarded to the
the way, and its program in the "Slate Pilgrim" whose name Is
public schools, for which the vision drawn at the State conference in
and initiative of Miss Eliza C. Han- 'he Spring. The method of select
ntgan is largely responsible, has ing the Good Citizen is:
Students choose by vote three
had wide commendation.
A 5950 mile trip which led girls in their class who possess the
through 22 states and extended as following qualities:
1. Dependability — truthfulness,
far north as Hamilton, Ont , west
to Detroit and south to Lake Wales loyalty, punctuality.
2. Service—co-operation, courtesy,
was described by Mrs. Nancy Brown
and an interesting assortment of |consideration of others.
3 Leadership — personality, selfsouvenirs was shown.
control, ability to assume responGreetings were read from Miss i sibility.
Helen I.. Carr, Mrs. Bessie Hewett, 4. Patriotism — unselfish interest,
and Mrs. Julia Marley.
it) family, schdol, community and
A social hour followed ar which i nation.
Mrs. Ellen Dyer and Miss Clara Ful
The faculty then select one of
ler, both with November birthdays, these three girls as the school's
were happily surprised witli a Good Citizen, and her name will be
shower of handkerchiefs and a .ent to Mrs. Lewis C. Sturtevant,
beautiful birthday cake made by the chapter chairman, the Copper
hostess. Miss Fuller cut. the rake Kettle, Rockland, by Feb. 1, 1949.
and Mrs Thomas and Mrs. Butler
Each Good Citizen receives a Cer
assisted Mrs. Witham in serving. tificate of Award.
The next meeting will he held with
• • • •
Mrs. Thomas, Dec. 9 at her home Attention! Parents and Teachers!
on Broad srreet.
I Come to the Junior-Senior High
Jp T. A meeting Tuesday night at.
7.3,7 at the High School Auditorium.
1 Mii-e DiRenzo wiii speak on our
Recreation Program. The members
of the Youth Council will be present
Senator Brewster Tells East at,
this meeting. Please make a
ern Service Clubs 01
siiectal effort to meet v/ith us.
• • • •
Tidal Project
The Junior Prom is being held
Senator Brewster says that "no on the nineteenth of November at
The
cne has ever questioned'- the feas the Community building.
ibility of harnessing Passama- Junior Class has worked hard to
quoddy Bay tides to make power make this Prom a success and to
“from bn engineering standpoint ” make an enjoyable evening for all.
Several million dollars was spent The Juniors need the support of all
on the tide-power project before it j students and parents. The Bowwas suspended in 1936 because tioin Polar Bears have been en
Congress cut off additional funds gaged to play for this festive occa
Canada declined to participate in sion It. is a good orchestra, one
the project, proposed OTiginally as j that everyone will enjoy. Help the
•Juniors and have a good time yottran international development,.
Brewster said in an address pre self.
a a a a
pared for the Calais Rotary Club j A bus. wiii take many loyal sup
and Associated Servloe Clubs of
Maine and New Brunswick: Bor porters of the Rockland football
ings to determine fhe foundatiens , team to Brewer Friday. Among
fcr the sea wall of the great basin 'those attending will be Mr. Barn
are the one essential to establish ard. Mary Ilvonen, Louise Ulmer,
the economic feasibility of the
Guoddy project.”
opinion of some of the most cmiPower shortages are developing Jnent engineers.
"Quoddy piesents the nearest
on both sides of the international
line Brewster said.
thing to perpetual motion on this
‘•Herein,’’ he added. ‘Is the rea earth,” he said. "Watersheds dry
son for hop? that the international up, as we have learned to cur sor
Qnoddy project may once again re row last year, but the Atlantic
ceive the sympathetic considera Ocean rolls on forever."
tion to which it Is entitled in the
Gov. Dewey is urging develop
ment of a great international
power project by Ms State and the
province of Ontario, Brewster said,
adding:
"Proponent- of Qucddy have only
to demonstrate similar possibilities
along our Canadian border to esj tablish a complete parallel with a
most impressive precedent ”

Benefit Both Sides

Sms®"*

One
Way
PORTSMOUTH, N. H„ 3.20
BOSTON, MASS.,
4.25
WORCESTER, MASS., 5.20
HARTFORD, CONN.,
6.75
NEW YORK, N. V.,
8.25
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 9.00
WASHINGTON, D. C„ 11.35
NORFOLK. VA.,
13.60
ATLANTA, GA..
22.85
MIAMI, FLA.,
29.70
NEW ORLEANS, LA., 29.85
HOUSTON. TEXAS,
31.05
BIRMINGHAM, AI.A., 24.40
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
22.10
CLEVELAND, O.,
14.00
CHICAGO, ILL.,
19.55
LITTLE ROCK, ARK., 26.55
TUCSON, ARIZ.,
49.30
SAN FRAN., CAL.,
56.75
LOS ANGELES, CAL., 56.75
Plus U. S. Tax

Order your Christmas cards now
—handsome boxed cards and en
velopes $2.50 per 26. your name
| beautifully printed, cards ready for
mailing. Phene 770. The CourierGazette. Well do the rest, and
oromptly.
88*96

Rd.
Trip
5.89
7.65
9.49
12.15
14.85
16.20
20.45
24.50
40.05
53.50
53.75
55.90
43.95
39.80
25.20
35.20
47.80
88.75
102.15
102.15

Similar low fares to other points in
New England and throughout.
America

FREQUENT SCHEDULES
COMFORTABLE COACHES
DEPENDABLE SERVICE

,,

Doiiy Thompson. Eunice Petti'.
Agnes Brown. Beulah Powell, Elaine
Chrtstofferson, Evevlyn Pendleton.
Jeannlne Leach. Beverly Manning,
Joan Prock, Betty Libby, Beverly
Harrison, Patricia Valenta, Verna
Valenta, Sylvia Davis, Caroline Senter, Gerry Mahar, BUly Hoch, Vir
ginia Young, Ann Blood, Patricia
Bisbee, Robert Hooper, Paul Staples,
Joanne Gardner, Joan Clough,
Cora Rowling, Carolyn Harriman,
Audrey Hooper, JoAnn Champlin,
Robert Joseph, Perry Hooper, Mar
ion Tracy, George Niles, Maxine
Denbow, Virginia Manning, Alice
Filler, Betty Crozier, Lucille Kos
ter, Charlme Valenta, Betty Bick
ford.

>•••

The Tag Days for the benefit of
the cheerleaders’ uniforms were
very successful. Friday at the
H gh School $35 was collected. The
sale cn Main street Saturday
brought the total to $141.92. The
cheerleaders and substitute cheer
leaders cqndueted the sale: Louise
Ulmer. Dolly Thompson, Agnes
Brown. Ruth Roberts, Dorothy Cur
tis, Elaine Christoffersen, Beulah
Powell, Eunice Pettis .Dea Perry,
Catherine IJbby.
• • ••
Mr. Daley, Mr. Adams and Mr.
Barnard are on noon duty this
week.
• • • •
Students and teachers are very
busy this Week with the first quar
ter examinations
• • • *
Elvira Johnson and Verna Wal
dron are assisting Mr. Clunie ln
the 'office this week The office
messengers are: Ruth Tootill, Ann
Ludwig, Carroll Cole, Jack Dodge,
Philip Rowling, Ionise Allen, Alice
bunt and Patricia Bisbee.
• • • •
Tlie menus for the meals served
by Mrs. Dorman last week were:
MJondav—Corn chowder, crackers,
pickle ' sticks, bread and butter
sandwiches, apple sauce., chocolate
cookies, milk.
Tuesday—Frankfurts, mashed po
tatoes, green beans, relish, milk,
coffee cake, hup cakes.
Wednesday—Baked beans, cab
bage salad, hot roils and butter,
milk, brownies, ice cream.
Thursday—•American chop suey,
tossed salad, mashed squash, rye
bread and butter, milk, mince meat
cookie, apple.
Friday- Tomato Juice, creamed
fish, mashed potato, buttered tur
nip. pickle sticks, bread and butter,
milk, white cake with chocolate
icing.

Discussed At Length By the
Rockland Council i hursday Night
The Rockland Council of Oirl
Scouts met Thursday night with
Commissioner Crie presiding. Re
ports were given by Program Chair
man Mrs. Pauline Talbot, Training
Chairman, Mrs. Lina Mountfort,
Leader’s Representative, Mrs. Kath
leen Harriman, and Clothing Kit
Chairman, Mrs. Barbara Griffith.
A vote cf thanks was given the cochairmen of the most successful
rummage sale, Mrs. Phyllis Grispi
and Mrs. Ruth Pendleton. Permis
sion was granted by the Council for
many troops to hold a money-rais
ing event for the benefit of their
troop treasuries.
The "Clothing Kit" project W’as
discussed at great length. Members
cf the Council, and leaders who
have articles left over from previ
ous Kits already mailed, were as? d
to meet In the Scout Room Wed
nesday afternoon, at 145 to make

9,

up as many kits as possible. Take
all articles, regardless of age of
ohild.
A discussion was held concerning
a Christmas party, at which ail
the leaders will be honored
guests The committee for the
party will be Mrs. Pauline Talbot,
Mrs. Dorothy Bird, Mrs. Una
Mountfort. Mrs. Alice Priest, Mrs.
Barbara Griffith and Mrs. Vivian
Harden. The date, Thursday, Dec.
2. Troop 5. Mrs. Leona Whitehill,
leader, will assist in the decorating
of the room.
The meeting was then turned
over to the Senior Scout leader,
Mrs. Adah Roberts, who spoke at
length cn the new Mariner Troop
which has been formed in the city.
She mentioned the necessary quali
fications, and plans for the future
of the troop.
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Frances Mosher, and Mrs. Phyllis
Grispi

468 MAIN ST.

TEL. 563-R

April 26, 1991, "Tennessee’s Parriner,” a comedy drama, was present
ed in Farwell Opera House, of
which Bob Crockett was then man
ager. A faded program comes to
The Courier-Gazette office with the
compliments of George Hamlin.
The list of advertisers reads in-

\ric

SAVITT’S, INC

with

PERFECTION

•t

•

HOME HEATERS

OF
ONE DAY ONLY

WED. NOV., 10

JUST RECEIVED SPECIAL LOT
FAMOUS SCOTT SUPER-BILT
(Registered}

SHEARED BEAVER DYED

MOUTON LAMBS
NEW Midget Pilot . . .
Operates 40 hours on one

gallon of

fuel I

Al l. FUItS
TAX INCLUDED

NEW Multi-Heat Burner . . .

Luxuriously styled . . . You'll have to see
them yourself . . . feel their rich, soft
fur, gloat over their exquisite shading*
. . . Try one on yourself and tee how
truly glamorous It mokes you look!

C,

Assures utmost heat from every drop of oil I

IF NO T SPECIALLY
PURCHASED, OUR*

NEW Beauty . ..

PRICE WOULD BE . .

Makes you proud to show it to friends I

COMPLETELY NEW-SEE IT NOWI

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

283 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL 1154

ROLLING PINS .................................... 59
MIRRO ALUMINUM COLONDERS .... each 1.35
SMALL WOODEN CHOPPING BOWLS........... 69
TIN PIE PLATES....................................... 15
BREAD BOARDS (large size)..................... 2.19
ALUMINUM MIXING BOWLS, (large) ....... 1.29
HOT VEGETABLE TONGS........................... 19
WHITE ENAMEL COFFEE POT................ 1,79
CAKE DECORATOR SET.......................... 89
FANCY COOKIE CUTTER SET............ set .59
TEL-TRU THERMOMETERS—
For deep pot, candy, jelly.................... 2.50
MEAT THERMOMETERS....................... 2.50
REFRIGERATOR and OVEN THERMOMETERS 1.25
COLORED PLASTIC REFRIGERATOR
DISHES................................... each .39
FLINT PRECISION CAN OPENERS........... 1.59
KWICK-WHIP, all purpose mixer............ .79

Rockland Greyhound Terminal

STATE NEWS COMPANY

Found On Farwell Opera
House Program Dated
1901 •

tenalingly — Perkin’? Restaurant, Hualoii's Book Store.
Flagg’s Hotel, A., F. Crockett Co.,
A. J. Bird & Co., P. Moran, dye
house; Sleeper Bros., plumbers,
Crescent Beach (15th annual open
ing) C. H Moor & Co. druggists;
A. F. Greene & Son, crockery; Hix
& Simmons, wagon.) Snow’s coal
Dr. H. M. Robbins, dentist; Went
worth & Co., shoes; C. W. Hills,
typewriter agent; H. F. Additon,
bicycles; E. H. Rose, tailor; Fuller
& Cobb, dry goods; W. C. Pooler,
druggist; Farrand, Spear & Co.,
coal; Oren Hooper’s Sons, cedar
chests; New York Branch, 5 & 10;

SAVE MORE FUEL OIL

Boy and Girl Scouts United
In a Happy Outing

LAYER CAKE TINS, 8” and 9”................... 49
TEA MUFFIN TINS, 1 doz. cup................... 69
REG. MUFFIN TINS. 6 cup......................... 49
LARGE ANGEL CAKE TINS, aluminum .... 1.59
SQUARE CAKE TINS, 9”.......................... 39
TURKEY ROASTERS (blue enamel) .......... 3.49
CHICKEN ROASTERS (blue enamel) ....... 1.98
PYREX ROASTERS, small size............... 1.59
PYREX ROASTERS, large size................. 2.25
BUCKEYE ALUMINUM ROASTERS, large .. 5.95
STAINLESS STEEL CARVING SETS—
2.25, 2.95, and 5.95
COLORED MIXING BOWLS ................... 2.95
DORMEYER ELECTRIC FOOD MIXER .... 37.50
DORMEYER ELECTRIC FOOD MIXER .... 29.95
UNIVERSAL FOOD MIXER................... 37.50

Some Oldtime “Ads”

When making muffins try add
ing raisins or chopped figs or dates
to the batter. Sprinkle tops with
sugar and cinnamon before bak
ing.

November Hay Ride

The Boy Scouts of Troop 202
combined with the Oirl Scouts of
Mlrs. Whltehlll’s Troop had a hayriue Monday night, using John An
derson’s rack from St. George.
Those taking the trip included
Claudette Athearn, Beverly Banks,
Charlotte Brackett, Judith Burnt;,
Shirley Nelson, Marilyn Keefe,
Marilyn Seavey, Jacqueline Mocre.
Barbara Kaler, Helen Chase, Mar
garet Grispi, Patricia Achorn. Er
mine Hickman, Alfreda Perry, lee
Dudley. Sally Cameron, Barbara
Boynton, Diane MacAullffe, Pa
tricia Griffith, Mont Trainer,
Charles Sehyfield. William Emery.
Byron Chaples, Arthur Adolphsen,
Joel McLain. Arthur Strout. Ben
Perry, Bruce Strong, George Hy
land, Harold Cummings, Warren
Whitney, David Plourde, Raymond
Wixson, Richard Preston, Arthur
Doherty, Ronald Marsh, Milton
Glad, Russell Wixson, James Cou
sens. John Boynton. Emery St.
Clair, John Oa loom be, Clinton
Emery. Justin Cross and Arnold
Wright.
On returning from the hayride
refreshments were enjoyed. Cocco
was served by Mrs. Leona Whitehill, Mrs. Henry Marsh. Mrs. Vir
ginia Sawyer. Ml’s. Austin Nelson,
Mrs. Claude Athearn, and Mrs.
Bisbee.

Tuesday-Friday

1948

FULL LENGTHS
3/4 LENGTHS
EXTRA LONG LENGTHS
BARRYMORE COLLARS
SHAWL COLLARS

PURITAN COLLAR*
FABULOUS SLEEVES
RIPPLE BACKS
JUNIORS ANO MISSES

SAVE ON THESE FURS!
REGULARLY

.
a
f429
.• $32Mink Blend No Back Muskrats ..............
..........
Natural Chinese KTdskin Paws .............. $ ™ • • • •
$| „

Leopard Processed Coneys
..............
Blaek Dyed Indian Lamb Paws ..............
Grey Dyed Persian Type lambs ..............
Grpy Dyed Caracul Paws
Black Dyed Assent. Pers.Lambs.............. >

$ng
... BI4I
$149

.......... $t4B
.............. $|49

Kafta Dyed ChineseJ(idsldn^^^^^^^^^^__^gMMM^

H. H. CRIE COMPANY
328 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE

205

ROCKLAND, MAINE

DID YOU KNOW!
I that yea da NOT hav. to yay « mart as '/> I
I d.w. •* Scott furrier*? Make •■•II weakly ar
I monthly yoymoof* while woarlaq year caat—I
lyaa'll aa|ay Ihl* frlaadly aarvlca.

SAVITT’S, INC.
ROCKLAND. ME.
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Feminine Bowlers

Three Studies

Health Portal

Are Having Some Hectic
Matches At the Com
munity Building

Gov.-elect Payne Makes Rec
ommendations To Re
search Committee

■jfrjl MNWQjJNri Giw(PatH3srir*ij|
1

Feminine bowling teams are in
action at the Community Building.
The present standing of the League
follows:
Jamb-Dee's,
12
8
Gutter Gussies,
14
6
Has Beens,
19
1
Telephlne,
0
20
White Caps,
1
14
Black Stripes,
9
6
Telephone—0
Priscilla Staples.
69 63 57—189
Charlotte Newhall, 79 65 64— 208
Eleanor Weed,
56 61 65—182
Vina Delmonica,
71 76 61—208
62 64 59—185
Anne Tootill,

The team “The Black Stripe
Team" won the bowling match from
306
—
972
the
Telephone Girls.
Totals ............... 337 329
Black Stripes—5
—KCOH—
Erna Murphy,
74 79 72—225
A group of Small Hospital Ad
Myra Bradbury.
71 91 80—242 ministrators, from Maine, met at
Priscilla Sukeforth. 79 78 72—229 Waldo County Hospital as guests of
Mary Cavanaugh, 67 82 79- 228 Mrs. Mae Munson, the Administra
Barbara Robinson, 49 75 72—196 tor. Current hospital problems were
discussed.
Totals .............. 340 405 375-1120
—KCOH
• • • •
Knox County Hospital Auxiliary
Gutter Gussies—0
Cora Arlco,
72 73 75—220 held its regular monthly meeting at
Helga Swanholm,
88 79 79—246 the Bok Home for Nurses Tuesday.
Marianne Lowe,
81 78 76—235
—KCOHMarion Hamblin,
81 85 79—245
Richard Dennison of South Thom
Pat Ward.
85 S3 79—247 aston, aged 6, who was severely
burned in July, was transferred to
Totals .............. 407 398 388-1193 the Central Maine General Hospital
Has Beens—'
for further treatment.
Margaret Kent ,
70 65 68-203
—KCOH
82
—
261
98
81
Alice Soule,
Clyde Sellows, X-ray technician,
75 86 86—247
Frances Savitt,
the week-end in Massachu
Olenice Lermond, 101 80 69—250 spent
85 86 86—257 setts visiting his family.
Edna Willis,
—KOGH—

Totals .............. 429 398
• • • •
Jamb-Dee’s,—5
Delta Lowell,
82 66
Jean tlodgkins.
79 74
Beverly Kirkpatrick 83 99
87 70
Mary Sprowl,
Anne Kelley,
69 74

Totals ■■■•■......... 400 383
White Caps—0
Helen Waterman, 86 72
Priscilla Powers
70 69
Beatrix McLain.
67 76
65 70
Georgie Emery,
70 61
Hilda Keyes,
Totals .............. 358 348

391-1218

Miss Mary Coffin, trained attend
ant, on the Hospital Nursing Staff,
was admitted Nov. 2.

80—228
—KOGH—
85—238
Admissions: Mrs. Evelyn Tupper,
72—254 Vinalhaven,
surgical;
Maynard
83—240 Joudry, Washington, surgical; Mrs
72—215 Ida French, Lincolnville, surgical;
Harriet Bean, Rockland, medi
392-1175 Miss
cal Master Benjamin Perry, Rock
Miss Edna Ferguson, North
76—234 land;
medical; Miss Mary Coffin,
68—207 Haven,
69—212 Rockland, medical; Perley Jones,
54—189 Washington, surgical; Reilly Max
69—200 well, Lincolnville Beach, medical;
Mrs. Gladys Patrick, Waldoboro,
338-1042 surgical.
-KOGH -

Discharges: Wesley Comstock,
IRockland; William Oaven, Clark
Island; Mrs. LaCombe and baby,
Rockland; Mrs. Lorena Barbour and
baby, Rockland; John Howard,
Rockland; Mrs. Dorothy Todd and
baby, Rockland; Mrs. Evelyn Tup
per, Vinalhaven; Maynard Joudry,
Washington; and Miss Edna Fer
guson, North Haven.

Girl
Scouts
Newslites
Brownie Troop No. 8 met Tues
day in the Farnsworth Memorial
with 11 members present. Mrs.
Merle Luce cf tlie Troop commit
tee assisted Mrs. Kathleen Harri
man leader, in the absence of Mrs.
Dorothy Childs, assistant leader.
Patricia Sweeney was elected to be
the Juliette Lew member for the
coming year. An investure cere
mony was held for two new mem
bers, Priscilla Benner and Sandra
Strickland. After they had re
peated the promise and laws the
leader pinned the Brownie pin on
their right collar officially making
them members of the Troop. While
the girls worked on Puritan boy and
girl place cards and the turkey nut
cups for the Hyde Memorial, tlie
leader read chapters three and
four from Arlo. Eeleven Brownies
from the membership of 14 of this
Troop attended the services Sunday
at the Universalist Church.
•• ••
Troop No. 4 now has 24 members
with 18 who are attending regu
larly. They are: Sally Achorn,
Mildred Copeland, Sonia Curry
Janice Fickett, Delores Galiano,
Gail Grant, Janice Hutchinson,
Prudence Iott, Arlene Miller, Nan
cy Post, Helen Ranta Phyllis Rob
inson. Gloria Shafter, Judith
Staples, Janet Stewart, Marion
Talbot, Sylvia Treneer, Joan Wil
liams.

Thirty Governors

Gov.-elect Frederick G Payne
has asked the legislative research
committee to provide for three stu
dies for the 94th Legislature:
1. A cost study of Maine’s insti
tutional farm system.
2. A time study of personnel and
machine used in a few selected
State deartments.
3. Consideration of three sug
gested measuies to give Maine a
disaster control program.
The committee took the requests
under advisement in executive ses
sion.
Payne presented first his farm
proposal, one he had mentioned
earlier in budget hearings. “If we
can’t operate these farms at a pro
fit,’’ he said, ’’we ought to get out
of the business. I think we can
operate them profitably if we make
this study.”
The time study, Payne said,
would “determine the present em
ploye load and ascertain whether
all positions currently filled are
essential to the jobs the State is
trying to do.
^.'•1 would like to go into the uses
being made of equipment. Many
departments do have excess equip
ment that, frankly, I think we
should pool. I think we would
find that in many cases (pooling of
manpower and machines) would re
sult in considerable benefit.”
Payne said he favored parts of
a disaster control program given
the research committee by Gov
Hildreth. It came from the law
committee of his fire prevention
conference. Part of the proposal
which would grant subsidies to
stricken communities was less sat
isfactory, Payne said. The proposal
would set up a director of nubile
safety and regional officials to
conduct fire fighting or mobiliza
tion for any other form of emer
gency.
Proposals similar in purpose have
been offered by the Maine Fire
Chiefs’ Association and the State
Forestry Department, the latter
chiefly concerned with jurisdiction
over fighting of forest fires.
Payne said the fire chiefs’ pro
posal would provide for central
control of fire fighting in hlazes
of disaster proportions.
“If there is anything we lack
basically, it is coordination,” Payne
said.
He opposed the idea of estab
lishing an extensive full-time pro
gram. "We have got to approach
this with the common sense idea
that these things just don’t happen
every day. but we have to be preared for them.” Payne said.

The Democratic Tidal Wave
Baptist Laymen
Swept Them Into Office
Conference At the Littlefielc
Tuesday
Memorial Church Nov. 10
President Trumans vote-getting
magic pulled the Democrats into
—Prominent Speaker
solid control :n 30 of the nation’s
48 governorships.
The Truman drive that came
from nowhere swept the Republi
cans out of eight gubernatorial of
fices and foiled up Democratic vic
tories in 20 of the 33 State con
tests. The governorships had been
divided evenly—24 to 24
Onlv one race was in doubt in
Washington. Democratic Gov. Mon.
C. Wallgren. close personal friend
of the President, was trailing Re
publican Arthur B. Langlie.
Statehouse victories mean far
more nationally than something to
brag about. They are sources of
party strength, and many a na
tional leader has stepped forth
from a governor’s office
The
Democrats turned Republicans out
of office in Connecticut. Delaware,
Illinois, Indiana. Massachusetts,
Michigan, Montana and Ohio.

Vermont patrons were made hap
py by the selection at the recent
primaries of State Master Harold
Rochana is a feminine personal J. Arthur of Burlington as Repub
name of Persian origin signifying lican candidate for lieutenant-gov
ernor. In Vermont the nomination
dawn of day.
is virtually equivalent to election.
Mr Arthur has been for several
years clerk of the Vermont House
of Representatives .hence has had
valuable experience in the public
service.
In this connection it is of inter
est to record that the State master
and Mrs. Arthur are both practic
6 Bell-ans ing attorneys, constituting the firm
of Arthur & Arthur, who carry on
Hot water
an extesive law practice in Bur
Sure Relief lington. Mr. Arthur was for several
years in the United States regular
army and he retired with the rank
of major. During his absence Mrs.
Arthur successfully carried on the
ACID INDIGESTION business
of their law office.

Sure Relief

ELL-ANS

A conference of the Baptist men
will be held Nov. 10 in the Littlefield
Memorial Church, beginning with
supper at 6.30. This is to be a tur
key supper, with all the “flxins” for
$1. A double male quartet will fur
nish special music.
The speaker will be Edwin Par
sons, the national secretary of the
Council of Northern Baptist men.
Mr. Parsons needs no special intro
duction for he has spoken at many
of the Retreats and Conferences
He is a layman and a speaker of
great ability with wide experience
in religious work as well as in busi
ness affairs.
He was in Europe this past Sum
mer and from these experiences and
his intimate knowledge of home
needs, he will bring a challenging
message of the privileges and obli
gations confronting the Baptist
laymen today.
This conference is one of many
being held in Maine this month
Reserve your banquet ticket at once

Silk Screen Print
To Be Demonstrated At To
day's Meeting Of Coast
Craftsmen
Frank Hamabe, artist and crafts
man. will give a demonstration of
the process of silk screen printing
and stenciling cn fabric to the
members of the Maine Coast
Craftsmen at their meeting today
at the Farnsworth Art Museum
Rockland. Hamabe, who served in
the U. S. Army in World War II
studied at the Rhode Island School
of Design and is a talented young

STHSAT/OHAl SAIT!
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ROYAL

THE FLOOR CLEANER—ROYAL Model
No. 239 outstanding for power, easy opor*

ation, cleaning efficiency. Polished aluminum
construction, triple life brush add many
other important features.

BOTH

THE HAND CLEANER—Model No. 157

$84.90
VALUE

aWMUMt M1CI $24.95
157

YOU SAVE $14.95
Only

239

CENTRr
POWKI

tu

Appearing in the famous play
adapted from Dickens A Tale
of Two Ciliet, Mr. Brian
Ahcrnc presents an unforget
table character in his self-sac
rifice, even to death. The pres
entation is one of the GREAT
SCENES FROM GREAT
PLAYS produced by the Prot
estant Episcopal Church, with
the cooperation of the Episco
pal Actors’ Guild. A program
is on the air every Friday eve
ning at 8:00 eastern standard
time, and corresponding hours
in the other time zones. Over
all Mutual Broadcasting sta
tions and many independent
stations.

„
_,
..
, .
continued to
grow in size and in effectiveness.
Forty-six new members joined this
organization in 1948. and the total
membership reached an all-time
high of 290 members. We are
grieved to report the loss by death
this past year of four members
Mrs. C. W. Babb, Victor Elmore,
William H. Stalker, and Louis E
Wardwell.
Following are some of the high
lights of the past year—what you
have done in 1948, through your
membership in the Camden-Rock
port Chamber of Commerce:
Civic Matters
National
Affairs
Committee,
Emulated
interest in national affairs through
Gi'm'ricn w°Wi<iLlSkent ®enator’' ln
informed of maUem'affSXm

i

Agnes Gibbs, well-known radio
commentator, was guest speaker.
St. Paul's Society met Wednesday,a} the 5?mmulHty House and
elected as officers: President, Mrs.
By Frank H. Miller
Merton Benner; vice president
„
Hprhprt «,tah, wrefarv Mr,
(Chapter XIV)
“'L?
Pcrest Kennedy; treasurer, Mrs.
This chapter is mere for the old
Fred Chute. The men of the society er readers who will say upon lookserved refreshments The Society mg"through“'the“'chaptw, “I re
sponsored a baked bean supper member hlm„ or ,.j remember
Thursday at the Community House. that.” First, we will go back to
The proceeds were gratifying.
the early bands and orchestras A
Many from here attended the few of us can look back to the
Fellowship supper last Friday at days when Frank Smiley led the
the Methodist Church, Waldoboro. Camden cornet band and how the
The district superintendent, C. people enjoyed the concerts given
Wentworth, gave an interesting ad- on the grass ground in front of old
dress.
Megunticook Hall.
Fifteen members of the St. Paul’s
Later came the Megunticook
chapel Society attended the Hallo- band, led by
’’Clint” Richards
ween party given by the church so- Rockport had a good band for
C‘e* °*
„ XV* Ve^ie ICThr

History of the Penobscot Valley
them left plenty of nickels behind
them.
But to go back to the mall
stages, Frank Higgins & Son, who
carried the mail and passengers be
tween Rockland and Camden a good
many years, retired as soon as the
trolley line began running. They
devoted their time to the livpry
business until the automobiles
forced them to retire from that.
An interesting trip by stage was
from Camden to Belfast with Ellis
Freeman. Of the 26 miles between
the two places, he drove 24 of it
every week-day, Winter and Sum
mer. He lived at Lincolnville
Beach and generally depended on
his son to make the early morning
and night trips to Camden, but the
route between Lincolnville and Bel
fast. he himself took care of.
Mr. Freeman is remembered as
one of the fnost interesting talkers
who ever drove a stage. The writed made several trips with him
and he agrees with people who
have said there was not a dull mo
ment when Ellis Freeman was driv
ing.
He made the trips in a heavy
two-horse stage, regardless of the
traveling. When one sees how the
hills have been cut down, especially
the Eastern end of Ducktrap, he
wonders how horses ever hauled the
heavy stage over them in muddy
weather.
There were other mail lines out
of Camden, and some are probably
still in existence, but none of them
were so popular, if stage lines can
be called popular, as the line to
Belfast that was driven by Ellis
Freeman.

S
have returned home after spending will remember that his band acatKPswsa?
y™
?*", •*"»
Camden Hills Park Committee. Quebec’
George Thomas, chairman, fur-1 Mr- and Mrs Arthur Chute were =*a'®nished factual information for and ' «uests Sunday ol Mr. and Mrs. A. ^k at?hJ
attended meeting of
Governor U Shorey at Suxry.
wh“he Wllbm Theatre
Council and State Park Commis- Ralph Stahl and
Miss Villa * d , lne Wllpur Theatre stands
sicn when Camden Hills Park was Stahl of Bremen were visitors Suny,
accepted by State after it was dis- day at the home of Mr, and Mrs
Anybody who wanted to join a
continued by the Federal Govern- ' Herbert Stahl.
band or in fact, any band that
ment.
Misses Marilyn and Rita Wotten wanted music could go to Albert
Clean-up Committee. Percy Luce,j were week-end guests ofrelatives in Smiths music store in Rockland
chairman, sponsored
clean - up i South
Waldoboro
dnc* 8“ s'ther music or an instrudrives in Spring and FaU. Special 1 Mrs. Minnie French of Cam- ment.
Albert Smith would have
Waterfront Clean-up
Committee, bridge. Mass., called on old friends ^ver>'thing a band man could want
Albert Collins, chairman, through here last Friday.
d1?. a cl?r‘net
a bass drum,
the co-operation of many property Mrs. Matthew Baron of Portland, dockland had a band at one time
owners on the Harbor-front made i Mrs. H, Schofield andMrs. F.
waa
unaerthe leadership of
Some Of the Problems Which excellent start on long-range clean- Genthner and daughter Sally of Roscoe & Ingraham. While the
up
campaign.
With th..............
e help of the j ......
South Waldoboro
callers„ writer knew “Ross’’ Ingraham very
Faced the Poll Takers
.......
...............
.......... were
.... .....
-----Harbor-Master, fishermen, town Thursday at the home of Mrs. Fred
, no^
vouch for
This is the kind of close election crew, a new hoisting gear for bait Chute.
the band itself. Among Rockland
that happens once in a generation, barrels was installed so that these i Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute, Mrs. musicians who will be remembered
and is a nightmare to poU takers, could be easily removed from the ‘ Fred Chute, Mrs. Addie Wooten, ^y the older dancers for miles
Everyone is asking “what hap- landing to the boats.
i and Ernest Bruns attended the lob- around were Col. Fred Meservey
pened?” why did all the polls unFire Prevention Committee Alienator supper Thursday in South and
du'ntet. They were very
derestimate Truman s strength? p Payson, Harold Churchiil co- Waldoboro.
popular and for a number of years
The answer to this question will chairmen carried out effective fire ' Alfred Davis of DerbyLines. Vt., | filled engagements from Bath to
Country’s Christmas Clubs
likely be found in an analysis of prevention campaign. Won honor- I spent the week-end at the home Belfast.
voting statistics when they are all able mention in national Fire Pre- A his brother. Melville Davis. He One of the best bands in Maine
Will Distribute $831,available.
ventlon Week contest.
was accompanied home Sunday by years ago was the Belfast Band.
000.000 This Year
Here the the pertinent questions
Health Committee. Dr David V. his brother. Roy Davis of Stanstead. conducted by Frank J. Rigby, a
to which we are seeing the answer: Mann chairman initiated survey of Quebec, who spent a week at the graduate of the Massachusetts
Eight Hundred and Thirty One
1. Which voters stayed home? water supply system of Camden i Davis home.
Conservatory of Music. Mr. Rigby Million Dollars will be distributed
Only 47,000,000 voters went to the an(j Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crosby are 'Pent a number of years in Belfast to about 10.175,000 Christmas Club
polls Tuesday Another 47,000.000
Solicitations Committee. William spending several weeks with rela- , and during that time the city was members by approximately 5700
noted far and wide for its band banking and savings institutions
voters stayed home. Was it the p Kelley, chairman, protected pub- \ lives in Needham, Miass.
and orchestra.
Republicans, or the independent ]jc from fraudulent solicitations
■......
—
and other organizations during Na
ibter^tRo° fail6d t0 Sh°W UP 8t through Investigation of out-of- with
of educational movie
In mentioning the cities and tional Prosperity Week, starting
the polls?
town solicitors; published informa- f the geography of New England towns with bands a town that Monday, Nov. 29, according to an
2. What about the undecided tion about “rackets.”
I for Universal-International
Universal-International Film must not be overlooked is Vinal estimate given out by Douglas T.
vote?
Newcomers Committee. Helen romnanv which
romricn. haven. The writer does not recall Johnston, president Edward F
As late as the final week of the Rjcb chairman, wrote letters of Lincolnviile-Rockport area as' it' the name of the conductor, but the Dorset, Executive Vice President;
campaign some 3.000 030 voters had welcome to new residents, sent setting ’tor illustrating storie oi band will always be fresh in his and Mrs. Herbert F. Rawll, vicenot yet made up their minds. Camden-Rocknort folders and in
ln"- - or liiustratin stones oi
president of Christmas Club, a
Since many of these voters who JXattan
^^;^fC^P°rt’ 3 flle Of plcture memory.
maintained.
Years ago when the Masonic Corporation.
were undecided had voted the
Education Committee. Maynard
Ccmmanderies, Palestine of BelThe total distribution is 11.3%
Democratic ticket in earlier elec Graffam, chairman, endorsed offic
Commercial
fast Claremont of Rockland, and
tions, many of them must have de ial committees for Camden and Merchants Committee, Douglas DeVaiois of Vinalhaven would get ahead of last year and represents
cided to cast their vote for Tinman Rockport to study and discuss Kelley, chairman, took poll of mer- together on St. John’s Day, June 24. an all-time high for the 38 years of
during the last few days of the jointly the need and requirements chants in Camden and Rcckport in Each would have a band, and the Christmas Club operation. The
campaign.
of a new High School Building regard to store closings. Christmas writer, being a musician, would average per-meinbcr distribution is
3. Did the Wallace strength early Secretary served on committee Ignting, parking meters; arranged I generally be with cne of the bands. about $91.25 in large Metropolitan
areas and $81.50 for the entire
in the campaign return to Tru which procured town markers for calendar of holiday store closings
We were always pleased to see country, as against $78.50 last year.
man?
Camden-Rockport on new U
Secured directional signs for park- the Vinalhaven Band coming at the The
total number of individual
Unquestionably the sharp decline Route 1
ing areas. Procured streamers and head of DeVaiois. Any of the oldin the Wallace vote was a great
bulbs for municipal Christmas trees er members of either organization, members participating this year
Industrial
help in many pivotal States. Wal
in Camden and Rockport. Camden who are still on the island, will shows an increase of 675,000 over
Industry Committee, Gilbert Har merchants sponsored and paid for join the writer in saying they were a year ago.
lace insured the Dewey victory in
Christmas Club, a Corporation be
New York. On the other hand, the mon, chairman publicized and co 1947 Christmas Tree at Camden, the good old days.
absence of the Wallace ticket on operated with local industries in a with members of Camden Fire DeIn later years Camden had a lieves that this increase in Christ
the ballot in Illinois undobutedly variety of ways. Furnished infor- partment donating their time to good band which existed under the mas Club savings shows a definite
made the diifference there between mation and service to prospective q^oi-ate with lights. Willis Gard- direction of several musicians, but trend in the public thinking toward
a Dewey victory and defeat.
industries
considering
location ne;. assisted by members of Rock- it went the way of all the town individual financial security which
4 How much help did the na . r£‘ 7,Orked
,y wp:h industrial port pire 'Department, erected and bands. Now every town and city is the ultimate financial security of
tional ticket get from local and staff, Maine Development Commis- arranged
lighting of Rockport has its High School band or orches- the nation.
State candidates?
A recent cross section survey in
,n?ade survey of available in- Christmas Tree.
tra and some of them are superior
Early returns show many local dustrial space.
dicates the estimated funds of
Traffic sub-committee, Albert to the old time organizations.
candidates leading the ticket in a
Handcraft
Collins,
chairman, co-operating
How many people between Rock- $831,000,000 will be used by the re
number of close States.
Secretary
assisted
in
preparing
with
Merchants
Committee,
sponland
and Belfast remember the cipients approximately as follows:
All polls must analyze these and mailing catalogue for Maine sored traffic safety controls near stage coach
days? Previous to 1891, Permanent Savings, 32%
problems and work towards their Coast Craftsmen- Wrote articles
$265,900,000
Street
School
on
new
U.
S.
when
the
trolley
between Rocksolution to make certain that the publicizing local craftsmen and R°ute 1; elimination of dust by land and Camdenline
Insurance Premiums, 8%
was
built,
if
one
same errors do not occur in future handcraft shows for Yankee maga- surface treatment, and lighting of wanted to go to Rockland, he
66,500.000
election surveys.
1%
zine and Pine Cone
town landing for parking purposes; either had to take his own team Debt Retirement,
8,300,000
improvement of ”Bav view street or go on Higgins’ mail coach.
Recreational Development
bottleneck.”
The writer remembers when the Year-end Bills,
12%
artist who has recently moved to
99.700,000
Rockport.
Publicity and Advertising Cominform-ition Rerrfee
Camden post office was in the
Also featured on the program Tor mittee, Duane Doolittle, chairman, ....
6%
,
, .
, Johnson Knight building on Me- Taxes,
I0t® many hundred personal canic street and Higgins 'two-horse
the meeting will be a talk by Miss macle very valuable and exhaustive
49,900,000
Laura Pomeroy of the Farnsworth suryev of vacation habits and ‘ettars ln answer to inquiries about stage would leave from there for Christmas Purchases, 38%
Museum staff. Miss Pomeroy will preferences, and of our promotion- industries, handcrafts real estate, the Post Office and railroad depot
315.800,000
give a talk on the Interesting ref al folders. This “Roper”-type poll vacation accommodations. Winter jn Rockland, making two round Miscellaneous,
3%
erence library at the Museum and was conducted
by Mr. Doolittle's sports’ and to answer questions on f,rjps eMb week-day.
24,900,000
the beautiful magazines and books class in Marketing at Syracuse Uni- many other subjects
Now that I have mentioned the
on arts and crafts available there versity, at no expense to this „ IlTf0rJTatl0I1n Bu'Tau’ Helen Me- Johnson Knight building, many of
100%
Chamber, and took many hundreds C,ob£ Counsellor, through courtesy the older readers will recall that
to the public.
$831,000,000
There will be discussion of hand of hours to complete. It furnished °l Sc*100! Hoard and Supermten- the stores there were the first in
The Pennsylvania State Grange
craft classes and other projects.
important information to Camden- ?e?t’ ser”ed as c,earlnB house for the village to be lighted by elecThe meeting will be held at 7 45 Rockport businessmen, particularly ^formation for many seeking eni- tricity. Many of the younger is planning an enthusiastic pro
p. m., in the upstairs auditorium, to those in the recreational field, PlQym^nt and for employers, for m- generation will wonder where the gram for its Diamond Jubilee con
next to the art studios.
and to the C. of C„ in planning formation about housing, about building was located on Mechanic vention, due at Reading the latter
new recreational development and recreational facilities, points of in- street. It was just beyond the part of October, expecting a rec
Recipes for custard often suggest promotional literature. Published terest. places to stay, about products movie theatre and extended to the ord-breaking attendance. The ses
that the milk be scalded first be and distributed 10,000 directories otJoe*1 manufacturers, craftsmen left turn in the street; there is sion will comprise four days in
cause this shortens the cooking with pictures, maps and informa- artists: and was a point of con- now a garage on the property. The stead of the customary three days.
time.
tion about Camden and Rcckport;
for , ®UI11?™r yUit?rs and last store at the turn was a fur- One feature will be an all-State
2000 copies of new edition of map bullt F°°d *’n for the towns in niture store, owned by W P. Gould, spelling contest, with finals fought
of foot and ski trails in the Cam- a ®r.eat yan®ty °f way5.. ,
having been taken over from out by many competing teams.
Formerly the Pennsylvania State
den Hills: distributed Camden- _
,,Board °f .Dlrf^or? ^ Charles Hobbs who was in business
Rocknorf picture folders and Win- Earl R’ Chiller president; Albert B, in Camden for many years. The convention occurred in December
to sports folders
Advertised ?n g°'lins’ J8t ,vlce pr“id!nt:a1 John flrst ?tore
Brothers drug but one year ago the change to
October was made. The State
Maine Invites You
Felton, 2d vice president; Alexan- store
Mountain Trail Committee. John de,„ O1B™°r’ treasurer; Betty Foxit was here that the first phono- Grange was organized in Reading
Webber, chairman, cleared and *el1’ ^tary: Claude Butterfield, graph was exhibited Each selec- 75 years ago, hence holding the
marked new trails and remarked
ion was on a circular disc and the Diamond Jubilee exercises in tliat
ley. Alfred Laliberte, O. W. May- listeners had to put on ear-phones city takes on the nature of a home
All Types of Commercial I old trails; prepared new edition of hew,
Vernon Packard, Arthur it was a new thing and attracted coming. The Keystone State has
many people to the store. Every forged ahead rapidly the past two
Photography; Groups, !trSnowaPandndSkiinge Reports. Sonia Walker, William Williams,
listener had to pay a nickel for years and is now the third largest
! Allen observer, were publicized
each selection, but all seemed among organized Grange States,
Weddings, Industrial, daily in many metropolitan news
pleased to be hearing a phonograph exceeded in membership only by
papers in the East, and over radio,
Marine and Insurance, through December. January and
for the first time, and the most of New York and Ohio.
February.
Aerial.
I Recreation Council. Hugh Mont| gomery, chairman, served to coALL WORK GUARANTEED
I have two buyers waiting,
i ordinate activities of various recre| ation groups. Secretary secured na eager to buy dairy farms. These
tional publicity for Camden and are spot sales. Phone me at
Rockport in Time and other na once. I have a buyer who wants
tional magazines and newspapers
TEL. 907 or 770
by furnishing news, feature stories, to get into the lobster business.
97’tl pictures, and by co-operating with
writers and photographers. Assisted EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE
The approach of cold weather prompts the Water
(Exclusive)
Company to urge its customers to heed the follow
•.. for seasonal needs
Nice 5-room, modern house, 2»..to consolidate debts
ing suggestions:
car garage, large woodshed, nice
lot of land located at 11 Freder
1. Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
Get a cash loan here on the
Pick Your Own Payments
ick St., Rockland. All contents,
friendly basis that made ‘Per
order and accessible at all times.
complete, ready to start house
UNto. IS Mo. 20 Mo.*
sona/* the choice of over a
$ 6.72
million persons last year.
SIM
$1005 S 8.38
2. Be sure to know how the shut-off works.
keeping, electric washer, white
19.88
24.86
29.87
3«
range, dishes, everything—com
Simple To Get
30 58
1 5M
38.91
47.28
3. Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
37. per month on boioncei up to $' 50;
pletely furnished, §5,200.
If you can make monthly in ( Interestpercharges
month on ony remainder ol luch balances un
bursting from freezing of water.
stalments—don’t hesitate to see I 2'/,%
to $300 loons $350 to $1000 mode by New Enotond
Applies to loons exempt from
Personal’s YES MAN. Come in j fin. Corp, ol lower role.Fed.•Leg
W
112)
or phone today.
4. The metered consumer is reminded of his re
WEST FARM AGENCY,
LOANS $25 »o $900 or More
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
INC. ,
leOMmai
thi cooe.MrJff FMxr ukis io <«r rrsagainst freezing, hot water, or other damage.
Charles E. King, Rep.

“What Happened?”

Millions To Benefit

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

MONEY

$59.95

Model

Model

RECALLING DAYS OF YORE

Directors Tell Of Camden £“ung aka i=m <XT
Waldoboro Woman’s Club, at
Chamber Of Commerce the
which time Mrs. Frederick G.
Activities
Payne was guest of honor, and Mrs. Former Camden Man Preserves Interesting

Sidney L. Cullen

is in a class by itself. Nothing like it, either
in looks, efficiency or durability. Ideal for
cleaning stairs, upholstery, draperies, bed.

ding, autos, etc.

DUTCH NECK
Mrs. Arthur Chute and Mrs. Her
bert Stahl attended the opening

BUYERS WAITING

Nationally Advertised

REGULAR PRICE

Had A Busy Year

Page Nine

$1<.95 down

$5 monthly

/J

t&iumal FINANCE
Fif
CO.

2nd Floor • FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.

356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
,
Phone 1133 • John Sawyer, Jr., YES MANoger
Small Loan Statute Licence No. 35 • Loans made to residents of all surrounding towns.

HOSMER POND ROAQ
PHONE 8537. CAMDEN
34-tf

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
88-T-92
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Has New President
Albert Collins Heads Cam
den-Rockport Chamber
Of Commerce

CAPITOL STUFF
By Governor Hqjace Hildreth

Spoke In Bath

New Jobs Open

George B. Wood Tells Rotary Maine National Guard Is In
Club Of His Trip To
Want Of Administrative
South America
Assistants

Tuesday-Friday

STUDYING SCOUT PROBLEMS

Goes To Ney Jersey

Answers A Critic

Rev. M. E. Barter Traces Kenneth Roberts, Novelist,
His Ancestry Back To
Takes Issue With Briton
To Knox County
Who Slammed Maine

Augusta. Nov. 1—I have just re
ceived from the Law and Law En
George B. Wood of Rockland was
New and very desirable jobs with
forcement Committee of the Gov
Parkesburg, Pa., Nov. 4.
Kenneth Roberts, an expert on
ernor's Conference on Fire Preven guest speaker at the weekly lunch- the Maine National Guard will soon
United States Ipstory and a loyal
Editor of The Courier-Gazette—
eon
Tuesday
of
the
Rotary
Club
.
..
,,
,.
.
.
,
tion and Ccntrol a very important at Central Church parish house. be avallable according to informaRev. M. E. Barter, who has served son of Maine, takes issue with Brit
report which is the culmination cf
ish Historian Arnold J. Toynbee
Bath.
Mr.
Wood
was
a
delegate
tlon
received
from
Washington,
by
as
pastor of the Parkesburg Baptist over the latter’s low estimate of
many months of hard, though vo
from
Maine
to
the
International
Brig.
Gen.
Carter,
the
Adjutant
luntary, work since Maine's forest
Church, Parkesburg, Pa., for the Maine as expressed in Toynbee’s
fire emergency. This committee Rotary Convention at Rio de Ja— General of Maine
past six years, has resigned his pas book, “A Study of History.”
«— “■> -■ «—
has prepared a bill whose purpose SSLS s? « s*«t ss
"Toynbee’s utterances »a b o u t
torate to accept a call from the
is to protect the public safety not gram of the convention and enter- er' chief of the National Guard
Wildwood Crest Community Church Maine are so grossly ludicrous that
only against potential and actual tainment at the various large Bureau, has notiified General CarI doubt everything that Toynbee has
of Wildwood, N. J.
fire emergency, but from all other
in South America which they
that he has approved a request
Bev. Mr. Barter is the son of Fred written,” Roberts declares in Don’t
forms of disaster or catastrophe in cities
visited.
appoint administrative assistants
W. Barter of East Weymouth and Say That About Maine! in the cur
the future.
The delegates including many of on a fnll'ttme basis for 40 units of
grandson of the late Capt. Joel rent Saturday evening Post. "If
This committee had as its pur the Rotary officers in this country the Maine National Guard These
Barter of Glenmere, Maine, and of he’s so wrong about Maine, he’s
pose the codifying and analyzing of and ether nations sailed on the men will receive pay approximate
the late Ezra Sidelinger of Thom probably equally wrong about the
the reports and recommendations luxury liner Uruguay of the. to that of a sergeant first class of
aston. Rev. Mr. Barter formerly Primitive Muslim Arabs, the con
of the committees on Rural Fire Mtore-McCormick Lines from New the Regular Army.
served as a missionary in the Bel quests of the Euthydemic Bactrian
Prevention. Building Construction York on May 5.
These administrative assistants
gian
Congo, West Africa, and also Greek princes, the creative role of
and Protection, Fire Prevention Ed
Meetings for discussion of various wtll be under the direct supervision
several
pastorates ln Vermont prior Russia in the Great Society, and all
ucation, Firemen’s Training. Forect subjects were held daily with of the unit commander and will be
the other subjects about which he
to
going
to Pennsylvania.
Fire, Municipal Fire Protection. plenty of entertainment evenings, responsible during field training
writes so dully. I wouldn’t trust
As
copies
of
your
paper
come
to
Disaster Relief and Control and Or- When the equator was reached periods to the commander for the
him to write correctly about any
me
from
the
folks
at
home
In
Mass

ganizd Public Support, and to draft Father Neptune appeared with a administration of the unit. Among
achusetts, I read with Interest be thing.”
such legislation as would most ef long retinue of officers and held the duties the administrative asThe Maine author’s anger was
—Photo Courtesy James A. Moore
cause
of the many family roots that
fectively carry out the objectives of court while the young members of sistants will perform are the prepMrs. Barbara Griffith, Girl Scout Council member; Alice Sanderson, are in the Maine soil in Knox Coun stirred by the English professor’s
the Conference.
the party wore duly initiated in the aration of payrolls, training sched- Girl Scout national staff community advisor; and Mrs. Mildred Crie, Girl ty on the Barter and Sidelinger reference to Maine as “unimportant,
Many meetings have been held swimming pool. Diplomas were u'es and the like.
Scout Commissioner locally, study the problems of Girl Scouting in Rock branches of our family tree.
and (it) survives today as a kind of
since last January. The Commit given to everyone with all the
Brig. Gen. Carter has issued a land during the two day work shop held recently as a part of Girl Scout
museum piece—a relic of seven
Rev. M. E. Barter.
tee agreed that lt was beyend its rites and ceremonies of past cen- directive to all units authorized ad- week which extended from Oct. 31 to Nov. 6.
teenth century New England in
turies.
ministrative
assistants
for
interestscope to attempt to incorporate all
habited by woodmen and water
Rlo de Janeiro was reached on ed personnel who may desire to be
reports and recommendations into
men and hunters." Roberts also
legislative proposals despite their May 16 and the whole city was interviewed. He has also appointed
MARTINSVILLE
points out that Toynbee fails to
inestimable practical value. The decorated in their honor with a hoard of officers consisting of
Mr, and Mrs. Brian RoutlecTge The Local Organization Is even mention Vermont as one of
group thus points out in its report many receptions and parties. The Col. John F. Choate Col. Elliot C.
the New England States.
and friends of Needham, Mass.,
that while the legislation it pro weather was hot and muggy. But Goodwin and Col. John W. Healy First Baptist Sunday School spent the week-end at their cot
“Maine is not sophisticated—nor
Anxious To Recruit Adult
poses deals only with a small part the harbor with its famous Sugar to interview candidates and to subdoes it wish to be,” Roberts says.
Joins Nation-Wide At tage.
Volunteers
of the fire prevention program, it Loaf mountains was full of inter- "lit recommendations. This board
“Probably it’s difficult for such a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dwyer of
will adequately provide for meeting est Rio de Janeiro is the capital will conduct interviews at Augusta,
tendance Race
Alice Sanderson, community ad sophisticate as Toynbee to under
Hebron were in town a few days
any such catastrophe as the State of Brazil and much like Washing- Portland, Saco, Lewiston Brunsvisor from the National Staff of stand how the inhabitants of states
ton with beautiful buildings, ho- wick, Bangor and Presque Isle be
experienced in 1947.
The First Baptist Church School recently.
like Maine and Vermont can delib
ginning about Nov. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hannemann Girl Scouts, spent two days re erately court unimportance: how so
of this city has entered the nation
The complete legislative program, tels and stores.
The big federal ouilding which
To be eligible for appointment all wide contest for Church School at had as guests the past week, Mrs. cently with our Rockland Girl many of them can be kind, gener
the committe indicates, should be
Scout Organization—giving very
the undertaking of the Legislative was the headquarters for the De- personnel must be members of the tendance, sponsored by ’’Christian Harry Farnham of Bangor. For satisfactory help to all who attend ous, humorous, thoughtful, reserved,
Research Committee, particularly as partment of Education was turned Maine National Guard at the time Life” magazine over six Sundays, the week-end their son, Roger ed the various sessions. There was sensible, sociable, hard-working, In
the interview.
Oct. 31 through Dec. 5. The pur Hannemann and Mrs. Hannemann a Round Table the first session for dependent and bitterly intolerant of
it affects revision of various exist over to the Rotarians for its headquarters, known at all Rotary con----- --------- —
ing laws.
pose of the contest is to focus at of Boston, with friends, visited Council Meml ers and Leaders; an sham, waster, graft, loose thinking,
ventions as the House of Friend(Zzynn RfiVS TFinsp
tention upon the Sunday school as them. The Hannemanns closed open meeting in the evening for all loose living, bad government and
The Law and Law Enforcement ship. Here the business sessions of'
V»uvu UUp, i 11U3C
the chief evangelistic arm of the their cottage Monday.
Committee’s bill provides for the Rotary International were held and
adult workers in the organization, historians who never heard of Ver
Mrs. Herbert Pierson passed a and
establishment of a Department of gifts and exhibitions arranged,
also open to the public, at mont.
few
«days
recently
In
New
York
Public Safety, with a Commissioner, showing the different products of Island Youngsters Behaved Awards will be given to schools
which time Miss Sanderson was
“As Toynbee points out, nothing
in three categories: those with at- with her daughter and attended the principal speaker; and the second in Maine is important, but all her
a Public Safety Council, and with this rich country.
Much
Better
Than
Their
tendance
under
109;
attendance
christening
of
her
grandson.
Paul
special powers to deal with all pub
day was a workshop session for woodsmen, watermen and hunter
The next port of call was Santos
Brothers On Mainland
between 100 and 300, and those with Herbert Karlsson, at the Madison Leaders and Council members.
lic perils, common disasters and where they boarded a special train
residents think highly of Bowdoin
attendance over 300. Scoring will Avenue Presbyterian Church,
catastrophes.
It also sets up a for Sao Paulo.
Miss Sanderson explained the College and her woodmen-waterThey found Sao Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
be
based
on
a
combination
nerMrs.
Charles
Wentworth
of
Ammunicipal aid fire account, with an
"Association" type of Council men graduates, Nathaniel Haw
We hear a great deal these days centage increase over the preceding herst- Mass ■ k visiting Mrs. Dwi- which is replacing many of the thorne.
annual appropriation of $250,000 to Pauloi the big coffffe center high up
Henry Wadsworth Longfel
in
the
mountains
which
they
to
the
effect
that
our
young
people
year
and
the
amount
of
effort
and
nal
Stanley,
and
Mr.
Wentworth
is
be used for partial reimbursement
“Traditional'’ types—such as Rock low. Robert P. T. Coffin, Thomas
visited
by
special
tram,
cool
and
are
going
to
the
dogs
and
have
no
ingenuity
involved
during
the
Deon
a
hunting
trip
with
Dwinal
and
to towns and cities for money ex
land has. This will be discussed Brackett Read. Admiral Robert
respect for anyone or anything. The rl^ o{ the contest
Arnold Stanley.
pended for fire-fighting equipment. invigorating.
fully at the December meeting of Peary, Donald MacMillan. President
The
next
port
visited
was
Buenos
Halloween
celebration
which
I
have
The
local
,
chool
is
in
the
second
Roscoe
Hupper
of
New
York
This bill does not attempt to Aires in Argentina a city of 4.000 - witnessed this year give cause for category and wi“ be
£ in- was at his Summer home “Spruce the Rockland Council, at which Franklin Pierce, Chief Justice Mel
cover all of the ground which must
time the Leaders wi,l meet with the ville Fuller, Supreme Court Justice
be covered. The Forestry Depart
Council Miss Sanderson mentioned
the
,
ev™ng
A group of
in their early over that of a year ago which was
MLss M5™a Copeland has re children and young people like to Harold Burton and innumerable
ment has an applicable bill and
was done to make their teens went into the home of an el- 226. Efforts will be put forth bv ,urned home after two weeks’ feel they “belong” to something— others . . .
there will be several others. All possible
“. . . Many historians who are ac
pleasant and memorable. In derly couple Saturday evening with lett€rs visitation a£d nubheitv m visit ln Thomaston and Boston
will need thorough consideration sta.v
therefore the formal opening or claimed as historians are miserable
each of the South American cities the usuai erv of "Tricks nr treat "
‘
ana puDllCHj to
and public debate before passage, the Jockey clubs were open to them X ~
shl
gfeatlL Jn5rease the attendance of ,
and
„Har° d
closing to their Troop meetings Is historians, just as many supposedly
, _ , ,
, _ ,
The woman explained she had noth- each Sundav ovpr that nf □ vonr left Monday for a holiday which helpful.
because in total they will represent
great leaders are wretched leaders,
Saturdays and Sundays were lng wlth which to treat. The boys ago
J
will include a hunting trip in he
very comprehensive coverage of and
She agreed with some leader who many reputedly great architects
devoted to horse racing by some of
that home without carrying out
o', jibtton,
.u o. »
.
public safety and emergency pro the finest horses in the world In
.threat oftricks out of reloec
,™P
awards- totaliag over
te™ 'Pa« of.he State anda said she always aimed to have are beneath contempt, and so on .
cedures. A great deal of work in •Brazil the native speech was 4>or- for the ace of three £onle
’1003. will be given to the success- 5,s“’dtband Mrs. Paul Han- “Fun” and ’’Achieve" something at As far as Maine is concerned, Toyn
each Troop meeting. However, if bee’s Study of History goes to the
this direction has been done since tugese and in Argentina and most
Sundav night the same grout) of fU !Sn°° S’ These awards are such
‘
1
n*
bunaay night the same group of
wm prove helpful in the work , Mr' and Mrs- Wallace Watts occasionally it seemed impossible to attic to join Parson Weems’ Life
last year’s fire disaster. The bills other cities Spanish
The
Rotarians
were
particularly
Burch'Tshori
time
tefOT^the^ev/
of
the
scho01
The
local
school
will
have
returned
from
10
days
’
mocover a controversial subject, but
‘ achieve’’ something she believed
5,a®borttime before the eve- present awards to the department ‘or trip to Eastern Maine, New they should “Have Fun’’ anyway so of George Washington."
they are deserving of debate and impressed with Montivideo in
very serious consideration.
Uruguay with its fine government heald to suggret going bi t?hav^ a !"a^
greatest gain as well as Brunswlck’ Bangor and Augusta, the girls would come back next
Cro-Magnon man is believed to
The Law and Law Enforcement and culture.
time for ‘‘more fun" and also for have lived in the era from 25.000 to
„!,aT“
8gos1 g0lng lnto have a to the individual bringing in the
The slogan of all the meetings the” Co^dn’t do thlt
three largest ™mber
People,
group proposes that a Department
“
achievement.
”
She
stressed
“
Dem

TENANT’S HARBOR
10,000 B. C.
of Public Safety be headed by a was world peace and there was
.
„athered on the church The Cburch School hour is at
me
The community
Community club
Club of St ocratic Plannning” and ’’Knowing
Commissioner of Public, Safety, ap much discussion as to the best
Your
Community"
as
being
more
at the close
the reJrice
who are not connett- George, which is organized to help
Kenyon is a masculine personal
pointed by the Governor. Serving means of piercing a hole in the
name of Cymric origin signifying
one oY their number wmt ta
™ h other schools are invited the schools, announces that in a important than ever.
Following the evening meeting a white-headed.
a term of four years, he would be
supported by a public safety coun
social hour and refreshments were
cil composed of the commissioner, RBathnrhfil’-taTimCesUb
A British member of Parliament
* gUCSt' ° These* boys"will undoubtedly rec- 7
waa awarded a bicycle. Prizes for provided by (he Council for all.
ex officio as chairman, the chief
with Deputy Commissioner Ruth is taking his constituents to see
ORFF’S CORNER
ognize
themselves
in
the
story
and
ber
^
be
Lutheran
Church
in
haring
made
the
most
sales
went,
Pendleton Chairman of Arrange how a farm is run.
of the State Police, the director of
I and others in this vicinity would
Worcester. Mass.
in order, to Richard Morris, Darla ments assisted by Commissioner
Mr and Mrs. Cecil Ludwig. Mr. health, the adjutant general, the
like to take the opportunity to thank
widow survives, also a son. Thomas and Pamela Saunders, Mildred Crie, Mrs. Helen Bray,
and Mrs. Leon Achorn and Mrs. insurance commissioner, the forest
them for their good manners and Carl Erickson; a daughter, Evelyn Proceeds from donations will be Mrs. Mabel Bowley, and Mrs. Leona
Nellie Benner attended the Ben- commissioner, the president of the
. —7~ ,
_
let others know that there are still Kenniston; a daughter by a for- used for the purchase of a refrig- Whitehill.
ner-Rackliff wedding Sunday in Maine fire chiefs’ association, presi ....
Rockland.
dent of the Maine sheriffs’ asso And Lincoln Academy tsas- some young people with good in mer marriage, Mrs. Gertrude Hal- erator for the school In Tenant’s
quick comforting help for Backache.
berg of Auburn, Mass ; a sister, Mrs. Harbor. Meetings are held the Thirty-two feature motion pic Por
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morgan of ciation, and a field representative
Eunice E Knox.
Rheumatic Pains. Getting Up Nights, strong
ketball Coach Smiles Up them.
Hilda Sjoberg; three brothers, Ed- second Monday of every month at tures and 11 topicals were produced cloudy urine, irritating passages. Leg Pains,
Brighton, Mass., and Mrs. Kenneth of the American Red Cross.
Box 203, Vinalhaven.
circles under eyes, and swollen ankles, due
ward and Herbert of Worcester and the Community Room.
His Sleeve
In Bengal, India, In the last year. to
Elwell of Warren visited friends
The Commissioner would have
non*organic and non-systemlc Kidney and
George
of
New
Hampshire,
also
----------------here Saturday.
general supervision over the safety
Bladder
troubles, try Cystex. Quick, complete
NORTH WARREN
Ralph W. Hilton, who will coach
several grandchildren.
.Use coc°nut as a topping for
A machine to make paper bags satisfaction
Mr. and Mrs Veron Meyer and of all persons and property in the
or money back guaranteed. Ask
Charles G. Erickson
the
Lincoln
Academy
basketball
Services
were
held
from
the
resibaked
custards,
muffins,
cup
cakes,
was
Invented
In
7852
by
Francis
your druggist for Cystex today.
daughters, Marjorie and Eleanor State and would be required to pro
coffee cake, lemon pie.
Wolle.
team,
feels
no
little
satisfaction
Charles
G.
Erickson
died
Oct.
27
dence.
an:'. Mrs Henry E. Meyer of Bev vide a program looking toward the
—— ----- - —erly, Massi, were callers Sunday in protection of life and property over the fact that six members of at his home here. He was born In
In lf*16 one of the most serious
against the careless practices of last year's team will be in the line- Worcester, Mass., and came to this
this place.
town In 1904. By trade he was a causes °t U. S. auto accidents was
Jean Kimball and Elizabeth El humans. He would administer the up.
—He
..-------------x. «to----------A little more than three weeks painter.
was married
Nancy “cranking."
well attended the Youth for Christ laws on public safety as set forth
in the bill. He would also make of drill remain before the team be- Calderwood and had resided here
rally Thursday in Rockland.
Food prices in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
x
Mr and Mrs. Melville Davis and rules and regulations to be ap gins Its 18-game slate against a ever since.
are 325 percent above those of
strong
Northeastern
Business
ColMr.
Erickson
was
a
good
neighbor,
1939.
daughters, Carmen and Betty, of proved by the Governor and Coun
lege five from Portland. The league ready to help whenever needed, a
Dutch Neck were visitors Sunday cil.
schedule
gets
under
way
against
kind
husband
and
father
and
a
deProvision
is
made
for
a
contin

Michigan’s 1947 champion team
at Albert Elwell’s.
Thomaston Dec. 3.
voted family man. He was a mem- scored 345 points in nine games.
Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Peacock and uing survey of the municipalities
The Lincoln Academy girls’ team,
son Lee attended the Bowdoin- and unorganized territory of the which also raced to the league crown
Colby game Saturday in Water State for the preparation of disas last season, will have six letter
ter and catastrophe plans, and to
ville.
winners from the 1947-48 team back.
Mrs. Herbert Lawrence. Mrs. carry on other specified precau
MOW Hfftf !
The schedule of boys’ games fol
tionary
functions.
Chester Miller and Miss Jean Kim
lows:
The
Municipal
Aid
Fire
Account
ball were Rockland visitors Wed
a continuing carrying account, Nov. 24—Northeastern Business Col
nesday.
lege.
"HOLD-MOR
Mps James Hall. Mrs. Albert El would be used to reimburse towns Dec 3—Thomaston.
and
cities,
in
part,
for
the
approved
well and Miss Elizabeth Elwell vis
Dec.
7
—
Brunswick.
ited Saturday in Tenants Harbor. purchase of fire equipment. This Dec. 10—Camden.
Miss Lois Kimball returned Sat grant could in no case exceed 50 Dec. 17—Waldoboro.
percent of the actual cost of equip
urday to Richmond after a feu- ment.
No town or city would re Dec. 22—Alumni.
days’ visit with her grandparents, ceive more
than $10,000 for expen Dec. 31—Boston Garden
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig.
Jan. 7—Boothbay Harbor.
in any calendar year.
The Woman’s Society of Chris ditures
Z. SELF-D-FROSTER
Provision is also made for the Jan. 14—Hallowell High School,
tian Service met Tuesday at the compensation of firemen injured
(pending)
. . . refrigerator defrosts it
home of Mrs Wilbert Orff with a while responding to out-o-town Jan. 18—Old Orchard
self every night at midnight.
large attendance. The next meet emergency calls under the pro Jan. 21—Thomaston.
ing will be Nov. 9 with Mrs. Eleanor visions of the bill.
Jan. 28—Camden.
2. '/, MORE ROOM
Kennedy.
Feb. 1—Richmond.
The 4-H Club enjoyed a Hallo
Feb. 4—Waldoboro.
in no more floor space than a
MATINICUS
ween party last Friday at the home
8—Old Orchard (pending).
pie-war "6".
The Halloween party at the K. P Feb.
of Mrs. Raymond Jackson and Sat
Feb. 11—Boothbay Harbor.
urday the Sunday School was en hall was enjoyed by both youngsters Feb. 18—Richmond.
tertained at the home of Mrs. and grown-ups. The costumes add Feb. 25—Hallowell (pending).
3. GIANT SIDE FREEZER
Bruno Rissanen. Both parties were ed much to the spirit of the oc
holds up to 37 pounds of
well attended and greatly enjoyed. casion. Games were played and
Tuesday to Rockland to visit her
frozen foods.
The interior of the Community music enjoyed.
Miss Helen Bunker has been in mother, Mrs. Frances Haskell.
House is being painted by a group
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Philbrook
of men who are giving their eve Rockland on business for a few have
4- SLIDING COLDPACK
returned from a visit with her
days.
nings to this much-needed work.
. . . deep dMMor extra£hill.
Carrie Ripley has returned from parents in Harpswell.
Lavon Ames went to Rockland
The University of Prague had 10.- Rockland where she passed a week.
Holds up to 12 lbs.
Mrs. Marie Ripley went last Jast Tuesday on business .
000 students in the 15th century.
W. B. Young and Orris Philbrook
were Rockland visitors Thursday.
exceptional convenience such as: DOUBLEMrs. Lewis entertained the Bridge
* WIDTH HYDROVOIR to keep more fruits and vege
Club Wednesday.
ANNOUNCING
No one in town knows your Ford like we do. Nobody
tables moist and garden-fresh. BIGGER BOTTLE
Isabelle Ripley, Flora Philbrook
STORAGE on unusually spacious shelf, DRY
has as much at stake in its running right. No wonder,
and Ervena Ames called Thursday
STORAGE TILTABIN — a handy cupboard for
on Ellen Wallace.:
then, that we’re out to stretch your car's life while saving
staple items.
you time, money and trouble. And who would be better
All branches of the armed serv
These are only a few of the thrilling features
able to do thaf than we Ford Dealers with ouf Fordices are housed in the Pentagon.
found in this glamorous Norge refrigerator.
trained Mechanics, Genuine Ford Parts, Factory-approved
There are many more you don’t want to miss.
Yale football teams played four
Methods arid Special Ford Tools and Equipment! Come in
All New 1948 and 1949 Models
ties in 15 years.
and let us give you our real Ford Service.
New Sleeves, New Collars, New Fullness

Carl Lane, distinguished author,
who recently moved to the Cam
den-Rockport area, in a hilarious
talk, "Writers Are Businessmen,
Too, ' at the annual meeting on
Wednesday night of the Camden
Rockport Chamber of Commerce,
brought forth many laughs from
the large group of members and
their guests. He described the
business side of book-publishing
and writing, quoting from corres
pondence between himself, his lit
erary agent and the publisher, with
comments in a facetious.tongue-incheek vein, in connection with his
recent book, "How to Sail.'' Adding
to the gaiety of the meeting was
some humorous "ribbing" by Lane
of several of the C. of C. members
present.
The Chamber of Commerce meet
ing was opened by Earl Puller,
president for the past year, who in
troduced the new president. Albert
Collins, proprietor of the Watkins
Cleaners establishments in Camden.
Belfast and Rockland Collins pre
sented the other newly elected of
ficers: 1st vice president Vernon
Packard: 2d vice president, May
nard Graffam; Treasurer, Alexan
der Gillmor; secretary Betty Foxwell.
1
Mr. Collins gave to the retiring
president a scroll with the follow
ing inscription:
"The Camden-Rockport Chamber
of Commerce acknowledges with
grateful appreciation the faithful
service and outstanding contribu
tion to the development of Cam
den and Rockport of Earl Fuller,
as president during the year 1948.”
Scrolls of appreciation were also
presented to the four retiring di
rectors. Claude Butterfield, Wil
liam P. Kelley. Oliver Mayhew, of
Camden, and Arthur Walker of
Rockport.
The new members of
the board of directors are Vere
Crockett. Camden and Rockville,
Allison Curry. Robert Laite. Merton
Lake, Camden, and Carleton Un
derwood, Rockport.
The program was opened with
assembly singing directed by Da
vid Crockett, with Edward Grieve
at the piano.
Additional highlights of the
meeting were the presentation of
two dozen roses to Secretary Betty
Poxwel! by President Collins, cn be
half of the directors and members
of the meeting’s committee: and a
gift to the secretary by the chair
man of the program committee.
William P Kelley, of a bright blue
“chamber "for the new C. ef C. of
fice. recently reported in the news
under the heading. "Chamber Gets
a Chamber " Other members of the
program committee were Charles
Lowe and Albert Rhodes.
Following the meeting the mem
bers enjoyed a social hour and re
freshments as guests of the new
board of dhectors. Mi's. Albert
Collins and Mrs. Vernon Packard
presided at the coffee table. La
dies of St. Thomas Guild served
the refreshments

Enter Contest

Girl Scout Week

Has Six Veterans

You'll savelime 1

f

NORGE

WH ravelfouble!

Our Annual Display and Sale Of

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS

You are cordially invited to make an early inspection
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices!

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

Your Dependable Home Town Furrier for 40 Years

16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

COME IN TODAY! EXAMINE! COMPARE!

LOOK OUT FOR

New Length

TEL. 541

61-tf

PIN-WORMS
Recent medical reports reveal that an
amazing number of children (and grown
ups too) may be victims of Pin-Worms—
often without suspecting what is wrong!
And these pests, living inside the human
body, can cause real distress.
So watch out for the warning signs that
may mean Pin-Worms—especially the
aggravating rectal itch. Get JAYNE'S P-W
and follow the directions.
P’W is the Pin-Worm treatment devel
oped in the laboratories of Dr. D. Jayne &
Son, after years of patient research. The
small, easy-to-take P-W tablets act in a
special way to remove Pin-Worms.
Ask your druggist: P-W for Pin-Worms I

Dealer Service!

See for yourxaff die graaf valua found
only in a Norge

$269.95 up

THERE’S HQ PLACE LIKE HOME FOR FORD SERVICE!

KAIN5T:HAHDWARECO
PAIN T
I •

360

STOVES • housewares
HC

441 MAIN ST
, ’’
ROCKLAND

DSLiven

WALDOBOROjGARAGE CO.

32 Park St., Rockland

*

